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Summary
R ange  is a very important and usefu l physical property. W e  can extract most o f  the 
physical features o f an object from  a 3 -D  im age. This thesis is about analysing range  
im ages taken from  a  low  resolution laser radar system.
T he  objective o f this research is to locate and attempt to identify obstacles in the 
surroundings for an unm anned sm all tracked vehicle to find its way. A  short range (less 
than 30 m etres) laser radar range finder, provided by the M inistry o f  D efense, gathered  
range im ages around the vehicle. T rees, rocks and walls are classified as obstacles. Roads* 
grassland and bushes are classified as passable objects. In  the cases w here the objects 
cannot be  identified, w e  use the steepness as a guideline to classify the object as obstacles 
or not.
Sim ple im age processing techniques are applied to analyse the range im age and  
satisfactory results are obtained. Obstacles can be  located in the range images. T he  
im ages are first segm ented by three methods. Firstly, the range gating m ethod is app lied  
which segments the images- according to the inform ation in their range histograms. 
Secondly, the gradient thresholding m ethod is applied which distinguishes the steep 
obstacles from  the non-steep objects. Thirdly, the spatial isolation is applied which isolates 
each individual object.
T h e  only inform ation contained in a range im age is the three dimensions o f the 
object, so w e  concentrated on the analysis o f  the physical properties. Besides the size and  
shape, the texture o f an object can also be  extracted. Texture reflects what type o f objects 
w e  are looking at. W a lls , plains and other flat objects have fine textures while trees and  
bushes have rough textures. W e  have investigated various textural properties derived from  
the co-occurrence matrix. A nother im portant physical property is the gradient because  
high gradient always implies obstacles, and these are things which an un-m anned vehicle  
must avoid.
T h e  classification m ethod uses the distance function to classify objects.
Finally, the algorithm  is im plem ented on  an array o f transputers.
Prom ising results w ere  observed. By im plem enting the algorithm  onto an array o f  
transputers, the processing time was reduced, and the obstacles can be  identified from  the 
range images.
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1 Introduction
T he research on this topic w as done between 1984 and 1988. M ateria ls presented  
in this thesis may not reflect the state o f the art at the publishing date.
T h e  research is funded by the Ministry o f Defense. T he  objective o f this research  
is to locate and attempt to identify obstacles in the surroundings for an unm anned sm all 
tracked vehicle to find its way. T h e  Ministry o f D efense  provided the data from  a  short 
range (less than 30 m etres) laser radar range finder. This was the only data available  
to us.
A  laser pulse is transmitted through two sets o f mirrors. T h e  reflected pulse is 
detected by a sensor on  the range finder. The delay betw een  the detection o f the pulse  
and the transmission o f the pulse is proportional to the distance o f the object from  the 
range finder. T he  scanning m irrors are arranged in two' cylindrical structures. T h e  two 
cylindrical structures are arranged on the same axis o f rotation but they are- rotated at 
a different speed. Each  m irror is tilted at an angle from  the vertical axis, which is the 
axis o f rotation. T h ere  are 7 m irrors on one cylinder and 8 m irrors on the other one. 
Since each m irror is tilted at a different angle, there are 56 different combinations. 
Therefore, the laser pulse is transmitted at 56 different angles o f elevation. T hese  m ake  
up the num ber o f pixels on  the vertical axis. A s  the mirrors rotate, 55 laser pulses are  
transmitted. These m ake up the num ber o f pixels on the horizontal axis.
T he range im age has usefu l inform ation which is very difficult, i f  not im possible, 
to obtain from  a  video im age. This is the inform ation o f the third dimension, the range. 
This is m ore useful w hen  the object and the background are o f sim ilar color, e.g. a tank 
with cam ouflage. F rom  the range image, object steepness can be  derived.
Trees, rocks and walls are classified as obstacles. Roads, grassland and bushes 
are classified as passable objects. Since bushes and trees are very similar, but one is 
passable and the other is not, it is necessary to distinguish them. H ow ever, i f  they are  
not distinguishable, to b e  safe, both  need to be  classified as obstacles. In  the cases 
w here the objects cannot be  identified, w e  use the object steepness as a  guide-line to 
classify the object as an obstacle or not. T he  limit o f the ground steepness for the vehicle  
to safely pass over or through is defined to be  45 degree, since the vehicle has tracks 
which allows it to cope with such slopes.
D igital signal processing originally was applied to the analysis o f one dim ensional 
signals, then developed into the analysis o f two dimensional images. In  m oving from  
one dim ensional analysis to two dim ensional analysis, two points differ substantially.
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Firstly, the am ount o f data involved is enormous for an im age com pared w ith a one 
dim ensional signal and hence the processing time becom es longer. Secondly, the 
inform ation contained in an im age can be  very different from  a  one dim ensional signal. 
H en ce  new  techniques must be  developed.
T h e  analysis o f  three dim ensional im ages has becom e m ore important because  
m ore inform ation is contained in a three dimensional im age and it is approaching the 
capability o f the hum an eye. T he  m eaning o f three dim ensional is not necessarily 
referring to the dim ension o f the data matrix; it m ay refer to the distance o f the object 
from  the view ing device. A  range image, in the follow ing chapters, represents an im age  
in which each pixel represents the range o f an object from  the observer; this is 
com parable to a  color im age in which each pixel represents the color o f  an object. There  
are various ways o f  m easuring the range.
Th ere  are sonar-based systems [1], laser range-finder system s-['2], systems using 
triangulation [3] and the com bination o f several sensors [4]. These techniques are  
applied to natural-terrain analysis and navigation systems. In  the places w here  it is not 
suitable or dangerous for a hum an being to live, such as in a battle field, under extreme  
temperatures, under high radiation, or on  a planet without an atmosphere, a  vehicle  
which can find a path to go  from  one place to another is most useful, especially around  
an unexplored terrain.
T o  simulate the capability o f hum an vision system in m ore detail, w e must com bine  
the range inform ation with the inform ation from  a  color ■ cam era. G il  et al [4] 
dem onstrated an experim ent which com bined an intensity im age with a range image. 
Sometimes, there are edges in the scene which cannot be  detected from  a color or light 
intensity im age, w here  for exam ple one object is in front o f another object o f the same 
colour. H ow ever, it is certainly shown up in a  range image. G il com bined the edges 
from  two different types o f im age and obtained a better edge m ap.
T h e  analysis o f a  range im age is similar to the analysis o f  the surface o f  an object 
because w e  only m easure the distance to the surface but not to the inside o f an object. 
T here fo re  Sugihara et al [5 ] developed a method which m easures the surface directly. 
They project a regu lar pattern, for exam ple a matrix o f squares, onto the surface o f  an  
object. A  cam era im ages the object with the projected pattern on  the surface. T he  
projected pattern w ill be  deform ed according to the orientation o f the surface. The  
analysis o f the deform ed pattern gives enough inform ation to bu ild  up a m odel fo r the 
object and can be  used to calculate the distance o f a point on the surface from  the 
camera.
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Inokuchi et al [6] d eve loped  a ring operator to detect different types o f edges in  
a range image. They assum ed that there are three different features, jum p edge, roo f  
edge and planar region, fo r scenes which are m ade up o f p lanar objects only. A  jum p  
edge is an edge w here the range on  one side o f the edge is different from  the range on  
the other side. A  roo f edge is an  edge w here two planar surfaces meet. T he  ring operator 
works as follows. For each pixel, a ring o f pixels around it is studied. T he  pixels on  the 
ring are then labe lled  according to the angle from  a reference axis. I f  the range o f the 
pixel on the ring is p lotted against the angle, w e  get a  one dim ensional w aveform  
representation o f the ring o f  pixels. Studying the am plitude and the phase o f the D iscrete  
Fourier T ransform  (D F T )  o f  the waveform , the three edge features can b e  identified. 
F or a jum p edge, the first and the third components o f  the am plitude spectrum  are 
comparatively larger than the second component because o f the step-like discontinuity. 
T h e  ro o f edge, w ill have a com paratively larger second component. T he  p lanar region  
w ill have negligible second and third components.
L e t ’s assume that w e  only use a  laser range finder or a sim ilar range m easuring  
device to analyse the properties o f  an object. The analysis o f the ranges o f  different 
parts o f  an object is sim ilar to a blind person feeling the roughness o f the surface o f an  
object, because only the variation in the ranges o f the object can be  studied. There fore  
another important feature w e  must consider is the texture. T h ere  are two m ain branches 
o f texture analysis techniques, syntactic and statistical. G o o l [7] gives a  b r ie f survey of 
various texture analysis techniques. U n d er  the syntactic approach, the texture is 
assumed to be  a highly structured perfect pattern. Therefore  rules can be  defined to 
represent and reproduce the texture. Fo r the non-structured patterns, the statistical 
approach is based  on the spatial grey level dependence matrix or the co-occurrence  
matrix [8, 9]. F rom  the co-occurrence matrix, a num ber o f texture features can be  
defined [10]. A  structural texture analysis based on the co-occurrence m atrix is also  
suggested by Zu cker [11]. Som e other statistical texture analysis techniques are derived  
from  the m odification o f the co-occurrence matrix, such as the grey level difference  
m ethod and the grey level run  length method. The index o f the m odified co-occurrence  
matrix is not the grey level o f  the pixel, but the difference betw een  a  pair o f  pixels, or 
the run o f various length o f  pixels.
Usually, there are a  num ber o f features extracted from  an object. O n e  o f the 
pattern recognition m ethods is to com pare the feature vector with the reference object 
vectors. A  distance function betw een  two vectors has to be  defined. E uclidean  distance, 
M ahalanobis distance and the nonmetric similarity functions are used. T h e  Euclidean  
distance is the simplest to im plem ent. T he  M ahalanobis distance is the most suitable
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one for statistical analysis since it takes into account the variation within a group and  
the inter-group co-variance. H ow ever, it involves a lot o f calculations. T h e  nonmetric  
similarity function applies to the data which tends to group along rad ia l axis. T h e  most | 
com m on distance function is the Euclidean  distance because o f its simplicity.
Another m ethod is to derive a boundary separating one object class from  the other | 
classes in the n-dim ensional space. It is very difficult to visualise the similarity in  the 
n-dim ensional space w hen  n  is larger than 2. The self-organising m apping m ethod is a  
way to reduce the representation in the n-dim ensional space to a  2 -dim ensional space 
[12, 13], T he  m apping is not linear. H ow ever, after the transformation, the adjacent 
coordinate in the 2 -d im ensional space contains a feature vector which is the most similar. 
T h e  dim ension o f the feature vector is not reduced; only the arrangem ent o f the position  
o f each feature vector is different. T he  advantage o f this m ethod is that one can visualise  
the similarity betw een  objects.
T h ere  are considerable num bers o f calculations involved in the analysis o f images.
In  order to m ake use o f the inform ation contained in an im age in rea l life, the processing  
must be  fast enough to run in real time. A lthough the processing speeds o f current 
hardware devices are very fast, the enorm ous amount o f calculation still exceeds the 
capability o f a single processor. Thus the developm ent o f concurrent processors provides 
a possible solution. By dividing a  large process into several sm aller processes and sharing 
these sm aller processes am ongst several processors, the overall processing time w ill be  
shorter. I f  the process is carefully divided so that little processing pow er o f the individual 
processor is wasted, the total processing pow er w ill b e  directly proportional to the 
num ber o f processors used.
N gan  designed a system using eight TM S32010 digital signal processors to process 
a 256x256 pixel im age w ithin one second [14]. Reeves [15] provides a  survey on  various 
para lle l com puter architectures for im age processing. H ow ever, these processors are  
not designed fo r concurrent processing. T he  first integrated para lle l processor arrived  
w hen  IN M O S  designed the transputer. W ith in  the design o f the transputer, from  the 
software down to the hardware, every effort is put into the im plem entation o f concurrent 
processing. These involve the built in communication links specially designed betw een  
transputers and the P A R  and A L T  construct for the program m ing language, O C C A M ,  
which is integrated with the hardw are design o f the transputer.
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A t  the beginning o f this project, there w ere very lim ited facilities available for the 
processing o f  the images. T h e  algorithms w ere developed in a V A X .  Results w ere  
stored in files. But there was no ready m ade displaying facilities connected to the V A X .  
A n  im age display unit w as then constructed.
T h e  im age displaying unit consists o f a 68000 single board  m icrocom puter, a  fram e  
store, an interface connecting the m icrocom puter to the fram e store and a monitor. 
D ata  files w ere  transferred from  the V A X  to the single boa rd  m icrocom puter through  
the serial term inal port o f  the V A X .  Software which emulates a  term inal and perform s  
the file transfer operations was developed for the m icrocom puter in assembly language.
The  fram e store w as bought from  the British Telecom . It has 6-bit grey scales. It 
can b e  interfaced directly to any o f the M otoro la  6800 series m icroprocessors and  
occupies a lk  b lock  o f m em ory in the m icroprocessor m em ory m ap. T h e  highest 
resolution o f the fram e store is 512x512'pixels. Individual p ix e l is accessed by storing 
their X , Y  coordinates in address latches and instructing the fram e store to execute a  
read or write operation. A ll the operations are controlled by  the p rogram  running in  
the m icroprocessor. T he  operating speed o f the fram e store is 1 M hz.
A  68000 m icrocom puter was chosen because o f its processing pow er. In  addition  
to use as a displaying controller, the board  was also target to port the algorithm  to be  
developed. H ow ever, the transputers w ere  found to be  a better choice for im plem enting  
the algorithm  concurrently, algorithm  w ere  never port to this board . T h e  68000 
m icrocom puter has a  V M E  bus. It has 128k R A M  on board . T h e  operating speed is 8 
M H z.
As the two boards have different bus configurations-and operating speed, an 
interface was built to connect them  together. The job  o f the interface board  is to generate  
a 1 M H z  clock for the fram e store and send the necessary acknow ledge signals back  to 
the m icrocom puter at the correct time. F igure 1.1 shows a  b lock  diagram  o f the circuitry. 
F igure 1.2 shows the timing diagram  o f both the read and write cycle.
T he  data accessing cycle can be  separated into 4 parts which are controlled by  the 
4 rising edges generated from  the system clock o f the V M E  bus. C lk l  is generated by  
dividing the system clock by a factor o f 4. Another clock, clk2 , is 90 degrees shift o f 
c lk l. Except for the timing ciruitry, everything on the interface board  is only active 
when the A S  signal goes low. A fte r  the A S  signal has gone low, the address lines from  
the V M E  bus are com pared with the pre-set value which occupies lk  in the m em ory
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m ap. A  valid address signal is then used to control the reading or writing cycle o f the 
interface board . T h e  necessary address and R / W  signals are then fed into the fram e  
store through a  buffer. T h e  data accessing cycle starts from  here.
D uring  the write cycle, the correct 8-bit data from  the V M E  bus, which is 16-bit 
originally, is selected by a  3 channel transceiver according to som e logic circuitry. Then  
the data is fed through a uni-directional 3-state buffer, which is connected to the data  
bus o f the fram e store.
D u ring  the read cycle, data from  the fram e store cannot stay on the data bus until 
the cycle ends. So a latch is used to hold the data until the m icrocom puter has read  the 
data.
D a ta  is assumed written into or ready to read from  the fram e store w hen  c lk l goes 
high again. D T A C K  is then send back  to the m icrocomputer. T h e  m icrocom puter sets 
A S  high w hen  it receives D T A C K . A fte r  the A S  signal o f the V M E  goes high, everything 
on the interface board  is reset and disabled.
A nother program  written in 68000 assembly language is used to send the picture, 
pixel by pixel, to the fram e store for displaying. There  are two m odes o f displaying  
picture to the monitor, controlled by the switches built in the fram e store board . These  
two m odes are the fast and the slow m ode. The difference betw een  them is that, the 
fast m ode reads or writes data at any time when the instruction is called, while the slow  
m ode does not. So picture on the screen w ill flicker w hen data is transfering by fast 
m ode, and it takes about 6 seconds to complete the transfering o f  a picture containing 
256x256 pixels. T he  slow  m ode only allows data to be  transferred during line sync 
period, giving a m axim um  o f 15625 operations per second, according to the user m anual. 
T he time taken by the program  to read  or write a picture containing 256x256 pixels is 
about 8 seconds.
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Fig. 1.1 B lock  diagram  o f the interface circuit connecting a V M E  bus and a 6800 bus 
com patible fram e store
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clk2 
c ik 1
Address and Control Signal 
to the Frame Store
R/W
Data to the Frame Store
-DTACK
-AS
Fig. 1.2a T im ing diagram  o f a write cycle
clk2 
elk 1
Address and Control Signal 
to the Frame Store
R/W
Data from  the Frame Store 
Data to the VME Bus 
-DTACK 
-A S
Fig. 1.2b Timing diagram of a read cycle
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In  the follow ing chapters, w e  w ill discuss som e im age processing and pattern  
recognition techniques. T h e  im ages that w e  analysed w ere  acquired from  a laser range  
finder which has a fram ing time o f  1 second. T he  result o f  the analysis w ill b e  applied  
to an unm anned vehicle which navigates itself through natural terrain.
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2 Image Processing Techniques
2.1 Introduction
A  digitised im age is in fact a matrix o f numbers. The num bers represent the 
m agnitude o f a  property o f  the view. It can be  any property, provided a  suitable  
transducer and a scanning m echanism  is available. The most general properties are  
the light intensity and colors. Others such as temperature, resistance, radiation, 
capacitance, etc, are also w idely studied. O u r investigation is on  the ranges which are  
scanned by a  laser range finder.
D igita l im age processing techniques can be  divided into two functional categories, 
pre-processing and analysis.
Pre-processing are the techniques to im prove the quality o f the digitised im age, 
such as noise rem oval, edge enhancement, geom etric transformation, contrast 
im provem ent and im age restoration. N o  inform ation is extracted from  the im age.
Analysis is the set o f  techniques to extract the inform ation o f interest from  the 
image. M any algorithms be lon g  to this category. There  are various transform ation and  
filtering techniques to extract a particular spatial frequency feature; segm entation  
techniques to distinguish a  region, having the same feature set as another, from  the 
other regions; calculation o f som e physical feature such as size, height and shape; and  
correlation betw een  two images. M ost analysis algorithms be long to the transform ation  
and segm entation techniques.
O f  this type, the Fast Fourier Transform ation is a very w e ll known technique to 
transform  an im age in the spatial dom ain to an im age in the spatial frequency dom ain. 
It is easier to perform  filtering in the spatial frequency dom ain. ' T h e  H ou gh  
Transform ation is another technique to transform  an im age with line features into the 
slope-intercept dom ain, figure 2.1.1a and figure 2.1.1b. In  the slope-intercept dom ain, 
som e structural line features w ill shown up as intersections. So it is easier to extract 
the line features. It is most suitable fo r straight line extraction.
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-  A straight line in the x - y  domain is transformed 
into a point in the slope-intercept domain.
-  8y transforming all the possible lines passing 
through the point in the x - y  domain, a line is 
built up in the slope-intercept domain.
F igure 2.1.1a R elation  betw een  x-y dom ain and slope-intercept dom ain
For example, there is o straight line in the x—y domain. 
All the points on the line in the x - y  domain are then 
transformed to the slope-intercept domain.
The interception of the transformed lines in the s lope - 
intercept domain represents the straight line in the x - y  
domain.
Figure 2.1.1b Hough transformation of a straight line
l l
A  m odification o f the H ou gh  Transform ation is to transform the im age into the 
norm al distance and orientation domain, figure 2.1.2a and figure 2.1.2b. It has the 
advantage that the axis w ill not approach infinity when the lines are horizontal or vertical.
By transform ing oil the possib le lines passing 
through the point in the x - y  domain, a sinusoidal 
curve is built up in the d istance-orientation domain.
d
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F igure 2.1.2a R e lation  betw een  x-y dom ain and distance-orientation dom ain
For example, there is a straight line in the x—y domain. 
All the points on the line in the x—y domain are then 
transformed to the distance-orientation domain.
The interception of the transformed lines in the distance- 
orientation domain represents the straight line in the x -y  
domain.
0
Figure 2.1.2b Modified Hough transformation of a straight line
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Segm entation can b e  further divided into the boundary approach and the regional 
approach. T h e  boundary approach is to extract the object’s boundaries first. F ro m  the 
boundaries, w e  can separate one object from  the others. T h e  regional approach is to 
group regions having the sam e properties. T he  segmentation technique w ill b e  discussed 
further in the fo llow ing sections.
Textural analysis is a  very useful technique to investigate the relationship and the 
distribution o f the m agnitude o f each pixel belonging to the sam e object. Texture is 
also a  very im portant feature to distinguish objects in a range im age, since the range  
im age only shows the surface roughness o f an object. A  range im age is an im age in 
which each pixel represents the range o f an object from  the observer. It w ill b e  discussed 
further in the fo llow ing sections.
A  digitised im age is a  matrix o f  numbers. A n  im age acquired by one transducer 
looks the same, in mathematics, as an im age acquired by another transducer. H ence, 
in general, any im age can b e  processed the same way by any im age processing technique. 
H ow ever, som e transduction techniques provide certain advantages over the others. A  
range im age provides 3 -D  inform ation; a  color im age provides visual spectrum  
inform ation; an in fra-red im age provides the heat absorption and heat rad iation  o f  
object. In  our studies, range im ages give us a very useful property over the other 
transduction techniques, this is the steepness o f an object.
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2.2 Segmentation - Boundary  Approach
2.2.1 Introduction
A n  object is distinguishable from  the background o f another object if there is a 
difference in their visual effect. Edges can be  located betw een  these objects if the 
difference betw een  them  are known.
In  general, the im age is represented by the scene’s light intensity or colour. For  
a bright object on a  dark background, the brightness o f the object is different from  that 
o f the background. Similarly, a  ripe red  apple on a fruit tree is distinguishable from  
the green  leaves around it in a colour im age. H ow ever the apple may not be  detected  
from  the leaves in a b lack  and white image, so that a  correct choice o f  im age  
representation is necessary.
Suppose w e  have taken an im age such that the objects to be  detected look different 
from  their surroundings, and the pixels o f the im age are represented by numbers, n(i, j )  
for the i-th row  and the j-th  colum n in the image. W e  can define the edges o f these 
objects to be  those pixels such that the values o f the pixels on one side o f an edge pixel 
are different from  the values o f the pixels on the other side significantly, as shown in  
fig. 2 .2 .1 .1 .
2 2 0 0 1 2 10 11 12 11 10 12
2 1 1 20 1 0 2 0 11 10 11 10
1 1 2 1 2 2 0 1 10 11 11 11
0 0 1 0 0 1 11 10 11 2 10 12
1 2 0 1 2 11 10 12 12 12 11 10
2 2 1 0 10 12 12 11 20 10 11 10
(italised pixels are noise)
F igure 2.2.1.1 Boundary betw een  two different regions
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2.2.2 Edge Detector
L et us define a  gradient m ap, g  „ ( i , j  }  for detecting vertical edges by
1 [2.2.2.1]
]T  n( i , j  + n) ~  £  n ( i , j - n )
W nm J n m  1
w here w is the num ber o f  pixels on  either side o f n ( i , j )  being used to calculate the 
difference am ong the two sides.
F igure 2 .2 .2.1  shows the gradient m ap o f fig. 2 .2 .1.1  using equation [2.2.2.1].
X 2 2 1 2 9 9 2 0 2 1 X
X 1 19 0 20 1 0 9 10 0 0 X
X 1 0 0 1 2 1 10 10 1 0 X
X 1 0 1 1 11 9 0 8 1 10 X
X 1 1 2 10 8 1 2 0 1 2 X
X 1 2 9 12 2 1 8 1 9 0 X
F igure 2.2.2.1a w = 1
X X 13 03 6 10 10 5.5 0 03 X X
X X 9 03 93 93 5 9.5 93 5 X X
X X 03 03 03 1 3.5 9.5 10. 5.5 X X
X X 0 0 53 10. 10 0.5 43 0.5 X X
X X 0 53 10 93 5.5 13 0.5 13 X X
X X 3 93 11. 63 4.5 3 1 5 X X
F igure 2.2.2.1b w - 2
X X X 3 7 10. 10. 6.6 3.3 X X X
X X X 0.3 6.6 3 0 9.6 9.6 X X X
X X X 0 0.3 2 5.6 9.3 10 X X X
X X X 3.6 7 10. 7.3 3.6 0.6 X X X
X X X 6.6 10 10. 7.3 4 0 X X X
X X X 9.6 10. 10. 6.3 2.3 1.3 X X X
F igure 2.2.2.1c w = 3 
F igure 2.2.2.1 G rad ien t m ap o f fig. 2.2.1.1 using [2.2.2.1 ]
L a rge  g  „ ( i , j  )  w ill represent the presence o f an edge pixel at position ( Z , j j
U sually  w is chosen to b e  1. L a rger  values o f w are used to reduce the effect o f  
random  noise in the im age during edge detection, since random  noise w ill be  averaged  
out by other object pixels in w pixels. Suppose the average value o f  w pixels in an  object 
is n and the noisy pixel is am ong the w pixels on the right o f  a  pixel ( I , J )  and the noisy 
pixel has a value o f  n + A  n, then g „ ( I , J )  is
✓ , I (wn + A n )  -  um l 
g » U > J )  = -------------- ^ --------------
_  | An|  
w
<  | A  n |
H ow ever the region  o f large values o f g u around the edge in the gradient m ap w ill
be  w idened, resulting in a w ider boundary after thresholding, as in fig. 22.22. But, 
overall, w must not be  greater than the width o f either region, because n w ill not b e  a  
good average value to represent the region.
F igure 2.2.2.2a E d ge  resulted by thresholding fig. 2.2.2.1a w ith value o f 5
Figure 2.2.2.2b Edge resulted by thresholding fig. 2.2.2.1b with value of 5
[2 .2 .2 .1 a]
fo r  w > 1
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Figure 2.2.2.2c E d ge  resulted by thresholding fig. 2.2.2.1c with value o f 5
The  presence o f the peak  due to edges can be  im proved by finding the product o f  
g ( i t j )u s in g  different ufs.
U ( i , j )  = g wl ( i J ' ) x g w2( L j ) x ‘ ’ - x g Wn ( L j )  [ 222.2]
U  ( i » j  )  w ill have a  relatively larger value than g ( i , j  ) from  the surrounding if n ( i , j ) 
is on the edge. F igu re  2.2.2.3 shows an example.
0 0 0 2 84 960 930 73 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1267 29 0 827 918 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 20 887 1050 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 39 1194 660 0 24 0 0 0
0 0 0 73 1000 785 40 12 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 827 1472 139 29 56 1 0 0 0
Figure 2.2.2.3 Product o f several gradient maps, fig. 2.2.2. la -c , o f different uf s
A  rule can be  set up to detect vertical edges
I f  9 v ( i, j  )  >  t, then n ( i , j  )  is on  the edge; otherwise n ( i , j  )  is not on  the edge.
w here t is an em pirical threshold value distinguishing edge pixels from  object pixels.
Sim ilar definitions and rules can be  set up for horizontal edges and diagonal edges.
T h e  definitions o f  g  ( i , j )  suggested above can also be  represented by convolving  
the im age with gradient operators for different orientation o f edges. T he  m axim um
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value results from  this operation  is the value o f g  ( t , j  y The derivation o f these gradient 
operators are based  on the vector gradient operator o f a two dim ensional function, 
n ( x , y ) .
V / i ( x , y )
bn -
bx
bn
^ y j
[2.2.23]
w here  bn/bx  and bn/by  represent the magnitude o f the gradient in the x  and y  
direction respectively.
bn/bx  can be  approxim ated by
t • i [2.2.2.4]
bx
Similarly, bn/by  can be  approxim ated by
dn • n  f ' 'a [2.22.5]—  = n ( i , y +  \ - ) - n ( i , j )
dy
E quation  [2.2.2.4] and [2.2.2.S] can be  represented by two 2x2 w indows as follows
-1 1
0 0 and
iH1 0
1 0
F igure 2.2.2.4 2x2 masks fo r the detection o f vertical and horizontal edges 
respectively
Sim ilar definitions on a 3x3 w indow  can be  form ulated as follows
-1 0 1
-1 0 1
-1 0 1
-1 -1 -1
0 0 0
1 1 1
Figure 2.2.2.5a 3x3 masks for the detection of edges in 4 directions.
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-1 -1 0
-1 0 1
0 1 1
0 -1 -1
1 0 -1
1 1 0
Figure 2.2.2.5b 3x3 masks for the detection o f edges in 4 directions.
Then  the direction and the magnitude o f the gradient can b e  found by finding the 
best match o f these masks, defined in fig. 2.2,2.4 and fig. 2.22.5, w ith every pixel in the 
im age. H ow ever the accuracy which the direction o f the gradient can be  found is lim ited  
by the num ber o f masks available, and the magnitude found is not a  good  representation  
o f the true gradient at that pixel.
I f  it is the m agnitude o f the gradient o f  a pixel w e are interested in, w e  can ignore  
the direction o f  the gradient. The magnitude o f the gradient can then be  defined as
( * n ) ( ( a n ) V
_ U d*)A«.7) V (^y ) / ((, ;•)_
[2.2.2.6]
T h e n g ( i ,  y )  is com pared to a threshold value. F o rsp e e d o fc o m p u ta t io n g (i , y ')defined  
in equation [2 .2 .2 .6J can be  approxim ated by
g( i> j )  = \n(i  + I > j ) - n ( i , j ) \  + \n ( i , j +  l ) - n ( i , j ) \  [2.2.2.7]
E quation  [2.2.2.7J is also sim pler to implement.
Th ere  are several gradient magnitude operators defined in a  3x3 w indow. They  
are the Lap lac ian  operator, the Sobel operator and the Kirsch operator.
Exam ples o f the Lap lac ian  operator are
0 -1 0
-1 4 -1
0 -1 0
Figure 2.2.2.6 3 Laplacian operators
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F or the definition o f the Sobel operator and the Kirsch operator, let us first define  
the symbols for the pixel and its neighbourhood as in fig. 22.2.5.
AO A l a 2
A i X A 3
A 5 A 5 A 4
X  is the pixel under examination.
A /s, i =  0 to 7, are the 8 neighbours o f X .
F igure 222.1  Defin itions o f  the symbols in the w indow. 
T he Sobel operator g (  A ')  is defined as
g ( X )  =  / ( G j + G y )  . [2 .2 .2 .8a]
or
S W - | G , |  + |Cy|
w here  G X~ ( A 2 + 2 A 3 + A 4) - ( A 0 + 2 A 7 + A 6) 
Gy = ( A 6 + 2 A 5 + A 4) - ( A o - ' - 2 A 1 + A 2) 
T he Kirsch operator is defined as
g(Ar) = m ax( 1, m ax [ ( 5 S {-  3 T t-)] 
0
[2 .2 .2 .8a]
[2.2.2.9]
w here S t =  A t + r i l+1 + A t+Z
T  i = A t+3 + A i+4 + A  t'+5 + A i+6 + A i+7 
T he indices o f  A are com puted m odulo 8.
A l l  the above m entioned masks have a com m on property. T he  sum  o f the elements 
in each m ask is zero. This property means that a zero output is obtained when the mask  
is convolved with a constant valued region, while a large value is obtained w hen  a 
difference betw een  pixels is detected.
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2.2.3 Application of edge detection
T h e  principle o f edge detection is to find an operator suitable to represent the 
differential property o f the im age for each pixel, and then apply a  threshold value to 
detect the edge. U sua lly  the edges resulting are not a good representation o f the true 
edge, since the differential operation is quite noise sensitive.
T o  overcom e the noise problem , the picture can be  preprocessed to reduce the 
noise using various noise rem oval techniques, such as averaging and spatial frequency  
filtering.
Suk and H o n g  [16] suggested a m ethod to detect edges in the noisy im age without 
applying noise rem oval techniques. T h e  im age is first divided into overlapping w indows. 
T h e  possibility o f the presence o f an edge segment in each w indow  is confirm ed by  
finding som e statistical m easures within the window. A v e r y  sim ple m easurem ent is to 
find the difference betw een  the m axim um  intensity and the m inim um  intensity within  
the w indow. A  large difference represents a high probability o f  edge existence within  
the w indow . Those  w indows w ith small difference are left unchanged, while the other 
windows w ill b e  divided into sm aller sub-regions and have further tests perform ed. T w o  
o f these tests test i f  the intensity distribution, represented by a  histogram, is uniform  or 
G aussian  by com paring the observed distribution, O h with the expected distribution, E u 
o f the two m odels using the chi-square test
2 f - ( Ot - E t) 2
X X  E,  [2.2.3.1]
w here zis the i-th interval o f  the histogram
n is the total num ber o f intervals defined in the histogram
T h e  decision can b e  m ade according to the value o f x 2,
i ) X 2 < Xa i:/ =* no edge
i i )  X 2 > Xa ^  edge expected
i i i )  o th e rw ise  =4 no decision
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w here  a x and a  2 are the significant level, a x> a 2
/  is the degree o f freedom ,
/  = ( n -  1 )  for uniform  distribution,
/  =  (n  -  3 ) for G aussian  distribution.
O ther tests com pare the hom ogeneity o f the means and the variances among 
sub-regions. I f  the m eans and the variances am ong sub-regions are hom ogeneous, edges 
are not expected; otherwise, edges are expected.
I f  the presence o f  an edge is confirmed, histogram thresholding and an edge tracing 
technique is applied to the w indow  for the edge extraction. Since the tests are based  
on the grey level distribution o f the pixels and the spatial variation o f the grey levels 
within the w indow , the effect o f noise is reduced. Suk and H on g  [16] results showed  
that the m ethod is better than the m ethod using the Sobel operator with thresholding. 
H ow ever, this m ethod involves considerable computation.
G rim son  and Pavlidis [17] suggested another m ethod to detect edges in a noisy 
im age. Their m ethod is to fit a m odel for a  pixel and its neighbours. T he  difference  
betw een  the original im age and the im age’s m odel is computed. T he  zero crossings in  
the residual im age are the edges.
E d ge  detection betw een  different textural regions has also been  studied [18, 19, 
20]. B ased  on the sim ilar argum ent as the uniform  grey scale region, equation [2.2.2.1] 
is applied to find the textural gradient within the image.
Peli and M a lah  [21] have perform ed a com parison betw een  several edge detection  
algorithms.
T h e  edge detection technique is a w ell-developed m ethod in im age segmentation. 
E dges can be  located very accurately while noise can be  rem oved at the sam e time, 
using som e o f the sophisticated m ethods m entioned above. H ow ever, the results are 
not im m ediately applicable. In  most o f  the situations, the edges detected do not form  
a  closed path. This m eans that two different objects are not separated from  each other 
at som e places. In  order to com plete the segmentation process, further stages in analysis 
have to be  perform ed.
Firstly, the broken  edges have to be  completed. This can b e  achieved by  
interpolation, ridge fo llow ing or repeating the edge detection process using a smaller 
threshold value.
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Secondly, the edges should b e  thinned to one pixel wide.
Thirdly, w hen a continuous path around an object is completed, the region  
occupied by the object must be  identified. This can be easily done by region grow ing  
inside the boundary.
Since the edges have already defined the objects, it is not necessary to store the 
object’s interior points. T h e  com pleted edge m ap can be  stored using chain coding 
technique. F igure 2.2.3.1 shows an example. The starting point o f a  boundary is 
represented by its coordinate, which is (1 ,1 ),  in the image. The fo llow ing point is stored  
by its direction relative to the starting point, which is 2 . T he  code o f the relative directions 
are defined in figure 2.2.3.2 . T he  third point is stored by its direction relative to the 
second point, which is 3. T he  other points on the boundary are stored in the sam e way  
until the point on the other side o f  the starting point is coded, as in figure 2 .2 .3 .1 . 
C om paring the size o f  the original im age, 6x6, with the num ber o f edge pixels, only 10, 
the am ount o f  m em ory needed to store the edge map, using boundary chain coding, is 
much less. This is an  advantage o f the edge detection technique.
® Start
o Other edge pixels
Chain code : [ 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 7, 1 ]
F igure 2.2.3.1 C ode  defining various directions in chain coding.
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0Figure 2.2.3.2 A n  edge m ap and its edge chain codes
E d ge  detection in a range im age is the same as detecting edges in a light intensity 
image. E ach  pixel represents the range o f that part o f  the object fo rm  the range finder. 
Edges occur w hen  there is a significant difference in range betw een  two pixels or two 
regions. T h e  above m entioned m ethods can be  applied to find the edges in  a  range  
im age similarly. H ow ever the range im age provides a very im portant inform ation for 
segmentation. T h e  range o f the objects are known.
In  a  pictorial im age, an object m ay not occupy the pixels o f sim ilar intensity or 
colour; but in a range im age, an object always occupies the pixels o f  sim ilar ranges. So 
it is better to consider an object as a w hole  than processing locally during segm entation  
in a  range im age. Additionally , the p rob lem  o f the noise w ill affect the perform ance  
o f an edge detector and extra processes have to be  perform ed to m ake the edge m ap  
useful for object identification. Segm entation by the regional approach should be  used  
in the analysis o f a range im age.
2.3 Segmentation - Regional Approach
2.3.1 Introduction
Segm entation by a regional approach operates under a sim ilar principle to the 
boundary approach. T w o  objects are distinguishable from  each other if the property  
o f the pixels be longing to the two objects are different. H ow ever the property is 
m easured over the w ho le  im age or a  larger region than that o f the boundary approach. 
Since a larger region  is be ing  considered, m ore accurate inform ation can be  collected  
and the appropriate decisions can be  m ade for different images.
T h e  regional approach can be  divided into two classes
a ) the splitting and
b ) the m erging o f regions.
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T h e  region splitting approach divides a region into sm aller sub-regions w hen  the 
original region  is not uniform  in the property being studied. The process is repeated  
for every sub-region  until all the regions are uniform  or the smallest perm issible area  
is reached. T he  regions having sim ilar properties are grouped together to form  an  
object.
T he  region  m erging approach  starts from  an im age which has already been  divided  
into many sm all regions. R egion s o f  sim ilar property are grouped together. T h e  property  
o f each en larged region  is updated. T h en  the process is repeated until no m ore regions 
can b e  m erged.
T h e  analysis o f  a  histogram  o f an im age is very useful in regional segmentation. 
T h e  distribution o f the "intensity" shows the uniformity o f an im age or a region, which  
is requ ired  in the region  splitting technique. Besides this, the histogram  investigation  
can b e  used as a  standalone m ethod to segment an im age based on the differences o f 
regional properties.
2.3.2 HistdgTam Technique
A  grep|level histogram  contains the probability o f appearance o f each grey level 
in a p lq tu r^  Assum ing that each object is com posed o f pixels o f sim ilar grey levels and 
different objects occupy different grey levels, the im age can be  segm ented im m ediately  
from  the histogram.
In  a very sim ple case, consider an object on a contrasting background, w here the 
histogram  has a b im odal grey level distribution. The two m odes correspond to two 
regions o f sim ilar grey levels. O n e  o f the two modes represents the object and the other 
m ode represents the background. T he  valley between the two peaks in the histogram  
corresponds to the relatively few  points around the edge o f the object.
Suppose the object occupies pixels o f high value grey levels and the background  
occupies pixels o f  low  value grey levels, the area o f the object, A, is m easured by  :-
f T u r  ,  , [2.3.2.1]A ( T ) =  H  ( g ) d g  
Jo
w here g  is the index in the histogram, g -  1 to G 
G is the largest grey levels in the histogram
H ( g )  is the frequency o f finding pixels o f grey level g in  the picture 
T  is the threshold value for segmenting the im age
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T h e  best T  should b e  chosen such that the change o f A is m inim um  w hen T  is varied  
by a  very sm all am ount to T  +  A  T. I f  T  is chosen to be the grey level at the bottom  o f 
the valley, H  (  T  )  is m inim um  and H  (  T  ±  A  T  )  is also small com paring with the other 
probability in the histogram. Therefore, the grey levels at the bottom  o f the valley are 
the best p lace to establish the threshold value for segmenting the image.
T h e  threshold values are determ ined adaptively for different images based  on  the 
statistics o f the grey levels o f  the images.
I f  the im age containing the object is noisy, the histogram w ill b e  noisy. The  
histogram  can b e  sm oothed, by  replacing H ( g )  with the average frequency around g, 
be fo re  finding the threshold value.
Sometimes, a two dim ensional or a  multi-dimensional histogram  is usefu l w hen  a  
one dim ensional histogram  does not contain enough inform ation fo r segmentation. A s  
shown in figure 2.3.2.1, either one o f the two one-dim ensional histograms shows no 
evidence o f the existence o f  two different objects. The evidence only shows up in the 
corresponding two-dim ensional histogram. Analysis o f the m ulti-dim ensional 
histogram  is in fact a  part o f the pattern recognition process. It w ill b e  discussed in the 
section on pattern recognition.
F igure 2.3.2.1 A  two-dim ensional histogram built from  two one-dim ensional 
histograms
In  an im age containing m ore than one object, the histogram  is m ore complicated. 
H ow ever, if  the assum ption that different objects w ill be  occupying different grey levels 
is true, the threshold values can still be  determ ined similarly. This assumption is not
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always true in a  pictorial im age because the texture o f an object may be  com posed o f 
som e contrasting intensity. But the assumption is always true in a  range im age, since 
objects should occupy sim ilar ranges.
K apu r et al [22] suggested a  threshold determining m ethod using the entropy o f 
the histogram.
L et H  (  0  be  the frequency o f grey level I  The entropy, E (  s x , s 2 ), o f  a  region  
having grey levels betw een  two threshold values, s x and s 2, is defined as
E(s sv -  V  H W  I -  t f (0
4 ^ ( S l , S 2 ) I n p ( S l , S2)  [2.3.2 .2 ]
and
‘'IT 1 [2.3.2.3]
F ( 5 1 , s 2) =  X  ^(0
I f  there are k different objects in an im age having G grey levels, there are k -  1 
threshold values to be  determ ined. T he  total entropy, ¥ ( $ ! ,  s 2 » ) , o f  the w hole
im age is defined as the sum o f the entropy over all the regions
[2.3.2.4]
T ( S l , s 2......
;»0
w here  s 0 =  0, the lowest grey level o f the histogram  
s k = G, the highest grey level o f the histogram
T h e  set o f  threshold values, ( s  i , s 2 , . . . ,  s fc_ j ), is chosen such that Y ( s 1 , s 2 , . . . Js Jt_ 1)
is maximum. This approach is based  on the entropy concept from  inform ation theory; 
m axim izing Y ( )  w ill maxim ize the inform ation contained in each region  bound  by s t 
and s t+1.
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2.3.3 Region Splitting
T h e  region  splitting approach divides a region into sm aller sub-regions w hen  the 
original region  is not uniform  in the properties being studied. T h e  process starts by  
treating the w ho le  im age as a region. The properties can b e  the m ean grey level or 
various textural m easures. T h e  uniform ity o f a region is then m easured by com paring  
the properties o f the reg ion  w ith the sam e properties o f the sub-regions. I f  the properties  
calculated are similar, the reg ion  is uniform ; otherwise, the region  is non-uniform .
Usually , a region  is divided into four sub-regions o f  equal size. T he  process w ill 
be  repeated fo r every sub-region  until all the regions are uniform . Alternatively, a 
smallest perm issible a rea  can be  set so that the process w ill stop w hen  the smallest area  
is reached.
Those  regions that have sim ilar properties and are close to each other can be  
grouped to form  a larger region. Since the larger regions are uniform  and are different 
from  the other regions, each o f these regions can be  treated as a single object until the 
segm entation process is com pleted.
T h e  above m entioned splitting method suffered from  the rectangular shape o f the 
sub-regions. T h e  shape o f  the segm ented object w ill be  com posed o f many large and  
sm all rectangles, resulting in rugged outline. The actual object may have a  different 
shape. T h e  details o f the outline o f  the object can possibly be  obtained when the smallest 
perm issible a rea  is chosen to be  one pixel. Therefore a sm aller perm issible area is 
preferable . H ow ever, the properties o f a small area is not a good  representation o f the 
whole object and thus there m ay be  som e problem s w hen  com paring the similarity 
betw een  regions. A  la rger perm issible area gives a m ore consistent result. A  
com prom ise size is very difficult to determ ine under these criteria.
T h ere  is a better w ay to split the region  without the prob lem  o f a ragged  shape  
[23, 24]. T h e  uniform ity o f  a region  is tested by inspecting one or m ore histograms o f  
different properties. I f  a ll the histograms show only one m ode, the region  is very likely 
to b e  uniform . F o r the non -un iform  region, the best threshold value which segments 
the region  into two sub-regions is chosen. In  this case, the sub-region  w ill not be  
com posed o f rectangular regions. T he  process is repeated for each sub-region  until all 
the histograms fo r each region  are unim odal. U sing  this splitting method, the regions 
need not be  grouped  according to their similarity, because regions having different 
properties have already been  segm ented during the splitting process.
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2.3.4 R egion M e rg ing
T h e  region  m erging m ethod perform s the segmentation in the opposite w ay to the 
region  splitting method. T h e  im age is first divided into many sub-regions, the size o f 
each sub-region  is the smallest perm issible area. Regions having sim ilar properties are  
m erged form ing larger regions. T h e  properties o f each newly form ed region  are updated  
and com pared with the other regions. T h e  m erging and properties updating processes 
are repeated until no m ore regions can be  m erged.
This m ethod has the sim ilar p rob lem  on the size o f  the region  as in the region  
splitting method. T h e  m erging o f  regions at the beginning o f the process depends on  
the property o f very few  pixels.
2.3.5 Region Splitting and  M erg in g
Both  the region splitting and region  m erging processes start from  two extremes, 
a w hole  im age or a  pixel. It is seldom  possible to find an im age o f  uniform  properties 
which needs no segm entation or an im age having objects as sm all as a single pixel. Fo r  
im ages o f  this type, m erging the region  or splitting the region  are not efficient. F o r this 
reason, a process which perform s both  the splitting and m erging o f regions was 
developed.
T h e  region  splitting and m erging process starts by dividing the im age into many 
sm aller sub-regions, which have sizes betw een  a single pixel and a w hole  im age. M erg ing  
or splitting o f the sub-regions depends on their uniformity.
T h e  results o f the regional segm entation method are regions o f sim ilar property  
while the results o f the boundary segm entation me thod are the boundaries o f  regions. 
It is m ore inform ative to analyse the region than the boundary o f an object. A lthough  
the region o f an object can be  extracted from  the im age using the boundaries, it is not 
as direct as in regional approach. O verall, the regional segm entation m ethod is better 
than the boundary method.
2.4 G rad ient Analysis
T h e  gradient discussed here is not the same gradient as discussed in the edge  
detection algorithm. This gradient is the steepness o f a slanted surface, such as the 
gradient o f a  slope.
T h e  studying o f gradient w as not important until the studying o f 3 -D  im age was 
necessary. G rad ien t is one o f the unique features that can b e  extracted from  a  3 -D  
im age but not from  a 2 -D  im age. This property is very important in analysing a 3 -D  
image, especially in recognising obstacles, because obstacles usually have high gradients.
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The gradient o f  a surface at certain point is represented by a norm al vector at that 
point. The norm al vector can b e  obtained by finding the vector product betw een  two 
vectors on the surface.
n  =  v ,  x  v 2
Fig. 2.4.1 T h e  norm al vector and the two vectors on  a surface
T he  same algorithm  can b e  applied to the digitised 3 -D  images. Since the 
coordinates o f  a point are known, a vector can be  easily obtained from  2 neighbouring  
points, such as
V~[ = ( x m- x 0) i + ( y m- y 0' ) j + ( z m- z 0) k  m *  0
w here the index for x, y and z are defined as in the fo llow ing table
Gi> yi> z 'l) ' (x2> y2> z2) (x3> y3> z3)
(x» y& zs) (xo> y& zo) (X4 y4, Z4)
(x7» y7> z7) (x6>yo z6) (x5> y5> zs)
Fig. 2.4.2 T he  index and the positions o f  the neighbouring points 
Similarly,
K^ = ( x „ - x 0)i + ( y ft- y 0)7 + ( z n- z 0)fc n ^ O . n ^ m  [2.4.1]
D epending  on how  b ig  the area  o f interest is, different combinations o f  vectors 
are possible. F o r a  3 x 3 area, there are eight possible surface vectors based  at 
( x 0 , y 0 . ^ o )  and there are twenty eight possible combinations o f surface vectors pair. 
F or a 5 x 5 area, the num ber o f possibilities are even bigger.
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W h e n  choosing a pair o f  vectors, care must be  taken not to choose two vectors 
which are co-linear because the vector product cannot be  calculated.
In  the analog m odel with infinitesimal area o f interest, the surface can b e  treated  
as flat. T here fo re  the norm al vector can be calculated from  any two surface vectors. 
H ow ever, in the digitised m odel w ith comparatively large area o f interest, the surfaces 
are not flat. N o rm a l vectors calculated from  different combinations o f  surface vectors 
may vary a lot. A  m ethod must b e  developed to choose the most appropriate norm al 
vectors.
O n e  m ethod is to fix the two choices o f surface vector, such as choosing 
O 2 . y 2 . 2 2 )  and ( x 4 , y 4 , z 4)  for every pixel. This m ethod is sim ple and the 
calculation involved is the minimal. H ence it is the fastest way to calculate a norm al 
vector for a  surface at a  point.
T h e  other m ethod is to calculate all the possible norm al vectors and choose the 
most appropriate one. T h e  choice m ay be  the mean, the m edian, the m axim um  or the 
m inimum; it depends on  the application. The m ean and the m edian  represent the 
m iddle values. T o  set a higher safety factor for obstacle detection, the m axim um  is 
chosen. T he  m inim um  value is not very useful.
In  our project, w e choose the maxim um  gradient in a 5 x 5  area.
T he  norm al vector represents the direction and the m agnitude o f the steepness. 
In  our application, the direction is not very useful because our aim  is to identify obstacles 
fo r a  vehicle. U s in g  steepness as the only feature for classification, an object is classified  
as an obstacle provided that it is steeper than a certain threshold. This is also necessary 
because each feature should be  represented by a value in the classification algorithm.
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Fig. 2.4.3 Definitions of various symbols in the coordinate system.
F igure 2.4.3 shows the coordinate systems and the relationship betw een  each variable, 
w here
Since w e  are only interested in the magnitude o f t a n  0, therefore w e  limit 0 in the 
range :-
t a n  0 has a  large value if  the surface is steep.
G rad ien t is not a  very usefu l feature in identifying an object in a 3 -D  im age because  
the gradient w ill b e  changed for the same object if  the angle o f v iew  is changed. H ow ever  
it is a very im portant feature to identify the area where the obstacles are most probab ly  
present.
2.5 Texture Analysis
2.5.1 Introduction
Texture is a description o f the relationship o f the m agnitude o f an shared property  
betw een  pixels o f an object. Sands have a fine texture while stones have a coarse texture
ft = x i  + y j  + zk [2.4.2a]
[2.4.2b]
under the sam e magnification. T h e  texture o f these objects are  random  but the size o f  
the grains in one object is different from  another object. Texture o f these types are  
analysed by the statistical method.
Som e kinds o f objects have a regular texture. The p lan  v iew  o f an u rban  area  
w here  buildings are built in a  w ell-defined pattern. A p ie c e  o f w ire  fence has a  repeated  
cross shape. A  railway line has short paralle l structures bounded  by two long paralle l 
structures. In  an orchard, fruit trees are grow n in rows. F o r these types o f objects, the 
syntactical m ethod can b e  used.
R an ge  im ages are slightly different from  the pictorial images. For the pictorial 
im ages, pixels represent light intensity. D ifferent orientations o f  an object introduces 
different intensity. Additionally , different materials and surfaces also introduce 
different intensity. H ow ever, for the range images, pixels represent ranges o f the pixels 
from  the range finder. T h e  study o f the texture in a range im age means to investigate 
the surface o f  an object.
Texture analysis can b e  divided into two approaches : statistical approach and  
syntactic approach.
T h e  syntactic approach can b e  understood as follows. A  texture is considered to 
be  defined by sub-patterns which occur repeatedly according to a set o f w ell-defined  
placem ent rules within the overall pattern. The m ethod can b e  roughly divided into 
two classes.
One. o f  them  treats im ages as a transformation from  num eric data to a symbolic 
structure representing a  m odel o f the wOrld as found in the sensory data. T he  picture 
is divided into endpoints, line segments, regions [25].
T h e  other m ethod represents pictures by tree structures. There  are two ways to 
produce a  tree. T h e  first one is to find a path going through every pixel in a window, 
each node on the tree standing for a pixel in the w indow  [26, 27, 28]. T he  second one 
is to use a  quadtree representation for two dimensional pictures [29], T he  w indow  is 
split into 4 sm aller w indows if the large w indow  is not com posed o f one colour. The  
process continues until the w indow  is com posed o f only one colour. N odes o f  the tree 
are represented by colours o f  the window.
G enera lly  the co-occurrence matrix m ethod is considered to be  one o f the most 
pow erfu l statistical texture analysis algorithms [30]. A lthough  it has not been  
conclusively shown to be  the optimum, many researchers have applied this algorithm  
in rea l applications. C hen  and Pavlidis [8] segment pictures by texture. Zu cker [31],
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Sun and W e e  [32] discrim inate and classify different textures in a  picture. Others [11, 
30] even tried to develop a  structural textural analyser in this way. T h e  co-occurrence  
matrix m ethod is based  on  an interm ediate matrix, nam ely the co-occurrence matrix 
defined in the next section. F ro m  the matrix, various features w ere  defined which  
m easure the visual qualities o f patterns. A n d  finally, if necessary, the co-occurrence  
matrix can be  generalised to describe the co-occurrence o f other derived properties, 
not only the grey levels, in the picture.
2.5.2 Statistical Texture Analysis
T h e  co-occurrence matrix is defined as follows
S e( d ) - < S e( i iy|d ) }  [2.5.2.1]
w here  S  6 ( i, j  \ d )  is the probability  o f  grey level i change to j  in the direction 0 o f  
intersam ple space d.
T he follow ing diagram s show  how  to get the matrix from  a picture. It is not 
necessary to have a  symmetric matrix. Consider a picture as in fig. 2.5.2.1, which shows 
a sense o f  direction. I f  w e  consider the transitions in direction 0 and 0 + n, w hen  0 =  0, 
w e get a symmetric matrix, fig. 2.S.2.2. T he  sense o f  direction is not discovered in that 
matrix. But if  w e  consider only one direction, w e get another matrix, fig. 2.5.2.3, which  
is m ore representative and clearly shows the direction.
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Fig. 2.5.2.1 Picture showing intensity decreases from  left to right
Grey Levels
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
G rey 2 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0
Levels 3 0 0 8 0 8 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 8 0 8 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 8 0 8 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 8
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
Fig. 2.S.2.2 Co-occurrence matrix derived from  fig. 2.5.2.1 having 0 = 0  and 0 = n  
and d - 1
G rey  Levels
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G rey 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
Levels 3 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
Fig. 2.5.2.3 Co-occurrence matrix derived from  fig. 2.5,2.1 having 0 = 0 only and 
d - 1
Texture classification is usually accomplished by using certain characteristic 
features o f  co-occurrence matrices. That is, the values o f a num ber o f  textural descriptor 
functions can be  used to sum m arize the content o f the matrices. Fourteen  such functions 
w ere  introduced by H aralick  et al [10]. But only several o f them are commonly used  
[11, 30], they are :
1 . Energy or A n gu la r Second M om ent
J ( S e ( o O ) =  Y.  I [ S 0( i . ; | d ) ] 2 [2.5.2.2a]
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2. Entropy
H C S ^ d J J  —  X ^ S ^ i . i i d J l o g S . d ' . i l d )  [2.5.2.2b]
I /
3. Correlation
Z Z ( l / ) S e( I  J | d ) - n xn y [2.5.2.2c]
C ( S „ ( d ) ) ~
e xay
4. Inertia and Contrast
/ ( S 9( d ) ) -  Y. Z O - d T - S e C i . / l d )  [2.5.2.2d]
i )
5. L o ca l H om ogeneity
X X s 9( l , . / | d )  [2.5.2.2e]
i C S , ( d ) ) =  ‘ ;
1 + ( ! '- / )
w here  i and/ are the grey levels in picture
S e is the co-occurrence defined in equation [2.5.2.1]
Z * Z S 9 ( . L j l c i )
t j
Z ? Z S 9^*?t r f )
7 i
Z ( i - H j 2 l 5 9( i , y | d )  
‘ /
I ( / - F y) 2 I s e( i .y '|d)
T h e  structural approach to texture analysis that Conners and H a r lo w  used [30] 
was based  on the concepts o f unit patterns and w ell-defined placem ent rules. The  
im portance o f inertial m easure was studied. The placem ent rules are sim ilar to tiling, 
w here  tiling is putting tiles o f the sam e pattern on a wall. T w o  features are required to 
characterise the unit pattern. O n e  is the quality o f the tile, e.g. size, shape, and 
orientation. T he  other is the quality o f the painting function. T he  painting function
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describes how the colours o f the tiles are arranged. A s  the way o f placem ent is 
well-defined, the textural descriptor functions must be  periodic in certain directions. I f  
the period and the direction o f placem ent are  known, the unit pattern o f the texture 
can be  located and characterised.
Let us consider a pattern which  is m ade up o f the sam e tiles, fig. 2.S.2.4. I f  (  p , 0 )  
is a vector which defines a translation symmetry o f the pattern, it can be  easily shown  
that S  9 ( p  ), the co-occurrence matrix, has the follow ing properties
1 . S  9 ( p )  is a  diagonal matrix
2 . 5  9 (  d  )  , d  =  1 , 2 , 3 .......p - 1  have non-zero off-d iagonal elements
3 . S Q ( p  + n )  = S 0(/ n p  + n ) ,  m , n =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  that is 3  e( d )  is periodic with period  
P
i t : * * # * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* * * *  * * * *
* * * * * * * *
Fig. 2.5.2.4 Picture m ade up o f identical unit cell having size ( 8 x 8 )
F rom  these observations, the inertia m easure o f S  0 (  p )  is zero in the perfect case,
because S e( p )  is a  d iagonal matrix, while the inertia m easure o f  S 9( d ) ,  d  ^  p , is 
positive non-zero from  the definition o f inertia. It can b e  seen from  the plot, fig. 2.S.2.5, 
o f inertia m easure against different intersam ple spaces, d, that the graph is periodic, 
the separation betw een  two zeros giving the size o f the tile and the orientation is 0. In  
the real case, because the pattern has noise and distortion, the inertia is never equal to 
zero. So local m inim a are used instead, fig. 2.5.2.6.
□ - the box shows a unit cell
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in tersample space
Fig. 2.5.2.5 T h e  inertia m easure at various intersam ple spaces for a  perfect 
repetetive texture pattern
in tersample space
Fig. 2.5.2.6 T h e  inertia m easure at various intersample spaces for a "noisy" texture
pattern
In  som e cases, the inertia m easure is substituted by another m easure which has a 
similar d e fin it ion :
M ( S e ( d ) )  = Y. [2.5.2.3a]
t i
or M ( S , ( d ) ) -  Y  Z  l i - ; T - S 9( i , ; | d )  [2.5.2.3b]
i J
w here  n is any positive integer, the idea being to m ake M  positive.
Besides using the inertia m easure to investigate the periodic property o f  the image, 
it can also be  used to extract scaling factor about pattern. It was shown that the shape
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o f the graph o f the inertia against the intersample space is the sam e for the sam e pattern  
with different scaling, except one o f them  is being stretched in the d-axis. This result 
is useful to norm alise a pattern during com parison with the standard pattern.
Inertia m easure is very useful in texture analysis, but it cannot extract all the 
features from  the co-occurrence matrix. U sually  other measures, suggested before , are  
used in conjunction w ith it.
A nother way to determ ine the significance o f a  co-occurrence matrix is suggested  
by Zu ck er and Terzopou los [11]. F rom  previous experience, the colum n index and the 
row  index o f the m atrix is related in a specific way if the intersam ple space and the 
orientation are chosen correctly. F o r example, a diagonal matrix is obtained from  a  
pattern if the intersam ple space is chosen to b e  the same as the prim itive size and the 
orientation is correct. A  quantitative m easure o f this m ethod is obtained by  
hypothesizing that the two indices are independent, and thenusing a chi-square goodness  
o f fit test to determ ine the degree to which this hypothesis can b e  rejected by the image. 
Chi-square is defined as :
w here x  £ and e {-represent the observed and the expected frequencies on the i-th class,
w here  i  and j  are the row  and colum n indices o f the co-occurrence matrix  
x  ij
is the num ber o f  transition from  grey level i to grey level y in  the pattern  
r t and c } are the sum  o f the z-th row  and the y-th colum n o f the matrix, 
respectively
N  is the total num ber o f  pixels in the pattern
A  series o f  chi-square m easures is obtained from  co-occurrence matrices o f  
different orientations and intersam ple space, from  which the most significant matrix is 
chosen to represent the texture pattern.
[2.S.2.4]
e i , with degree o f  freedom  n-1
respectively.
T h e  final expression o f chi-square is :
[2.5.2.5]
i - 0  y - Q i l l
N
with degree o f freedom  (n  -  1 ) ( n  -  1 ) for large N,
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A fte r  extracting the prim itive cell o f  the pattern, other m easures can b e  applied  
to characterize the "painting" o f  the primitive cell. H ence the texture can be  
distinguished from  others.
There  is a feature o f co-occurrence matrix which is quite important. This is that 
features based on the co-occurrence matrix are insensitive to the arbitrary selection o f  
unit patterns (o r  prim itive cells).
T he  grey level co-occurrence matrix is restricted to analysing the grey level 
transitions in a  texture. T h e  idea  o f  using a  co-occurrence matrix can be  extended to 
take account o f  other features, e.g. edges, o f a texture pattern to increase the 
perform ance. Terzopo lous and Znck er [31] have used edge co-occurrence and grey  
level co-occurrence matrices to detect Osteogenesis Im perfecta, an inheritable disorder 
o f hum an connective tissue, from  pictures.
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3 Processing of Range Images
3.1 Description of Sample Images
The range im ages from  a laser radar system consist o f 56 x 55 pixels. Each  pixel 
is represented by a 12-bit integer. For the specification o f the images, please refer to 
Append ix  I.
T he  fo llow ing figures show several range images and the corresponding  
photograph o f the actual scene. In  the range images, black means invalid returns; dark  
m eans near; and bright m eans far.
F igure 3.1.1 is taken on a piece o f grassland. The trees and the rocks in figure 3.1.1a 
are too far away, so the laser range finder could not detect them.
Figure 3.1.1a Photograph o f a scene taken by a cam era
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Figure 3.1.2 is taken in front o f  several trees. The leaves are not very dense. In  
the m iddle o f the picture, there is a thin patch o f leaves and branches. A lthough  they 
are not very clearly seen in figure 3.1.2a, they are detected in the range image.
Figure 3.1.1b The range image of the scene in fig. 3.1.1a.
Figure 3.1.2a Photograph o f a scene taken by a cam era
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Figure 3.1.2b The range im age o f the scene in fig. 3.1.2a. 
Figure 3.1.3a is taken in front o f  trees with dense leaves.
F igure 3.1.3a Photograph o f a scene taken by a cam era
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Figure 3.1.3b The range im age o f the scene in fig. 3.1.3a.
F igure 3.1.4 is taken on the side o f the road. There are trees on both sides o f the
road.
Figure 3.1.4a Photograph of a scene taken by a camera
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Figure 3.1.4b The range im age o f the scene in fig. 3.1.4a.
3.2 P rep ro cess in g
Som e preprocessing algorithm  could be applied.
The first algorithm  is to convert the image into the Cartesian coordinates. The  
original im age is represented in spherical polar coordinates. It is easier to process the 
im age in Cartesian coordinates. H ence every image is converted to x-y-z coordinates 
as defined below .
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range finder scan s  in these directions
x  = - r  sin 0cos(J) 
y  = r cos 0 
x  = r s in O s in  cj)
where,
x, y, z are the values o f  each axis in the Cartesian coordinates system
r is the distance betw een  the object and the laser range finder; it is the value 
o f the pixel from  the original picture file
0 is the angle betw een  the vector r, pointing to the object from  the origin, 
and they-axis;
it is calculated from  the value o f j  in the picture file  
0 = x A 0
A 0  is the vertical step increment o f the scanner
9 is the angle betw een  the projection o f r, onto the x-z plane, and the -x axis; 
it is calculated from  the value o f i in the picture file
<j) = ix  A(j>
is the horizontal step increment o f the scanner
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T h e  second algorithm  is noise rem oval. There are several ways to rem ove noise 
from  an im age. O n e  o f the m ethods is to represent the pixel by the average value o f  
the pixel itself and the neighbouring pixels. The method rem oves the noise, but at the 
sam e time smooths the im age as well. This w ill rem ove som e information, especially  
edges, from  the images. A nother method preserves inform ation while reducing the 
noise. Each  pixel is represented by the m edian o f the pixel itself and the neighbouring  
pixels. In  either method, the pixels are represented by the value around the m iddle o f  
a  region.
H ow ever, noise rem oval is not very necessary because the appearance o f random  
noise is rarely observed in the im ages taken. In  addition, the smoothing effect w ill 
reduce the difference betw een  pixels around the edges o f an object. H ence, the 
segm entation algorithm  cannot be  applied efficiently.
T he  third algorithm  is edge enhancement and edge detection.
T h ere  is som e lim itation on  the im age itself to apply the above two preprocessing  
methods.
T h e  range im ages are  taken outdoors. Objects such as trees and bushes are always 
encountered. T he  range variations within these objects are large. It is difficult to 
distinguish noise from  acutal data. Apply ing the noise rem oval m ethod w ill rem ove the 
actual data in addition to the noise.
T h e  num ber o f pixels comprising an object is quite sm all because the im age itself 
is o f  relatively sm all area. T h e  smallest edge detection operator occupies 3 pixels. 
H ence the width o f the edge may be  as large as 3 pixels, which is w ide  com pared with  
the object itself. Further m ore, the edges detected have to be  linked to com plete a 
closed path enclosing an object be fo re  further operations can b e  taken. There fore  this 
operation  cannot be  used in practice.
T h e  fourth algorithm  is to convert the image into a p lan  view  image, see figure  
3.2. T he  horizontal axis represents the x-axis; the vertical axis represent the z-axis. T h e  
low er part o f the figure is nearer to the cam era than the upper part. A  fan shaped region  
having dots corresponds to the scanning region o f the laser range finder. Each  value  
on the pixel represents the num ber o f  laser pulses returned from  that x-z coordinate. 
Brighter m eans larger values. I f  the value on that pixel is large, then the object on  the 
x-z coordinate is tall, and the surface o f an object w ill shown up as a  broken  line or a
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cluster o f large value pixels. This is very useful in the further developm ent o f this project, 
such as in obstacle avoiding or as an automatic guiding system. A t  present, w e have 
not perform ed any further investigation on this converted image.
F igure 3.2a The plan view  constructed from  fig. 3.1.1b
Figure 3.2b The plan view constructed from fig. 3.1.2b
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Figure 3.2c The plan view constructed from fig. 3.1.3b
Figure 3.2d The plan  view  constructed from  fig. 3.1.4b
3.3 The three-stage segm entation m ethod
Since the boundary approach  segm entation algorithm  is not very effective in our 
range im age, w e  concentrated on  the regional approach. T h e  segm entation m ethod  
consisted o f 3 stages.
F ro m  the p lan  v iew  o f the im age, w e  see that an object w ill occupy pixels around  
a  region. This is true, because any parts o f  an object should be  connected and close to 
each other and hence occupying sim ilar range from  the laser range finder. This is usually  
true fo r a range im age. H ow ever, it m ay not be  true fo r a  light intensity or colour image, 
because an object can be  painted with various colour or the textured surface w ill reflect 
light intensity differently at different points. In  fact the p lan  view  can be  thought o f  as 
a  2 -D  histogram. W e  sim plified the segm entation algorithm  by analysing only the range  
histogram, which is the z-axis o f  the p lan  view . This is the first stage o f  the segm entation  
m ethod.
T h e  second stage is the analysis o f  the gradient. This is very im portant to identify 
an obstacle which has large gradient from  the ground on  which it is standing, since in 
the first stage o f the segm entation, that obstacle w ill b e  segm ented out together with  
the ground around it. T h e  threshold value o f the steepness o f  the obstacle is set at and  
angle o f re / 4 because this is the limit o f a  vehicle could climb.
T h e  third stage is to singulate each object which is separated from  the others. In  
the first stage, w e  analysed the range only. In  this stage, w e  segm ent the im age according  
to x-y separation. T o  simplify the algorithm , w e use a region  grow ing m ethod on  the 
object mask, which is a binary im age, to group pixels which are linked to each other. 
This is also a fact in a range im age. A n  object must have parts which are connected.
Therefore , the objects segm ented at the end o f  the segm entation algorithm  w ill 
have sim ilar gradient and occupy areas which are close together.
3.3.1 F irst stage : range gating
Segm entation based  on  the histogram  is w idely used [22, 24, 33]. A l l  the 
applications have the assum ption that an  object consists o f pixels with sim ilar properties. 
In  a histogram  o f the property values, these objects appear as separate peaks. T he  
threshold values used to segm ent objects usually settle on the local m inim a o f the 
histogram. It is not always true in a colour (grey scale) picture, because objects may 
not be  m ade up o f sim ilar colour (g rey  scale). H ow ever, in a range histogram, an object 
should always occupy sim ilar ranges. This assumption is applicable in  the range im age; 
and the threshold values are assum ed to be  the local m inim a o f the histogram.
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Additionally , those objects occupying a small area are assumed to belong to the 
nearest larger area  object. In  the experiment, a 1% threshold is set.
T h e  histogram  produced from  the raw  data fluctuates considerably. It is not very 
easy to locate the local m inimum, so the histogram was sm oothed by using a moving 
average filter. "H ills" and "valleys" w ere observed. The threshold values w ere set equal 
to the value o f  the valley in the range histogram, fig. 3.3.1.1. T he  results are shown in 
the fo llow ing diagrams, figure 3.3.1.2.
F igure 3.3.1.1a R ange  histogram  o f fig. 3.1.1b
■|UL l■pr
Figure 3.3.1.1b Range histogram of fig. 3.1.2b
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Figure 3.3.1.1c Range histogram of fig. 3.1.3b
F igure 3.3.1. Id  R ange  histogram  o f fig. 3.1.4b
T he  fo llow ing figures show the regions having similar ranges. These are the regions 
segm ented by the range gating m ethod. T he  regions in each figure include both passable  
objects and obstacles.
a £ i
1? /
F igure 3.3.1.2a Binary pictures o f  som e segmented regions after range gating o f figure  
3.1.2b
,  . .< 4  *
r J k
F igure 3.3.1.2b Binary pictures o f som e segmented regions after range gating o f figure  
3.1.3b
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3.3.2 Second stage : gradient thresholding
The segm ented object from  the previous stage occupies a narrow  range window. 
It may be  com posed o f two or m ore objects. For example, a tree and the ground be low  
it w ill form  one object after perform ing the first segmentation algorithm. It is necessary 
to separate the tree from  the ground, because they are two completely different objects. 
In addition, they must be considered differently during route planning.
The gradient o f a pixel is represented by the normal vector o f the surface at that 
point. T he  norm al vector is calculated by form ing the vector cross product o f two vectors 
on the surface. A  w indow  o f size 5 x 5  pixels was defined around the surface point. The  
steepest slope, calculated from  all the possible combinations o f the surface vectors 
within the w indow, represents the gradient o f the norm al vector o f that pixel.
A  threshold value o f the tangent o f the slope is set to 1 to distinguish a steep object 
from  a gentle sloped object. Steep objects w ill have a norm al vector o f magnitude  
sm aller than 1 , while gentle objects w ill have a norm al vector o f magnitude greater than 
1.
Figure 3.3.2a Binary pictures o f  som e small steepness segmented regions after range  
gating and gradient thresholding o f figure 3.1.2b
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Figure 3.3.2b Binary pictures o f some large steepness segm ented regions after range  
gating and gradient thresholding o f figure 3.1.2b
3.3.3 T h ird  stage : spatial isolation
Results from  the previous processes separate objects according to range and 
steepness. Som e object masks w ere produced to extract the object’s data from  the 
original range image. It can be  seen that m ore than one object may appear in the same 
mask. These objects are separated from  each other by som e pixels. These objects may 
belong to different classes. They may have other properties different from  each other. 
So they w ere  separated further into a single object mask for investigation.
A l l  the pixels separated from  each other by not m ore than 1 pixel in the mask are 
grouped together to form  a  single object mask. Those object masks having area  less 
than a threshold, 1 %  o f the picture, after perform ing this operation are ignored because  
they do not provide enough pixels for a reliable study o f the object’s properties.
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Figure 3.3.3a
Figure 3.3.3b
Binary pictures o f  some segmented regions after range gating, gradient 
thresholding and spatial isolation o f figure 3.1.2b
Binary pictures o f  some segmented regions after range gating, gradient 
thresholding and spatial isolation o f figure 3.1.2b
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Figure 3.3.3c
Figure 3.3.3d
Binary pictures o f  som e segmented regions after range gating, gradient 
thresholding and spatial isolation o f figure 3.1.2b
Binary pictures o f  som e segmented regions after range gating, gradient 
thresholding and spatial isolation o f figure 3.1.3b
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Figure 3.3.3e Binary pictures o f some segmented regions after range gating, gradient 
thresholding and spatial isolation o f figure 3.1.3b
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T h e  aim  o f the project is to classify objects in a  range m ap. These objects can be  
trees, bushes, rocks, brick walls, concrete roads, grassland, etc. In  a range image, the 
only inform ation that w e  can get is the change o f the range, which is the texture o f the 
object. So the study o f the characteristics o f  the isolated objects is mainly perform ed  
using texture. M oreover, there are som e other useful characteristics, such as shape, 
area, compactness, position and steepness. A  tree may have a  steep slope, a small 
compactness and an odd shape; a brick w a ll may have a high compactness and a  flat 
shape; and a path may have a  gentle slope.
4.1 Physical features
1. A re a  o f object
/ 1 “  I  A9A<(> [4.1a]
o b  je c t
2. A ve rage  height
I  y * * .  [4.1b]
j .  _  ob jec t
r ~ i~ ~
ob ject
3. H e igh t / W idth
_ M a x {p i|p- p , tJ  [4.1c]
3 M a x {p /rl- p /lt>
p  i(p and p  ibm are the highest and the lowest pixel in the z-th 
colum n o f the object.
p  j rl and p  j u are the rightmost and the leftmost pixel in the 
;-th  row  o f the object.
4. A ve rage  range
Y .  Z  ob je c t  [4 1 d l
r _  o b y 'e c l
ob ject
5. R ange  spanned
/  5 = M a x  {  z  objact}  -  M i n { z  objeci} [4. le ]
4 Feature Analysis
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6. A ve rage  range difference  
Z  12 o ”  o+1
ob ject
/ 6 =
I  1
ob je c t
zq and zo+ are ranges o f  two neighbouring pixels in the 
object
7. Density o f object
, _  / 1 _  / 1 [4.1g]
7 /i'
is the apparent a rea  ( / 1 +  area o f void e n c lo s e d ^ v) )
8. A verage  slope
I  S 0WeM [4.1h]
r  _  ob ject
ob ject
S o b j e c t istbe m agnitude o f the steepest slope calculated by  
crossing two vectors as suggested in the previous section.
9. Shape factor
2 ( I  i f  [4‘ li]
r  _  P  _  V boundary  J
9 4 n A  4n Z  1
06 jec t
4.2 Textural features using ord inary  cooccurrence m atrix
T he  fo llow ing features are calculated based on the cooccurrence matrix. The  
cooccurrence matrix, S Q( i ,  j \ d ) ,  is a 16 x  16 matrix, 6 =  0 or 0 =  it and d =  1. The  
object is pre-processed by histogram  equalisation. The num ber o f levels o f  range, 
spanned by the object, are reduced to 16. Then  each element o f  the matrix is divided  
by the sum o f the w hole  matrix. Therefore, each element represents the probability  o f 
the transition from  i to /.
Term s used in the definitions o f  the fo llow ing features are defined as be low  
Ng  is the dim ension o f  the cooccurrence matrix
W  [4.2a]
P  + O ) ^  Z  Z  S q C g / I c O  ,L + j = n
i-0 y-0
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N -  1 N -  1
£-0 y- 0
i^ *= Z ‘ Z s«(i'/ld)
t - 0 j » 0
" f ;1 "^z1
Hy = Z  J L  | d )
y '«0  £** 0
V „ - l  V „ - 1
c 2 -  Z « - H j 2 Z S e( i ,y | d )
i» 0 j - 0
^ju1 "jC 1
0 y =  Z  C /  “  M- y )2 z  s e ( i , y | d )
t /
/ = 1 J T 11 o xay
I J
™  ir— o  e ^(,, 7
/ 1 3 = A  A  r ~ r :£ / 1 +  ( i “
‘ y
[4.2b]
P - ( « ) =  Z Z S 8( i , y | d )  , | i - y|  =  n
[4.2c]
[4.2d]
[4.2e]
[4.2f]
y-0 £-0
10. A n gu la r  second m om ent
/ i o =  I  I [ 5 e( i , y | d ) ] 2 [4.2g]
11. Correlation
X Z ( U ) S 8( £ , y i d ) - ^ p . y  [4.2h]
12. Entropy
/ 12 - - Z  Z s 8( i , y | d ) l o g S e( i , y | d )  [4.2i]
13. H om ogeneity
5 ( i y ! d )  [4.2j]
j ) 2
14. Inertia
/ u “ Z Z ( £ - y ) 2s 8( i , y | d )  [4.2k]
15. Variance
/ i s -  I  I ( i - U . ) 2S 8( £ , y | d )  [4.21]
I J
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4.3.1 W h a t  is the difference cooccurrence m atrix ?
W e  have already discussed the cooccurrence matrix in section 2.5.2. T he  difference  
cooccurrence matrix is a  m odification o f the cooccurrence matrix.
A  cooccurrence matrix represents the num ber o f transitions from  a  pixel having 
a particular value to another pixel o f  another value. In  the range images, the value of 
a pixel represents the distance o f that point to the laser range finder. There fore  in an  
ordinary cooccurrence matrix, the transitions investigated are betw een  the two pixels 
having som e distance from  the range finder. This is not very usefu l because the object 
farther away w ill have a  cooccurrence matrix having a lots o f  transitions on the high-value  
end, which is different from  the cooccurrence matrix o f  a nearer object.
O n e  w ay to overcom e the p rob lem  is to norm alise the im age using histogram  
norm alization be fo re  calculating the cooccurrence matrix.
T h e  other way is to use the difference cooccurrence matrix instead. A n  
interm ediate im age has to be  built up first. This interm ediate im age w ill have pixels 
representing the absolute difference betw een  the values o f two neighbouring pixels as 
shown below .
4.3 Textural features using the difference cooccurrence matrix
0 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 3 4 1 1 0 1 1
3 1 2 3 7 7 2 1 4 1 0
4 5 6 7 3 0 1 1 1 4 3
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Fig. 4.3.1.1 A n  exam ple im age and the intermediate difference im age
T h e  difference cooccurrence matrix is then calculated as an ordinary cooccurrence 
matrix but using the interm ediate difference im age instead o f the original im age.
T h e  interm ediate difference im age provides a w ay to "norm alise" the original 
im age.
T h e  difference betw een  two pixels, especially in a range im age, is independent o f  
the distance o f the object from  the range finder.
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4.3.2 Textural features analysis
T he  fo llow ing features are calculated based on the difference cooccurrence matrix. 
T h e  cooccurrence matrix, S  Q ( i , j  | d ), is a 128  x 128  matrix, 0 =  0 or 9 = Jt and d-1.  
T h e  values o f i and j  are not the ranges o f  the object, but the absolute difference betw een  
two neighbouring pixels. Z e ro  difference counts as the origin o f the matrix. T hen  all 
elem ents are represented by the transition probability.
T h e  fo llow ing 6 definitions are the sam e as in section 4.2, except the cooccurrence 
matrix is rep laced by the difference cooccurrence matrix.
16. A n gu la r  second m om ent (d iff.) -/jr^
17. Corre lation  (d iff.) - f f f
18. Entropy (d iff.) - f j s
19. H om ogeneity (d iff.) - f i g
20. Inertia (d iff.) - f 20
21. V ariance  (d iff.) - f2 l
T he follow ing definitions are different from  those in section 4.2.
22. Sum  average (d iff.)
22 Z  Z ^  + ? )5>e(riy|d ) [4.3.2a]
23. Sum  entropy (d iff.)
[4.3.2b]
24. Sum  variance (d iff.)
2( N- \ ) [4.3.2c]
25. D ifference average (d iff.)
/ 25 Z  Z  U + ./ I ^  9 O > 7 1 d ) [4.3.2d]
26. D ifference entropy (d iff.)
[4,3.2e]
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27. Difference variance (diff.)
[4.3.2f]
f  27 = £  ( . n - f 25) 2P - ( n )
n» 0
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5 Pattern Classification
5.1 C lassification  methods
T h ere  are various ways o f  grouping objects. Som e are based  on distance functions, 
som e are based on the statistics and som e may b e  based on description. T he  motivation  
for using distance functions as a  classification tool follows naturally from  the fact that 
the most obvious w ay o f establishing a  m easure o f similarity betw een  pattern vectors 
is by determ ining their proximity. So, the clustering technique based  on  distance function  
w ill b e  discussed in this section.
A  pattern vector is an n-dim ensional vector o f  which each com ponent corresponds 
to a characteristic used fo r  classification. Classification o f an unknown pattern to the 
patterns o f  a  class w ill b e  to find the class which has the m inim um  distance from  the 
unknown. T h e  centre o f  the class w ill be  the representative.
T o  define a  data cluster, it is necessary to first define a  m easure o f similarity which  
w ill establish a rule for assigning patterns to a particular class. Several m easurements 
can be  calculated betw een  two pattern vectors :-
1. Euclidean  distance
D -  \ x  ~ z\ [5.1a]
2 . M ahalanobis distance
D -  ( x  -  m ) TC~l ( x  -  m )  [5.1b]
where,
C  is the covariance matrix o f  a pattern population  
m is  the m ean vector o f  the class
3. Nonmetric similarity function
—*7—♦
x  z
s ( x , z )  =
[5.1c]
_  _  ( I x l l S I )  _  _
s ( x , z ) i s  the cosine o f the angle betw een  x  and z; This 
m easure o f similarity is useful w hen  cluster regions tend to 
develop along radial axis.
A m o n g  these three similarity measurements, the Euclidean  distance is the 
simplest; and the M ahalanobis distance is the most suitable one for statistical analysis.
T h ere  are two types o f  methods. O n e  is the heuristic approach, the other is to 
optim ize certain perform ance indices.
T he heuristic approach is guided by intuition and experience. It consists of 
specifying a set o f rules which use the chosen measure o f similarity in order to assign 
patterns to a cluster dom ain. H ow ever the proximity o f two patterns is a relative m easure  
o f similarity, so a  threshold value is usually needed to defined for the determination. 
T he m ethod is to assign a  pattern to the closest cluster if the distance is w ithin the 
threshold, otherwise it form s a  new  cluster itself. The maximin (m axim um -m inim um ) 
- distance algorithm  is one o f this type.
T he  maxim in-distance algorithm  uses the Euclidean  distance as a  similarity 
measurement. N e w  cluster centres are assigned to the pattern which have the similarity 
m easurem ent larger than the threshold value, and are the largest am ong the group.
T he  perform ance-index approach is guided by the developm ent o f a procedure  
which w ill optim ize the chosen perform ance index. The K -m eans algorithm  belongs to 
this type.
T he K -m eans algorithm  is to minimize a perform ance index. T he  perform ance  
index is defined as the sum o f the squared distances from  all points in a cluster to the 
cluster centre. A t  the end o f the operations, there w ill be  k clusters form ed. The  
procedures are as follows
Step 1 Choose k initial cluster centres, z y ( 1 ) 7z*2(  1 ) .......~z*k(  1 ), from  the
patterns arbitrarily.
Step 2 A t  the n-th. iterative step, distribute the patterns {  x  }  am ong the k clusters, 
using the relation
x € S j ( n )  i f  | x - z y(n)| < |x -  z , ( n ) | , [5.1.1]
fo r a i n = i  t o k, i *  j ,
w here S } (  n )  denotes the set o f samples whose cluster centre is ~z} (  rz).
Step 3 C om pare  the new  cluster centres, Z j ( n  + 1 ),/  - 1  to kt such that the sum
o f the squared distances from  all patterns i nSj(n)  to the new  cluster centre 
is m inim ized. That is to minimize the perform ance index, J  h
J ; = ^ | x - z ; ( n + l ) | 2 , j = 1 to k  [5.1.2]
n j
T h e  Z j ( n +  1 )  which minimize this perform ance index is simply the 
sam ple m ean  o f Sj(k). Therefore, the new  cluster centre is given by
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Z j ( n +  1 )  =  - j  = 1 t o  k
[5.1.3]
w here  N  ,:is the num ber o f samples in S  f (  k )
Step 4 I f  the newly form ed cluster centres are the same as the previous set o f 
cluster centres, the procedure stops and k clusters are established. 
Otherw ise repeat the procedure from  step 2.
T h e  isodata algorithm  m akes use o f  both the heuristic and the perform ance-index  
approaches. T he  algorithm  is sim ilar to the K -m eans algorithm. T h e  similarity is that 
their cluster centres are iteratively determ ined sample means. It is different from  the 
K -m eans algorithm  because som e additional procedures are added to guide the cluster 
seeking algorithm  with a set o f  param eter gained through experimentation. First o f all, 
choose any num ber o f cluster centres, N c, arbitrarily. The num ber o f cluster centres 
chosen need not be  equal to the num ber o f  desired cluster centres. T he  procedures are 
as follows
Step 1 Specify the fo llow ing param eters :
K  -  num ber o f  cluster centres desired 
N  -  the least num ber o f patterns allowed in a cluster 
0 s =  the standard deviation param eter allowed
0 c =  the lum ping param eter
L  ~ m axim um  num ber o f pairs o f cluster centres which can b e  lum ped
1 =  num ber o f  iterations allowed
Step 2 D istribute all the patterns, x, among the present cluster centres, 2; by
w here i - 1  to N c, i ^  j
Sj represents the subset o f  patterns assigned to cluster centre 
Tj (ny.
Step 3 D iscard  sam ple subsets with fewer than N  m em bers; that is, if fo r any j, 
Nj  < N,  discard Sj and reduce N c by 1. Nj  is the num ber o f patterns in 
Sj.
Step 4 U p d a te  each cluster centre with the sample mean.
com paring their Euclidean  distance from  various centres. 
x  € vS j i f  | x  _  z  , | < | x  |
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Step 5 Com pute the average distance D } o f patterns in cluster dom ain Sj from  
their corresponding cluster centre, using the relation
D r L
N j
j -  1 to N c I5-1-4!
Step 6 Com pute the overall average distance o f the patterns from  their 
corresponding cluster centres, using the relation
D -
I I  N,D,\
N
[5.1.5]
Step 7 (a )  I f  this is the last iteration, set 0 c =  0 and go to Step 11;
(b )  I f  N c < K/2, go to Step 8;
(c ) I f  this is an even-num bered iteration, or i f N c > 2K, go to Step 1 1 ;
otherwise, continue.
Step 8 F ind the standard deviation vector, 5/ -  ( a x f , cf 2/, . . . ,  a nj)  7 for each
pattern subset, using the relation
= N . i = 1 to n, j = 1 to N c [5.1.6]
w here n is the dim ension o f the pattern
x tJ is the z-th component o f the /c-th pattern in S j
z  1 j is the z-th component o f z }
N  j is the num ber o f patterns in S }
Each  com ponent o f 0 f represents the standard deviation o f the samples 
in S  j a long principal coordinate axis.
Step 9 F ind the m axim um  component, a Jm&>? o f each a „ j  =  1 to N c
Step 10 I f  for any a / max? j  =  1 to N c, w e  have a /max > 0 s and ;
(a )D~ j>D  and Nj  > 2 (N+1) or ;
(b  ) N c <K/2,
then splitzy into two new  cluster centreszy 4  andzy., deletezy, and increase 
N c by  1. C luster centre zj+ is form ed by adding a quantity y j to the
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com ponent o f  zt which corresponds to the m axim um  com ponent o f A
1
zj. is form ed by  substracting y } from  the sam e com ponent o f zj. y } can 
be  specified equal to som e fraction o f a y-max, the value o f which should 
provide a detectable difference in the distance from  an arbitrary sample 
to the two new  cluster centres.
I f  splitting took place in this step, go to Step 2, otherwise, continue. 
Step 11 Com pute the pairw ise distance Dfj  betw een  all cluster centres;
DtJ -  f y i -~z*}\ , i = 1 to N c -  1 , j = i+1 to N e [5.1.7]
Step 12 Com pare  the distances D{j against the param eter 0 „ A rran ge  the L
smallest distances which are less than 0 C in  ascending order :
[ D ; : , D i j ,..., D i : ]L l\Jl * l2^ 2 lLUA
Step 13 W ith  each distance D itJl there is associated a  pair o f  cluster centres z it
and z j {. Starting with the smallest o f these distances, perform  a pairwise  
lum ping operation  according to the fo llow ing rule :
For I -  1 to L,  if neither z i{ and z  fl has been  used in lum ping in this 
iteration, m erge these two cluster centres using the follow ing relation
[ A Q . O ^  + A A ; , ) ]  ' [5,1.8]
. Z ‘ l N t * . N h ]
D ele te  z it and z Jp and reduce N c by 1
Step 14 I f  this is the last iteration, the algorithm  terminates. Otherw ise go to 
Step 1 if any o f the. process param eters requires changing at the user’s 
discretion, or go to Step 2 if  the param eters are  to rem ain the sam e for  
the next iteration. A n  iteration is counted every time the procedure  
returns to Step 1 or Step 2.
It was suggested, at the beginning o f this section, that many features o f  the object 
should b e  analysed. So the pattern vector w ill be  in a  high-dim ensional space. It is 
difficult for an operator to visualise the results o f clustering algorithm  in this 
high-dim ensional space. Th ere fo re  som e method must be  developed to m ake sure that 
the clustering algorithm  is a success.
A  distance table containing distances between cluster centres is useful. Som e o f 
the clusters m ay be  jo ined  to form  one cluster after investigation; while som e clusters, 
too far away from  others, m ay b e  rejected because o f noise or not being significant 
com paring with other groups.
T h e  other useful m ethod is to bu ild  up a variance table containing variances within  
each cluster about its m ean  along every coordinate axes. A  rough distribution o f  
m em bers within a cluster can be  visualised, so some useless features can be  discarded.
5.2 Self-organization  m app ing
T h ere  are 27 features extracted from  each object being investigated. It is difficult 
to visualize the similarity betw een  different classes o f objects in such a high dimensional 
space. A lthough  som e o f these features are correlated to each other, and hence the 
dimensions o f each feature vector can b e  reduced, it is still difficult to locate the decision  
surfaces betw een  different classes.
T h ere  is an efficient dimensionality-reducing m apping which maps different 
regions o f  the pattern space in different ways and it is optim al for those regions [ 12 ].
A ssum e that the m apping is trying to m ap some feature vectors, o f dimension M , 
onto a 2 -D  space o f size (N  x  A/), /Vis finite. There are N  x  N  elements, in which some 
param eters are stored. These param eters are related to the feature vectors. D uring  
the process o f  self-orgainsation, these parameters are updated according to the input 
vectors. M any  vectors are input into this process to m odify the param eters until the 
variations on the param eters are small. Then  the neighbours which are close together 
in the 2 -D  N  x  N space w ill b e  m ore sim ilar than those which are far away. T he  process 
can b e  described as be low
i) arbitrarily assign som e param eter vectors for each elem ent in the 2 -D  array
ii) get a sam ple feature vector; it can be  a vector which has already been  used  
previously
iii) locate the most sim ilar elem ent in the 2 -D  array
similarity m easurem ent: | x; (  s )  -  m tj (  s ) ] for the 3-th passes
the most sim ilar e lem en t: | x ( s ) - / n t7 ( s ) |  = m i n  | x ( s )  -  znl7 ( s )  |
u
iv) update the param eter at this element and its neighbouring elements as 
fo llows
fo r the param eter o f  the most similar e lem en t:
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m,7(s + 1 ) = m f/(s )  + a ( s ) [ x ( s ) -  m,7(s ) ] [5.2.1]
for the param eter o f the neighbouring elem ents :
C/.W;)(S+ 1 ) = /7l + a (s )[x (s ) ~/Tl(y(s)] [5.2.2]
where,
a  is a  scalar less than 1 ; its value w ill b e  decreased as time passes
w( and w ,■ determ ine the distance a llow ed  for a neighbour element
from  the most sim ilar element;
their va lue  w ill b e  decreased as time passes.
v ) if  the param eters o f  the array is not steady, then repeat the process from  ii).
v i) a  self-organized 2 -D  array is form ed for the sam ple feature vectors.
T h e  technique has b een  tested to organize a sequence o f random  num ber 
into an one-dim ensional array. T h e  range o f num bers is larger than the size of 
the array. A fter the process has finished, the array has num bers which are either 
arranged in a descending order or an ascending order, depending on what the 
sequence o f random  num bers is like.
5.3 Final classification scheme
Several classification processes w ere investigated using the reference samples.
M ethod  f i)
T he  first method is based  on the distance between a feature vector o f an object 
from  the centre o f  a class. T h e  centre o f a class is represented by the m ean feature  
vector. T h e  deviation o f  a class is also considered. In  som e classes, such as the trees, 
the objects occupy a w ider range o f values than the other classes. I f  the effect o f deviation  
is ignored, an object be longing  to a group o f large deviation w ill b e  classified as an 
object in a  group o f sm aller deviation if the two classes are close to each other.
A  safety region  is defined as the area around the centre o f a class having width 
equal to a  defined fraction o f the deviation, figure 5.3.1. A n  object having feature vectors 
inside the safety region  o f  a  class is classified as that class. Otherwise, the distance of 
the vector from  the boundary o f each safety region is calculated. T h e  object is classified 
to the nearest class.
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feature 2 X -  belongs to group 1
o — belongs to group 3 
* — belongs to group 1 or group 2 
depends on the distance from
feature 1
Figure 5.3.1 Diagram showing the classification scheme of method (i).
Method fii)
The second method is based on the linear classification boundaries, d(x), between
classes. A  boundary is defined between any two classes. Therefore n(n-l)/2 boundaries 
have to be defined for n classes, figure 5.3.2. The sign of d(x) of an object vector x  from 
the boundary is different on different sides of the boundary.
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c la ss if ica t ion  boundary
Figure 5.3.2 D iag ram  showing the classification scheme o f linear boundary  
betw een  2 groups.
T he  definition o f  d (x )  for a  two-dim ensional vector is :- 
d ( x ' ) - w l x l + w2x 2 + w3
[5.3.1a]
= w x  a 
= 0
w here  x  is the two-dim ensional object vector, x  = [ x  l x  2 ] 7
wl t w2,w 3 are the param eters o f the classification boundary. 
S - [ u / l fr/2u/3] T
x  a is the augm ented vector o f x , x  a «  [ x , x  2 1 ] 7
d ( x )  -  0, if  x  is on the classification boundary
d ( x  )  >  0, if x  is on  one side o f the classification boundary
d ( x )  <  0, if  x  is on the other side o f  the boundary
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d ( x  )  can b e  generalized fo r a  n-dim ensional vector, as
d ( x )  =  w l x l +  w 2 x 2 +  .. . +  w n x n +  w n + x
“ [5.3.1b]
=  U ) X  a 
= 0
T he values o f the param eters, wti can be  determ ined through a learning process.
T he  learning process uses two groups o f  objects, C x and C 2. These two groups o f  objects 
must b e  separated in a  w ay  that a  linear classification boundary is applicable. The  
learning process is described in figure 5 .3 .4 .
F igure 5.3.4 Procedures to determ ine the linear classification boundary betw een  
2 classes, C x and C 2.
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W h en  an unknown object y  is to be  classified, all the d (  y  )h ave  to be  found. There
will b e  (n -1 )  boundaries defined between a class i and the other (n -1 )  classes if  there 
are n classes under investigation. I f  y  satisfies the sign o f (n -1 ) boundaries o f a class i, 
y  is classified to class i. -
M ethod fiii)
T he  third m ethod is sim ilar to the second method, except that the boundary  
betw een  a  class and the rest o f  the samples is found instead o f finding the boundaries  
betw een  a class and other classes, figure 5.3.4. The num ber o f boundaries needed  to 
be  stored is reduced to n  boundaries for n classes.
classif ication boundary
Figure 5.3.4 D iag ram  showing the classification scheme o f linear boundary  
betw een  a  group and the rest o f objects.
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T he final m ethod m akes use o f the result o f the self-organization m apping  
discussed in the previous sections. T h ere  is a feature vector stored in each coordinate  
of a self-organization m ap and the feature vectors in a neighbourhood are sim ilar to 
each other. T he  coordinate o f a vector in the m ap nearest to the feature vector is chosen. 
T h e  classes corresponding to the coordinate and the 8 nearest neighbours around it are  
recorded. In  general, the values obtained w ill correspond to m ore than one class. 
H ow ever, the properties o f  these classes are similar to each other because their 
coordinates correspond to the sam e area.
T h e  results o f these m ethods are combined. The class which is chosen by all or 
the majority o f the m ethods is the class o f the object. Otherwise, the object is classified  
as either a  flat or a steep object based  on the m ean gradient o f the object.
5.4 Vector Norm alization  and Feature Selection
In  the previous sections, 27 features w ere  suggested and calculated for each  
individual object. The objects w ere  segm ented using the 3-stage method, i.e. range  
gating, gradient segm entation and spatial separation. Som e o f these features are  
correlated with other features and som e o f them are not suitable for classifying betw een  
the different object classes be ing  investigated.
T he  ability o f  each feature to classify between different object classes was studied. 
H ow ever, the ranges o f va lue o f  these features are different. In  order to com pare the 
separability o f each feature, features o f  the objects are norm alized to cover the same  
range, which is from  0 to 1000. A la r g e  range, 1000, is chosen because integer operations 
w ill be  used in the im plem entation. T he  decim al places o f a  value can be  neglected  
during the comparison, i f  the values span a  w ide range. The norm alization form ula  
used is a linear method, which is defined as :-
Method (iv)
w here x } ' and x  f are the norm alized value and the original value o f a  feature, /, 
respectively
x  jt min and x  jt max are  the m inim um  value and the m axim um  value, within the 
samples, o f the sam e feature j  
Fac t o r  normis the norm alization factor
1000 [5.4.1a]
y *    y *
j , m ax j , min
=  (  x  j x  y f m} n )  x  Fac t o r [5.4.1]norm
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A ll  the feature m easurem ents are norm alized. T he  m inim um  value in the 
population  w ill b e  zero w hile  the maxim um  value w ill b e  1000. F igure 5.4.1 shows the 
m inim um  value, the m axim um  value and the norm alization factor o f each feature.
Normalised range: 0.0 to 1000.0
Feature Maximum Minimum Factor
area 14.5566 0.0507 68.9375
height 7.5187 -5.6026 76.2120
height/width 5.7500 0.0185 174.4749
range 34.5700 6.7600 35.9583
range spanned 16.5625 0.3125 61.5385
average range difference 285.7142 1.6534 3.5204
density 1.0000 0.6405 2781.6412
gradient 1.5576 0.0000 642.0134
shape 20.7304 0.3279 49.0136
angular second moment 0.0714 0.0078 15715.8573
correlation 0.9948 -0.4620 686.4012
entropy 5.0448 2.6391 415.6786
homogeneity 0.8821 0.1112 1297.0623
inertia 56.5714 0.2357 17.7507
variance 31.0890 10.0408 47.5100
angular second moment (diff.) 0.6805 0.0096 1490.4040
correlation (diff.) 0.7310 -1.0000 577.7058
entropy (diff.) 4.8834 0.6084 233.9183
homogeneity (diff.) 0.9133 0.0361 1140.0481
inertia (diff.) 129.2500 0.1734 7.7473
variance (diff.) 59.0870 0.0927 16.9508
sum average (diff.) 27.2857 0.1856 36,9002
sum entropy (diff.) 2.6183 0.0000 381.9224
sum variance (diff.) 50.0360 0.0000 19.9856
difference average (diff.) 10.4167 0.1734 97.6252
difference entropy (diff.) 2.7844 -0.5272 301.9671
difference variance (diff.) 42.2500 0.0000 23.6686
F igure 5.4.1 M in im um  value, maximum value and norm alization factor o f  each  
feature
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T he classifying ability o f each feature is m easured by two measurements. O n e  is 
sim ilar to the f-ratio in statistics and is defined as
Jij  a2 [5.4.2]
for feature j  in class i
w here  a f; is the variance o f the investigating feature, j, for the samples in class i
a 2 is the variance o f the sam e feature, j, for all samples
This m easurem ent is sm all if  this feature has a  small variance for class i object 
com pared to the variance o f the whole sam ple population. It m eans that the objects in 
class i tend to group together am ong the w hole population under the m easurem ent o f 
this feature. So, the feature having small /  t7is useful in classifying class i from  the other 
objects. T ab les in A ppend ix  I I  show the f-ratio o f each feature in each class.
T h e  other m easurem ent is called the coefficient o f variance, which is defined, 
within a class, as :-
r  =
ViJ~ m iJ [5.4.3]
fo r feature j  in class i 
w here a tJ is the standard deviation o f a feature,;, in class i 
mu  is the m ean o f the sam e feature j  in class i
This m easurem ent shows how  w ide the samples spread around the m ean. The  
sm aller the value o f  Cvib the better the ability to classify class i from  the other classes 
using f e a t u r e T h e  coefficient o f variance o f each feature in each class is shown in the 
tables in A ppend ix  II.
F ro m  the values o f  C v  and f, two scores are given to each feature. T he  values o f 
all the features in each class are sorted. The smaller the feature’s value, the better the 
classification ability as discussed above. A  score o f 1 is assigned to the feature o f smallest
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value in the class, a score o f 2 is assigned to the next smallest value and so on. The  
largest value w ill b e  scored 27. T h e  scores o f  each feature are accumulated for all the 
classes.
T w o  overall scores are calculated from  the two classification measurements, C v  and f, 
as shown in figure 5.4.2 and figure 5.4.3.
Note : numbers in brackets 
representing various features 
will be used in the correlation 
tables in Appendix II I
F igure 5.4.2 O vera ll scores o f  each feature based on the coefficient o f variance.
Coefficient o f Variance
Features Scores
2) height 
(11) correlation
7) density
(23) sum entropy (diff.)
(26) difference entropy (diff.)
(15) variance 
12) entropy
8) gradient
(18) entropy (diff.)
(17) correlation (diff.)
(19) homogeneity (diff.)
(11) homogeneity
(25) difference average (diff.)
(22) sum average (diff.)
(10) angular second'moment
(24) sum variance (diff.)
9 ) shape
6) average range difference
4 ) range
(16) angular second moment (diff.)
3) height/width
(20) inertia (diff.)
(27) difference variance (diff.)
(21) variance (diff.)
5) range spanned
(14) inertia
1) area
22
39
42
43 
52 
59 
62 
66 
68 
69 
86 
104 
110 
110 
120
143
144
145 
154 
162 
165 
173 
173 
176
176
177 
184
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F-ratio
____________Features_______
height 
' gradient
6) average range difference
(22) sum average (diff.)
( 3) height/width
(16) angular second moment (diff.) 
1) area
(25) difference average (diff.)
(20) inertia (diff.)
(26) difference entropy (diff.)
(18) entropy (diff.)
(24) sum variance (diff.)
(23) sum entropy (diff.)
(21) variance (diff.)
[19) homogeneity (diff.)
4) range
(27) difference variance (diff.)
9 ) shape
7) density
(14) inertia
(11) correlation
(12) entropy
5 )range spanned
(10) angular second moment
(13) homogeneity
(15) variance
[17) correlation (diff.)
Scores
46
50
70
79
80
85
86 
88 
92 
92 
97
109
110
113
114 
118 
128 
128 
128 
129 
133 
137
146
147 
152 
179 
188
N ote : numbers in brackets 
representing various features will 
be used in the correlation tables in 
Appendix II I
Figure 5.4.3 O vera ll scores o f each features based on the F-ratio.
T h e  correlation o f each feature betw een  classes w ere  studied. Features which are  
highly correlated are represented by only one o f the correlated features. T ab les  in 
Append ix  III  show the correlation betw een  different features in the same class.
Features having sm all values fo r both  the /  t7and the C v l7m easurem ent are suitable
for classifying the objects. Additionally , the chosen features must not b e  highly 
correlated. B ased  on the two separability measurements and the correlation  
measurement, six features w ere  selected. They are the average gradient, the average  
height, the average range, the ratio o f  height to width, the sum average o f the difference  
co-occurrence matrix and the sum  variance o f the difference co-occurrence matrix.
T h e  six features w ere  selected as follows
1 )  F ind out the five best features in figure 5.4.2 and figure 5.4.3 respectively.
2 )  F ind out the five worst features in figure 5.4.2 and figure 5.4.3 respectively.
Features 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
CV x o x o o x  x o o x
F-ratio 0 0 X O O X  X X X  o
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3 ) E lim inate those features which w ere  within the worst five features in either 
figure 5.4.2 or figure 5.4.3 but not within the best five features in the other figure. 
Those  elim inated at this stage w ere  :
a rea  (1 ) and range spanned (5 )
angular second m om ent (10), homogeneity (13 ), variance (15 ) and inertia (14 ) 
o f the co-occurrence matrix
correlation (17), variance (15 ) and difference variance (27 ) o f the difference  
co-occurrence matrix
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X X X X X X X  X X
4 ) T he  average height (2 )  o f the object is the best feature o f all because it is the 
feature having the smallest score in both figure 5.4.2 and figure 5.4.3. Additionally, 
it is not highly correlated with other features (re fer to the tables in A ppend ix  I I I )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X O X  X X X X X  X X
5) T h e  next best feature found in figure 5.4.2 is the correlation (11 ) o f the 
co-occurrence matrix. It is highly correlated with the inertia (14 ) o f the 
co-occurrence matrix, which was eliminated. So this feature is also eliminated.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X 0 X X X X X X X X  X
6 )  T h e  gradient ( 8)  o f  the object is the next best feature in figure 5.4.3. It is not 
highly correlated with other features. So this feature is accepted.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X O  X O X X X X X X  X X
7 ) T he  next best feature in figure 5.4.2 is the density (7 ) o f the objects. But the 
position o f this feature in figure 5.4.3 is quite low, the nineth from  the bottom. So 
this feature is elim inated.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X O  X X O X X X X X X  X X
8)  T h e  next best feature in figure 5.4.3 is the average range difference ( 6)  o f the 
objects. It is highly correlated with the sum average (22 ) o f the difference  
co-occurrence matrix o f  the objects. O ne  o f these two features is to b e  chosen. 
Since the sum average is just be low  the average range difference in figure 5.4.3 
while the sum average is several places higher than the average range difference  
in figure 5.4.2, the sum  average o f the difference co-occurrence is chosen.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X O X X X 0 X X X X X X  X O  X
9) T h e  next best feature in figure 5.4.2 is the sum entropy (23 ) o f the difference  
co-occurrence matrix. It is highly correlated with the angular second m om ent (16), 
the entropy (18), the hom ogeneity (19), the difference average (25 ) and the 
difference entropy (26 ) o f  the difference co-occurrence matrix. O n e  o f these 
features is to be  chosen. It is determ ined by calculating the sum o f each feature’s 
position in the tables in figure 5.4.2 and figure 5.4.3, T he  results are shown be low
Features 16 18 19 23 25 26
sum of position 20+6 9+11 11+15 4+13 13+8 5+10
(26) (20) (26) (17) (21) (15)
Clearly  feature 26, the difference entropy o f the difference co-occurrence matrix, 
is chosen and the others are eliminated.
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X 0 X X X O  X x x x x X X X X  x o x  x o x
10) T h e  next best feature in figure 5.4.3 is the ratio o f height to w idth (3 ) o f the objects. 
It is not highly correlated with other features. So this feature is chosen.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X O O X X X o X X  X X X X X X X  X O X  X O X
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1 1 )  T he  rem aining features are the shape (9 ), the entropy (12 ) o f  the co-occurrence  
matrix, the average range (4 ), the inertia (20 ) and the sum variance (2 4 ) o f  the 
difference co-occurrence matrix. T he  sum o f their positions in the tables in 
figure 5.4.2 and figure 5.4.3 are found.
Features 4 9 12 20 24
sum of position 19 + 16 17+18 7+22 22+9 16+12
(35) (35) (29) (31) (28)
T he sum variance (2 4 ) o f  the difference co-occurrence matrix is the best o f  all. It 
is not highly correlated with other features. So it is chosen.
The  next one is the entropy (12 ) o f  the co-occurrence matrix. It is highly correlated  
with the angular second m om ent ( 10)  o f the co-occurrence matrix, which was  
elim inated. So this feature is elim inated as well.
T h e  next one is the inertia  (20 ) o f the difference co-occurrence matrix. It is highly 
correlated with the variance (21), the difference average (25 ) and the difference  
variance (27 ) o f the difference co-occurrence matrix. Since the others are either 
better features than it or have already been  elim inated, this feature is also 
elim inated.
T h e  final two features, shape (9 ) and average range (4 ), have the sam e score and 
they are both not highly correlated to other features. H ow ever the average range  
is easier to calculate than the shape. So the shape is elim inated and the range is 
chosen.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
X 0 0 0 X X X 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 0 X 0 X 0 X
From  the two m easurem ents, C v  and F, described above, a weight is given to each  
feature to show  the feature’s classifying ability. A  larger weight is given to a  better 
feature. T h ere  are four weighting systems defined fo r each feature, j ,  they are
f  <i J [5.4.4a]
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N,
S [5.4.4b]
"• i
u - X th  f u  [5.4.4c]
l
[5.4.4d]
w here N c is the num ber o f  classes investigated
F igu re  5.4,4 shows the different weights for each feature.
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Features Si s2 S3 S4
area 0.368770 0.001317 527.15168 0.134970
height 1.048168 0.019224 534.586659 1.755560
height/width 0.284177 0.001729 1381.116126 0.127805
range 0.339302 0.001709 90.326059 0.326981
range spanned 0.116397 0.001517 41.793914 0.110713
average range difference 0.544574 0.001849 911.098333 0.238915
density 0.302124 0.009970 38.984722 0.805492
gradient 1.928811 0.004596 1075.610628 1.659376
shape 0.166146 0.002175 32.664218 0.151668
angular second moment 0.248175 0.002956 32.745098 0.257274
correlation 0,288359 0.010719 143.811939 1.312789
entropy 0.302478 0.006905 47.083629 0.508365
homogeneity 0.231991 0.003455 52.959712 . 0.271469
inertia '0.241690 • 0'.001583 157.797722 0.115437
variance 0.119814 ■. 0.006693 13.696964 ; 0.493122
angular second moment (diff.) 0.434666 0.001570 ‘ 2022.215215 0.215664
correlation (diff.) 0.093010 0,005732 9.649621 0.424419
entropy (diff.) 0.433868 0.005294 20489.687873 3.763456
homogeneity (diff.) 0.474986 0.004198 44,359488 0.323495
inertia (diff.) 0.420038 0.001606 329.197360 0.121620
variance (diff.) 0.362527 0.001569 194.837283 0.114207
sum average (diff.) 0.586913 0.002828 427.989503 0.378814
sum entropy (diff.) 0.357547 0.007949 2657.190891 2.525478
sum variance (diff.) 0.383683 0.002149 82.894270 0.156549
difference average (diff.) 0.512S09 0.002967 164.280930 0.309223
difference entropy (diff.) 0.532022 0.006611 1070.237660 1.386646
difference variance (diff.) 0.301695 0.001591 186.857278 0.113355
F igure 5.4.4 D ifferen t weights for each feature
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T he features are m ultiplied by  their corresponding weights. Since the weights vary 
in different systems, their effect on the classification results w ere  com pared with that 
o f the un-weighted classification, using the classifying methods discussed in the previous 
sections. T h e  self-organization m ap takes a considerable computation time, which is 
not efficient. So only the results from  the other methods are considered. T he  weights 
leading to the best classification are chosen afterwards.
Seven features are selected previously. They are the gradient, the height, the ratio 
o f height to width, the range and the sum average, the sum variance and the difference  
entropy o f the difference cooccurrence matrix. The only operations involved in  
calculating the first six properties are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division; 
but the last property needs to find the logarithm  as well. It takes a considerable amount 
o f time to calculate the logarithm  o f  a  num ber. It is desirable to elim inate the difference  
entropy to speed up the calculation if possible. So the com parison o f  the classification 
capability am ong the two sets o f  features are studied.
Since the properties o f  the p la in  and the grass are very similar, the plain  and the 
grass are treated as the sam e class. Therefore, the num ber o f correct classifications in 
the class o f p la in  includes the objects classified as grass; and this applies to the class o f 
grass similarly.
T h e  fo llow ing figures show  the results o f each method having different parameters. 
T he methods have been  discussed in the previous section. Only three o f the methods 
are used, they are :~
i) the distance from  the m ean  feature vector o f each class (a  fixed fraction o f the 
standard deviation is defined as the safety region )
ii) a  linear classification boundary is defined between every two classes o f objects
iii) a linear classification boundary is defined to separate the objects in each class 
from  the objects not in this class.
T h ere  are a  lim ited num ber o f  samples for some classes o f objects, such as puddles, 
pebbles and posts. T he  class which has the largest sam ple size is the class o f  trees, 285 
samples. Since the num ber o f  sam ples o f some classes are so small, their results should 
not b e  considered.
In  addition, there is only one set o f samples. Therefore, the training sam ple set 
is the sam e as the testing sam ple set. W e  should expect a 100% classification using only 
one set o f samples. H ow ever, w e  found that some o f the objects are classified incorrectly, 
because these object classes have som e similarity amongst them. F o r example, the plain
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and the grassland are very sim ilar; the bank, the bush and the tree are also very similar. 
Since w e  do not have an exact way to classify them, w e use a  voting method. I f  after 
the voting process, the object is still not classified, w e use the steepness o f the object to 
determ ine whether it is an obstacle.
Method (i) (no weight)
Classes
30% deviation 35% deviation 40% deviation 45% deviation
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Plain (164) 87% 90% 89% 91% 91% 92% 91% 93%
Grass (14) 71% 71% 71% 71% 71% 71% 71% 71%
Tree (285) 85% 83% 86% 85% 87% 85% 86% 84%
Bush (19) 11% 11% 5% 11% 5% 11% 5% 11%
Kerb (19) 26% 32% 26% 21% 26% 11% 26% 11%
Bank (11) 0% 9% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Paved (7) 86% 71% 86% 71% 71% 57% 86% 58%
Post (2) 50% 0% 50% 0% 50% 0% 50% 0%
Pebble (1) 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Puddle (1) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 0%
Average 62% 57% 62% 56% 50% 43% 52% 43%
Figure 5.4.5a Classification o f various classes o f  objects using m ethod ( 1)  when  
the weights are the sam e for different features (different fractions 
o f standard deviation are used)
M ethod (i )  ($i )
30% deviation 35% deviation 40% deviation 45% deviation
Classes Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Plain (164) 
Grass (14) 
Tree (285) 
Bush (19) 
Kerb (19) 
Bank (11) 
Paved (7) 
Post (2) 
Pebble (1) 
Puddle (1)
76%
71%
55%
21%
5%
36%
43%
0%
100%
100%
73%
57%
53%
11%
11%
36%
71%
0%
100%
100%
76%
71%
57%
21%
5%
36%
57%
0%
100%
100%
73%
64%
54%
16%
11%
45%
71%
0%
100%
100%
77%
79%
58%
26%
5%
27%
57%
50%
100%
100%
74%
64%
54%
21%
5%
36%
71%
0%
100%
100%
77%
86%
59%
32%
5%
27%
57%
50%
100%
100%
74%
76%
54%
32%
5%
36%
71%
0%
100%
100%
Average 51% 51% 52% 53% 58% 53% 59% 55%
Figure 5.4.5b C lassification o f  various classes o f objects using m ethod ( i )  when  
the features are multiplied by S i  (d ifferent fractions o f standard  
deviation are used)
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Method ( i) (SZ)
30% deviation 35% deviation 40% deviation 45% deviation
Classes Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Plain (164) 
Grass (14) 
Tree (285) 
Bush (19) 
Kerb (19) 
Bank (11) 
Paved (7) 
Post (2) 
Pebble (1) 
Puddle (1)
95%
79%
46%
5%
11%
9%
86%
0%
100%
100%
66%
57%
22%
26%
16%
9%
85%
0%
100%
100%
96%
79%
49%
5%
11%
9%
86%
0%
100%
100%
69%
57%
22%
26%
16%
9%
85%
0%
100%
100%
96%
79%
51%
5%
11%
9%
57%
50%
100%
100%
71%
57%
24%
26%
16%
18%
85%
0%
100%
100%
97%
79%
55%
5%
16%
9%
14%
50%
100%
100%
74%
57%
24%
32%
16%
18%
85%
0%
100%
100%
Average 53% 48% 53% 48% 56% 50% 53% 51%
Figure 5.4.5c Classification o f various classes o f objects using m ethod ( i )  when  
the features are multiplied by S2 (d ifferent fractions o f  standard  
deviation are used )
M ethod ( i )  ('S3J
Classes
30% deviation 35% deviation 40% deviation 45% deviation
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 Ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Plain (164) 72% 41% 77% 39% 82% 37% 87% 34%
Grass (14) 64% 50% 64% 50% 64% 43% 71% 36%
Tree (285) 78% 25% 80% 19% 81% 16% 80% 13%
Bush (19) 5% 16% 5% 16% 5% 16% 5% 26%
Kerb (19) 37% 33% 26% - 26% 26% 21% 26% 21%
Bank (11) 0% 36% 0% 36% 0% 36% 0% 45%
Paved (7) 57% 86% 57% 86% 57% 86% 57% 86%
Post (2) 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
Pebble (1) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100%
Puddle (1) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Average 56% 54% 56% 52% 57% 51% 48% 51%
Figure 5.4.5d Classification o f  various classes o f  objects using m ethod ( i )  when  
the features are multiplied by S 3 (d ifferent fractions o f standard  
deviation are used )
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Method (!) (S4)
Classes
30% deviation 35% deviation 40% deviation 45% deviation
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Correct 
(7 ppts)
Correct 
(6 ppts)
Plain (164) 85% 66% 85% 66% 86% 67% 88% 68%
Grass (14) 100% 57% 100% 50% 100% 50% 100% 50%
Tree (285) 79% 33% 80% 31% 81% 28% 81% 27%
Bush (19) 11% 21% 11% 26% 11% 32% 11% 37%
Kerb (19) 0% 26% 0% 26% 0% 26% 0% 21%
Bank (11) 0% 18% 0% 27% 0% 36% 0% 45%
Paved (7) 43% 71% 43% 71% 43% 86% 14% 86%
Post (2) 50% 0% 50% 0% 50% 0% 50% 0%
Pebble (1) 100% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Puddle (1) 100% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Average 57% 49% 37% 50% 37% 53% 34% 53%
Figure 5.4.5e Classification o f various classes o f objects using m ethod ( i )  w hen  the 
features are m ultiplied by S4 (d ifferent fractions o f  standard  
deviation are used )
F o r the first method, there are no particular good combinations o f  weighting  
schemes with the fraction o f deviation. T he  results on the perform ance show that the 
average correctness is around 50%  to 55%  for any o f the combinations. There  are 
several slightly better com binations having over 60%  o f correctness, in figure 5 .4 .5 a. 
O n  the other hand, there are som e slightly worse combinations having under 40%  o f 
correctness, in figure 5.4.5e.
It can be  seen that there is only a  slight decrease in the perform ance in using 6 
properties w hen the classification o f the objects using 7 properties are com pared with  
those using 6 properties. H ow ever, the perform ance is better for S 4 as shown in figure  
5.4.5e. The elim ination o f the difference entropy does not affect the perform ance very  
much. It was thus decided to use only six properties to increase the speed o f calculation  
during the implementation.
Since the perform ance o f  many combinations are quite similar, it is best to find  
the weighting scheme which gives a steady average perform ance over different widths 
o f safety regions as w e ll as a good classification for each object class. A  steady average  
perform ance is necessary because the classification w ill not depend on the w idth o f the 
safety region very much, hence a slight variation on the width is allowable.
W eigh ing  scheme, S4, in conjunction with 40%  o f standard deviation as the safety 
region  was chosen because the smallest percentage o f  correctness, besides zeroes, in
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that com bination is 26% , which is higher than any other combinations. Additionally, 
the 0 %  in this case is not very important because it belongs to the class POST  which  
has only two objects in the class.
M ethod  (if )
Classes no weight S i s2
Correct Wrong Unknow
n
Correct Wrong Unknow
n
Correct Wrong Unknow
n
Plain 84 55 25 93 59 12 111 37 16
Grass 11 2 1 9 2 3 4 7 3
Tree 234 31 20 205 45 35 192 57 36
Bush 9 9 1 7 7 5 2 8 9
Kerb 7 7 5 5 12 2 5 2 12
Bank 4 5 2 0 8 3 0 9 2
Paved 3 2 2 6 1 0 3 0 4
Post 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
Pebble 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
Puddle 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Total 355 111 57 328 • 135 60 320 121 82
F igure 5.4.6 C lassification o f various classes o f objects using m ethod (ii) 
(d ifferent weights are used to scale the features)
M ethod  £11}
Classes S3 s4
Correct Wrong Unknown Correct Wrong Unknown
Plain 99 51 14 110 49 5
Grass 9 4 1 8 4 2
Tree 176 82 27 194 47 44
Bush 13 4 2 3 8 8
Kerb 3 14 2 6 7 6
Bank 0 9 2 0 6 5
Paved 4 2 1 5 1 1
Post 2 0 0 1 0 1
Pebble 0 1 0 0 1 0
Puddle 1 0 0 0 1 0
Total 307 167 49 327 124 72
F igure 5.4.6(cont.) Classification o f various classes o f  objects using m ethod (ii)
(d ifferent weights are used to scale the features)
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Method (iii)
Classes no weight S i s2
Correct Wrong Unknow
n
Correct Wrong Unknow
n
Correct Wrong Unknow
n
Plain & 0 10 168 46 14 118 14 3 161
Grass 0 10 294 145 17 142 118 22 164
Tree & 0 3 16 7 1 11 3 0 16
Bush 0 1 10 0 5 6 0 4 7
Kerb 0 2 5 0 2 5 0 4 3
Bank 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2
Paved 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Post
Pebble
Puddle
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 0 26 497 198 39 286 135 33 355
Figure 5.4.7 Classification o f various classes o f  objects using m ethod (iii) 
(d ifferent weights are used to scale the features)
M ethod (iii)
Classes S3 S4
Correct Wrong Unknown Correct Wrong Unknown
Plain & Grass 0 1 177 81 8 89
Tree & Bush 0 0 304 29 21 254
Kerb 0 0 19 5 2 12
Bank 0 0 11 0 2 9
Paved 1 0 6 0 3 4
Post 0 0 2 0 0 2
Pebble 0 0 1 . 0 0 1
Puddle 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 1 1 521 115 36 372
Figure 5.4.7(cont.) Classification o f various classes o f objects using m ethod (iii)
(d ifferent weights are used to scale the features)
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For the second and the third method, the perform ance depends on  the linear 
separability between classes. Results from  the second m ethod are much better than 
those from  the third method. A  linear boundary between two classes is easier to 
determ ine than between a  class and the rem aining classes. H ow ever, m ore comparisons 
have to be  perform ed in the second method. F o r example, 45 comparisons have to be  
perform ed for 10 classes o f objects in the second method while only 10 comparisons 
are required in the third method.
In  the third method, the classes o f objects are changed slightly in order to im prove  
the results. T he  class o f  P L A IN  is com bined with the class o f GRASS; the class o f TREE 
is com bined with the class o f  BUSH. Judging from  the results, the third m ethod is not 
suitable fo r our data.
6 Parallel Processing of Images
6.1 Introduction
T he  range images are collected from  a  laser range finder. The im age is com posed  
o f 5 5  x 56  pixels.
The purpose o f  analysing the range images is to identify the objects in the natural 
terrain. Objects to be  identified include trees, bushes, rocks, kerbs and paths. These  
objects can be  classified roughly into 2 classes, obstacles and non-obstacles. T h e  results 
o f the analysis w ill b e  used to determ ine a  passable path for an un-m anned vehicle.
O u r  research is concentrated on the analysis o f the images. F rom  the previous 
sections o f  this thesis, w e  have shown the possibility o f identifying the obstacles and the 
production o f a p lan  view  which m ake the path determ ination possible.
In  order to m ake the application useful, the analysis must b e  done in rea l time. 
T h e  time interval betw een  each picture scanned is about 1 second. H ence  the whole  
process must be  done w ithin this time interval.
In  the fo llow ing sections, w e  w ill discuss various possible ways to archieve real 
time processing.
6.2 Sequential Processing or P a ra lle l Processing
Processing an im age involves a considerable amount o f computation. A n  ordinary  
im age may have 256x256 pixels. A  simple process, such as reducing random  noise from  
the im age by local averaging, w ill take at least 9 operations,, 8 additions and 1 division, 
for each pixel. The total num ber o f  operations w ill be  around 6x10  ^for a single picture. 
It may b e  necessary to operate on  an im age with several sequential processes. This w ill 
raise the num ber o f  operations to orders o f  millions. I f  the im age is even larger, the 
num ber o f operations w ill b e  increased by another one or two orders. Currently the 
capability o f today’s m icroprocessors is exceeded if real time processing is required. 
H ow ever, the operations carried out are usually the same for each pixel.
Conventional von  N eum ann  processors operate sequentially. O ne  instruction is 
fetched from  the m em ory at a time. The next instruction is not fetched until the present 
instruction is executed. Instructions and data share the sam e data bus and are stored  
in the same m em ory bank. The m icroprocessor cannot get the instruction and the data  
simultaneously. There fore  it w ill take an extra clock cycle to execute the w hole  
instruction. I f  the next instruction can be  pre-fetched and the data can be  read  into the 
m icroprocessor through another data bus, that clock cycle is saved. This is the idea  o f  
the H arvard  architecture.
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T h e  T M S320  series signal processors from  Texas Instrument are examples o f the 
m odified H arvard  architecture. In  a  strict H arvard  architecture, p rogram  and data 
m em ory lie in two separate spaces, permitting a full overlap o f  the instruction fetch and 
execution. T h e  T M S 3 20 ’s m odified  H arvard  architecture allows data transfer between  
program  and data spaces. This m odification increases the flexibility o f  the device over 
the strict H arvard  architecture. It has a structure which makes it suitable to im plem ent 
the characteristic repetitive operations o f im age processing. T h e  auxiliary registers can  
be  automatically increm ented or decrem ented in paralle l with the execution o f any 
instruction using an indirect addressing m ode. This permits single-cycle m anipulation  
o f an  elem ent in an array o f  data. Introducing pipelining within the m icroprocessor 
reduces the time to execute an instruction, and hence increases the execution speed. 
Besides, it has an on-chip m ultiplier which enhance its speed even m ore. T he  m ain  
prob lem  o f  the T M S320  series processors is the limited addressing capability. Blocks 
o f data from  the im age bu ffer have to b e  m oved in and out o f  the internal m em ory  
rather than directly accessing them.
Since the operations perform ed on each pixel o f an im age are usually the same, 
it is not necessary to process the im age, pixel by pixel, in sequence. Im ages can be  
divided into sub-im ages. T h e  size o f the sub-im ages are sm aller than the original image, 
and therefore, the time taken to process a  sub-im age is shorter than for the w hole  image. 
Suppose an im age is divided into four equal sub-images, the time taken to process one 
o f the sub-im ages w ill b e  only one quarter o f the time for a w hole  im age. Theoretically, 
the processing time is inversely proportional to the num ber o f  processors used. But it 
w ill reach a  limit w hen  a  processor is processing a single pixel.
Synchronization betw een  processors must be  considered w hen  several processors 
are to be  run together. Extra  synchronization circuitry must b e  added to link the 
processors. Additionally , com m unication between processors must be  m ade possible. 
These m ake the program m ing difficult.
O verall, para lle l processing reduces the processing time. It m akes rea l time im age  
processing possible.
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6.3 V ariou s wavs to im plem ent in para lle l
T h e  architecture o f para lle l processing can be  classified as 3 types
i ) Single Instruction on M u ltip le  D ata  (S IM D )
Several processors perform  the sam e operation on different data. M ost o f the 
im age processing operations can be  im plem ented in this architecture. This is 
equivalent to dividing the im age into sub-im ages and each processor works on a 
sub-im age.
ii) M u ltip le  Instruction on  M u ltip le  D ata (M I M D )
Several processors perform  different operations on different data. This is 
equivalent to processing different images with different operations in different 
processors.
iii) M u ltip le  Instruction on  Single D ata (M IS D )
Several processors perform  different operations on the sam e data. This is 
equivalent to processing the sam e im age with different operations either in  
sequence or in parallel.
Im age processing technique can be  roughly classified into two categories; low  level 
pre-processing and high level im age analysis.
L o w  level pre-processing includes noise removal, geom etric transformation, edge  
enhancem ent and other simple processing. Usually, these operations are data 
independent. T he  operations are the same for each pixel. It is most suitable to 
im plem ent these operations using the S IM D  structure. F igure 6.3.1 shows a S IM D  
structure machine.
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Figure 6.3.1 A  typical S IM D  structure
T h e  processing elem ent (P E )  array is a matrix o f identical processors. P E ’s receive 
the instructions from  the host computer through the control unit and fetch the data  
from  the I/ O  bu ffer memory. W ith in  each PE , there are some local m em ories which  
contain a portion o f the im age. T he  biggest P E  array w ill have the same dim ension as 
the im age; w here  each P E  w ill perform  the same low  level process fo r each pixel. Som e  
processes like the edge detection need the data o f the neighbouring pixels as well. 
T herefore, each P E  should have communication links connecting betw een  its adjacent 
P E ’s
T h e  advantage o f  S IM D  for the low  level processing is the simple structure. Only  
one control unit is sufficient to control the P E ’s. H ence the P E  can be  m ade very simple. 
T he B A S E  P E  [15] consists o f  only three main com ponents: a B oo lean  processor which  
can im plem ent any three-input B oo lean  function, a l-b it w ide local m em ory and a near 
neighbour function processor.
A n  exam ple o f S IM D  [14] is to use a M C68000-based single board  com puter as 
the controller which controls the para lle l system consisting o f  eight TM S32010’s. The  
eight TM S32010’s run in synchronism. Each TM S32010 processes a portion o f the 
image.
H ow ever, there is a  lim itation for the S IM D  structure. Since every processor is 
running the sam e instruction, it is im possible to have different decisions m ade on 
different processors. T h ere  is a w a y  to overcom e this, but the execution time is longer. 
T h e  solution is to do all the possible actions for every different decision and then store
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the results. The appropriate result is then chosen by a pointer generated from  the input 
data at the end o f the process [14]. In  [35], there is a discussion on  the im plem entation  
o f various applications using S IM D  structures.
Im age analysis includes feature extraction and pattern classification. Feature  
extraction algorithms involve analysing the segmented image. Classification algorithms 
involve searching and m atching o f features from  a data base. F o r these cases, the data  
is not necessarily in the form  o f a  matrix and the operations in each case are different. 
There fore  it is m ore suitable to im plem ent these kinds o f high level analysis processes 
in M IM D  structures. F igure 6.3.2 shows a M IM D  structure machine.
M em o ry
I
F igure 6.3.2 A  typical M IM D  structure
M IM D  machines consist o f  independent processors executing different program s. 
Processors communicate with each other through links and share som e m em ory through  
the network. T he  load  on  the interconnection network w ill becom e significant when  
the num ber o f  processors is increased.
T h e  advantage o f the M IM D  structure is the flexibility. A  S IM D  structure can be  
im plem ented by a M IM D  machine. H ow ever, the structure is m ore com plicated than 
the S IM D  structure, and therefore it is usually m ore expensive.
T he  Z M O B , a m ulti-processor system, consists o f 256 identical processors and a 
V A X  11/780 host processor connected by a high speed bus [15].
T he  P ipeline structure is another way to im plem ent concurrent processing. Each  
stage o f  the pipeline perform s the sam e task. The result o f a stage is passed to the next 
stage fo r another task. A t  the end o f the pipeline, the final result is output. Th ere  is a 
delay betw een  the data input at the front o f the pipeline and the result output from  the
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end o f the pipeline. H ow ever, the time betw een  consecutive output w ill be  the same 
as the input provided that the task on  the next stage can be  finished within the time 
interval.
A n  advantage o f  pipelining is the simple data interconnection between processing 
stages. T he  other advantage is that high speed control units are not necessary because  
the processing time a llow ed for each stage is comparatively longer.
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7 Transputer Implementation
7.1 In troducing the transputer
In  the previous section, w e  have discussed various ways o f implementing the 
concurrent processes using m ultiple processors. There are two features in com m on for  
any structure, either S IM D  or M IM D . Firstly, there must b e  a local m em ory block  
attached to each processor fo r data storage. Secondly, there must be  linkages between  
processors fo r com m unication to take place.
T h e  above two features can b e  constructed from  general m icroprocessors, such as 
the Z 8 0  [15]. TM S320  series signal processors are another exam ple from  the group of 
special signal processors which is suitable for concurrent processing [14]. How ever, 
they are not specially designed fo r concurrent processing. Add itional hardware, like 
the com m unication ports, need to be  added to complete a processing unit.
Since a  large num ber o f  processing units are usually required in a  concurrent 
process, the size o f  the w hole  system w ill be  very large if ordinary processors are used.
A nother point w e  must consider is the procedures to program  concurrently and 
the ease o f  m odification o f the program  if the arrangem ent or the num ber o f the 
processors is changed.
T h e  transputer is a m icroprocessor specially designed to im plem ent concurrent 
processes. T he  earlier version transputer, T400, has a 16-bit processor while the later 
version, T800, has a 32-bit processor. It has built-in m em ory and four built-in  
com m unication ports. F o r the new  T800 transputer, there is even a floating point 
arithmetic unit built-in  as well.
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F igure 7.1.1 Structure o f a  transputer
T h e  most im portant feature o f the transputers is the software consideration. The  
program m ing language, O C C A M , is specia lly ' developed for the transputer and  
concurrent processing. Therefore, it is, not difficult to im plem ent a concurrent process 
on an array o f transputers and no modification o f the program  is needed for the 
im plem entation onto another different sized array. A  program  can b e  developed on a  
single transputer and then run  on an array o f transputers fo r speed.
T he  transputer is driven by a  5 M H z  crystal. But the frequency o f the crystal is 
not critical. In  the T414, there are two phase locked loops. O n e  o f the phase locked  
loops is used with a  frequency m ultiplier to provide a four phase clock that results in 
the equivalent o f  80 M H z  perform ance. The T414 can perform  at a rate o f  20 m illion  
processor cycles per second. T h e  four clock pulses within a clock cycle provide timing 
references fo r pre-fetching o f  instruction, register select, A L U  operation and write A L U  
output to destination respectively.
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T h e  second phase locked loop  provides the standard timing for the com m unication  
interface betw een  transputers. T h e  communication interface is set at a standard data  
transfer rate o f 10 M bits/sec. Since the transfer rate is set at a standard frequency, 
there is no problem  on the compatibility with different versions o f transputers. The  
data transfer rate can also b e  set at 5 M bits/sec or 20 Mbits/sec.
The m em ory interface can b e  configured for a  w ide variety o f  different m em ory  
systems. It can also be  m ade to generate all the timing and refresh signals fo r dynamic 
m emories. Therefore, there is no p rob lem  in connecting the transputer to other types 
o f m em ory m apped peripherals such as D M A  peripherals.
A n  array o f transputers is easily built-up by just adding external m em ories to each  
processor for data and storage and connecting the transputer through links directly. A  
minim al am ount o f hardw are is required.
The connection interface with other m icroprocessor devices is also simple. There  
is a  link adaptor, IM S  C011, available which converts the transputer serial link to a 
bi-directional handshaken byte-w ide link, and provides the necessary signals for the 
interface. A  pair o f link adaptors inserted into a transputer serial link w ill m ake the 
communication betw een  two transputers or transputer peripherals, running at different 
data transfer rate, com patible.
Overall, these hardw are features imply a compact and cheap concurrent processing  
system can be  developed in a short period  o f time.
T here  is a com parison o f the floating point perform ance betw een  transputers and  
other m icroprocessors [36] shown below .
nrocessor W hetstones /second
Intel 80286/80287 8 M H z 300 K
IM S  T 4 14-20 20 M H z 663 K
N S  32332/32081 15 M H z 728 K
M C  68020/68881 16/12 M H z 755 K
A T T  32000/32100 1000 K
Fairchild C lipper 33 M H z 2220 K
IM S  T800-20 20 M H z 4000 K
IM S  T800-30 30 M H z 6000 K
T h e  perform ance o f  T800 transputer is so extraordinary because it has a  floating  
point unit running concurrently. In  order to minimize the idle time o f the floating point 
unit, the addresses o f the source and destination o f the floating point data are  calculated  
on the C P U  in para lle l with the floating point operation.
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O n  the software side, instructions are all o f  the same length, 8-bits w ide, and o f 
the sam e format. T he  most significant four bits represent the operation code while the 
rem aining four bits represent the operand. Therefore, there are only 16 possible  
different operations, which are not sufficient. In  order to increase the num ber o f  
operations and the width o f the operand, there are three special operations am ong the 
16 operations.
F o r  the norm al operations, the operand portion is loaded  onto the four least 
significant bits o f the operand register and the operation code is used to drive the C P U .  
T w o  o f the special operations are the "prefix" and the "negative prefix". T he  "prefix" 
operation  w ill load  the operand onto the operand register as usual, but shift the content 
o f the operand register left by four bits afterwards. W h e n  the next instruction is read, 
the operand is appended to the register which w ill m ake an eight bits operand. The  
operand can be  built up in  this w ay up to 32 bits. The "negative prefix" is similar to the 
"prefix" operation. T he  only difference is the com plem ent o f the operand is loaded  onto 
the register instead. T h e  other special operation is the "operate" instruction. The  
operand is loaded  as usual onto the operand register, but the real instruction is fetch 
from  the operand register. T here fo re  the operand portion o f an instruction w ill becom e  
the operation  code. W h e n  the "operate" and the "prefix" operation are combined, 
operations longer than 4 bits can b e  created. This enables new  instructions to b e  added  
to future versions o f the transputer without affecting the compatibility with the earlier 
version.
O C C A M  is the program m ing language specially designed for the transputer. It 
has several features to ease the im plem entation o f concurrent processing.
In  addition to the ordinary assignment process in an ordinary program m ing  
language, there are two other processes. They are the input and output processes through  
channels.
v : =  e assign expression e to variab le  v
c ! e output expression e through channel c
c ? v  input a  value from  channel c to variable v
T he  channel, c, can b e  assigned to a physical link connecting two processes in two 
transputers or transputer devices; or the channel can be  assigned to an im aginary link
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betw een  two processes running in a single transputer. T he  logic o f  the program  w ill 
not b e  affected by the arrangem ent o f the array o f  transputers. T h e  only m odification  
are the assignments o f the channels to the physical links.
A n  O C C A M  program  is m ade up o f constructs. A  construct contains a  series o f 
com ponent processes. T h ere  are three main constructors available in O C C A M . A  
constructor specifies the way the component processes are executed. A  component 
process can b e  either a single process or a construct.
A  S E Q  construct is the sam e as an ordinary sequential program m ing, the processes 
are executed one after the other. F o r example,
S E Q  
c l  ? b  
a : =  2 *b  
c2 ! a
A  value is input from  channel c l  and stored in variable b. Then  a variable a is assigned  
the value equals to 2  times the content o f b. Finally, the content o f  a  is output through  
channel c2 .
A  P A R  construct w ill execute component processes together. F o r example,
P A R  
c l?  a 
c2 ! b  
c : =  d + e
T h ere  are 3 processes in this P A R  construct. A  value is input from  channel c l  and 
stored in a. The content o f  b  is output through channel c2 . The sum o f d and e are 
assigned to c. A l l  the three processes are executed together.
A n  A L T  construct executes the first ready component process. F o r example,
A L T  
c l  ? a 
c2  ? a  
c3 ? a
T h e  content o f  variab le  a  after this construct is executed depends on which channel, c l, 
c2 or c3, has the data available first.
T h e  other constructs are the IF  and W H IL E  constructs which have the same  
m eaning as in an ordinary program m ing language.
T h ere  are som e ways that w e  can transform  an O C C A M  program  to run m ore  
efficiently.
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(i) pipeline transformation
E x a m p le :
V A R  x, y:
S E Q  
in ? x
... process x and store the result to y 
o u t ! y
W e  can increase the efficiency by perform ing the input and output operations in  
para lle l for the above sequential operations. The output operation must be  run  
after the input operation  and the processing operation in a S E Q  construct. 
H ow ever w e can run the output operation o f a  previous S E Q  construct and the 
input operation o f this S E Q  construct in paralle l if they are independent. The  
m odified program  looks like :
V A R  x, y, xin:
S E Q  
in ? xin
W H I L E  T R U E  
S E Q  
x : =  xin  
P A R  
S E Q
... process x and store the result to y 
o u t ! y 
in ? xin
(i i ) unravelling a replicated S E Q  construct
E x a m p le :
S E Q  i =  [0 F O R  N ]
S E Q
... process P (i ) ,  dependent on the value o f  i 
... process Q (i ) ,  dependent on the value o f i
L e t  P ( i )  and Q ( i )  be  the processes dependent on i that must b e  run in sequence. 
I f  P ( i + 1) and Q ( i )  are independent, they can be  run in parallel. W e  can rearrange  
the program  sim ilar to exam ple (i )  as follows :
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S E Q
... process P (i ) ,  i =  0 
S E Q  i =  [0 F O R  N - l ]  
P A R  
... process Q ( i )
... process P (i  +  1) 
... process Q (i ) ,  i =  N
Tay lo r described the w ay to im plem ent the F F T  using the transputer [37].
A  concurrent processing system can b e  constructed from  any num ber o f  
transputers. H ow ever, the processing pow er o f  a  system w ill b e  proportional to the 
num ber o f  transputers in the system [38].
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F igure 7.1.2 T h e  perform ance o f an array o f transputers with different size
7.2 The structure of the transputer implementation
T h e  processes involved are coordinate transformations, various segm entation  
stages, feature extraction and various classification schemes.
In  chapter 6, w e  have discussed various ways o f  im plem enting concurrent 
processes. T h e  S IM D  structure is suitable for low  level processes such as coordinate  
transformations. The M IM D  structure is suitable for analysis processes such as feature  
extraction and classification. O u r  concurrent process mainly involves analysis processes, 
therefore w e  choose the M I M D  structure.
num ber  o f  t ran spu te rs  in sys tem
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M ost o f  the processes are executed in sequence. T he  execution o f the segmentation  
processes has to wait for the transform ation process to finish. T h e  feature extraction 
process cannot be  perform ed be fo re  the segmentation process. Therefore  the pipeline  
structure is suitable. T h ere  w ill b e  a  time difference betw een  the output and the input. 
H ow ever, if the processing time fo r each individual process is fast enough for the process 
to b e  finished betw een  fram ing time, the data can be  processed in real time. A fter  the 
segmentation, each object can b e  analysed concurrently. Therefore  several pipelines 
are form ed to increase the concurrency. T he  results o f  each concurrent pipeline are 
com bined to generate the final result.
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7.2.1 Structure of Program
Pic tu re
Coord . Trans.
H. Segment
Find G. (H)  M M k .  Mop (H)
iFInd G. (8) I ►  Mk. Mop (B)
Find G. (B) -------- ►  Mk. Map (B)
Find G. (T)  Mk. Mop (T)
I
Isolate (B)
Isolate (T)
j— ► jO lff. Cooc. | D. C. Ppl. |------- ^
Distribute O lher Ppl. - ►  C lassify
|~► jPlff- Cooc- |-----►] D. C. P p t H  ^
j Distribute ~j Other Ppt. -------- ►  C lass ify
Result
1r J 1
1 Isolate (H) 1
1
|— ► jo if f .  C ooc. j----D. C. Ppt. |------- ^
jlsalate (B) |-------- Distribute ---- ► ) Other Ppt. -------- ► ] C lass ify  |------------ ► !  A ssem ble  j
~^~j Assom ble
- ►  A ssem ble  (T)
F igure 7.2.1.1 B lock  diagram  o f the program
T h e  w hole  program  is distributed to run in 16 transputers. But it can b e  easily 
distributed to run in as little as 4 transputers without re-com piling the program . 
F igure 7.2.1.2 shows a p ipe-line structure o f transputers, which is the arrangem ent o f 
transputers for the im plem entation o f the concurrent process. D a ta  are input from  the 
link connecting to the.local host while the results are output through the sam e link. A n  
IB M  P C / A T  is used as the local host. I f  the num ber o f transputers is not lim ited, it can 
b e  arranged so that each transputer runs a process shown in fig. 7.2.1.1.
T h ere  are 5 different sub-program s which consist o f different combinations o f  
sm aller processes shown in fig. 7.2.1.1 and explained in section 7.2.2. F igure 7.2.1.3a-3e 
show the content o f  each o f these 5 sub-program s and figure 12.12  also shows in which  
processor these sub-program s are run.
T h e  default integer type o f a T414 processor is 32 bits long. T h e  values o f the 
im age are 12 bits long. In  order to reduce the m em ory usage, a shorter integer type, 
IN T16 , is chosen to store the image. Integer arithmetic is used, if possible, to reduce  
computation.
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Lo ca l  Host
Figure 7.2.1.2 A rrangem ent o f  the transputer system
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Prog ram  1
Coord. Trans.
Isolate (H)
Figure 7.2.1.3a Processes run inside sub-program  1
P rogram  2
Figure 7.2.1.3b Processes run inside sub-program  2
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P ro g ra m  3
F igure  7.2.1.3c Processes run inside sub-program  3
P r o g r a m  4
F igure 7.2.1.3d Processes run inside sub-program  4
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P ro g ra m  5
Find G. (T) Mk. Map (T)
F igure  7.2.1.3e Processes run inside sub-program  5
7.2.2 Description of Processes
T h ere  are 17 different processes running in the transputer array.
1 Coord inate Transform ation  (N E W 2 T R A N S F O R M .T S R )
This process transforms the original data in po lar coordinates to cartesian  
coordinates.
T h e  original im age contains 56 rows o f 55 pixels. H ow ever the last pixel on each  
row  is not valid. This is the limitation o f the laser range finder'. T here fo re  the 55-th 
colum n o f each im age is taken off, leaving 56 X  54 pixels.
Furtherm ore, the laser range finder cannot detect the range o f an  object too close 
to the receiver. T he  valid range value is to be  between 550 and 4095 units. T h e  value  
o f any invalid pixels are defined as the value zero in this process.
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Xrange finder scan s in these directions
Figure 7.2.2.1 Defin itions o f  the two coordinate systems
T h e  form ula o f  the coordinate transform ation is defined as 
x  =  - r s i n  0cos(j) 
y  = rcos  0 
x  =  r s i n  0 s in  (j)
[7.2.2.1a]
[7.2.2.1b]
[7.2.2.1c]
Since 0 and (j) for a pixel at certain positions in the im age are fixed, som e multiples o f 
A 0  and Acj>, so only som e fixed value o f sine and cosine is needed. Fou r tables are set 
up for cos (0 ) ,  si n (0 ) ,  cos ( (j))  and s i n ( <J> y The size o f the 0-table is 56 and the size o f  
the s t a b le  is 55.
Integer arithmetic is used. So, the values in the tables are converted into integers 
by multiplying them by 10000. T h e  results o f x, y and z are divided by 10000 afterwards.
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2 Histogram Segmentation (H2SEGMENT.TSR)
This process can b e  divided into 5 parts.
T h e  first part is to find the range histogram  o f an image. T h e  histogram  represents 
the frequency o f the values from  0 to 255. T o  cover the valid range, from  550 to 4095, 
the ranges are scaled by
, 0 - 5 5 0 )
^  10 [7.2.2.2]
So, in the histogram, range values starting from  550 to 559 w ill b e  represented by  0; the 
next 10 range values w ill b e  represented by 1; and similarly for the other ranges. A fter  
the scaling process, som e values w ill b e  larger than 255. H ow ever, the num ber o f  pixels 
having a very large range is sm all in a norm al picture, and the analysis o f a far-away  
object is not as im portant as analysing a nearby object, therefore these out-of-range  
values are represented by  255 in this segm entation process. H ow ever, the original range  
values in the im age are unchanged.
T h e  second part o f  this process is to smooth the histogram. T h e  frequencies in the 
histogram  are rep laced by the average o f 5 frequencies :-
/ ( « ) -  5----------------------------
[7.2.2.3]
w here f ( i )  is the frequency o f value 1 in the histogram.
T h e  average near either end o f the histogram is m odified to take account o f the 
end effect w hen there are less than 2 values on either side o f position i. T he  first and  
the last frequencies are left unchanged. T he  second pixel and the next to the last 
frequency is averaged over 3 frequencies instead.
T h e  third part o f  this process is to locate the local m inim um  o f the histogram, 
w here  the best threshold values w ill b e  found. The local m inim um  is defined as the 
point, having sm aller value than its surroundings, at which the sign o f slope is changed, 
or the m iddle o f a flat region  betw een  two points o f different sign o f slope. T he  slope  
is then defined as
s (0  = / U + ! ) - / ( < - 1 )  [7.2.2.4]
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T he fourth part o f this process is to m erge small regions defined by the thresholds 
determ ined in part 3 o f this process. I f  the num ber o f  pixels in any segm ented region  
is sm aller than som e num ber, 1%  o f  the picture size, the region is m erged with its larger  
adjacent region in the histogram. T he  threshold value is then updated.
T h e  fifth part is to create a segm ented region  mask in which each pixel is coded  
with its object num ber, from  1 to the num ber o f objects detected. T he  invalid pixels 
are coded with 0.
T h e  segm ented region  m ask is then passed to the next process.
3 F in d G rad ien tC H ead 11. "Body" and "Tail)
(N F G 2 F IE A D .T S R , N F G B O D Y .T S R , N F G T A IL .T S R )
These three processes form  a chain o f  processes, the "head" process, a num ber o f  
"body" process and the "tail" process. There  are 14 transputers, processor 3 to 
processor 16, allocated to the chain in the configuration. These processes perform  a 
sim ilar task; they find the gradient for several rows o f pixels in the picture.
T h e  picture, 56 rows, is divided into 14 parts o f 4 rows o f pixels. T he  gradient o f 
each pixel is calculated by finding the m inim um  tangent o f the vector cross product o f 
any two vectors inside the w indow  around the pixel. The result w ill be  the steepest 
possible gradient around the pixel. W h en  calculating the gradient for a pixel, only the 
pixels having the sam e object num ber assigned by the previous process (2 ) w ill b e  
considered. The result w ill b e  stored in an array and passed to another chain o f processes 
running in para lle l to this chain. T h e  other chain o f processes puts the results together 
form ing a com plete array o f  gradients. Besides the gradient, the object num ber o f  each  
pixel w ill also be  passed to that chain.
T h e  width o f the w indow  is set to 5 pixels. There w ill b e  2 pixels on  either side o f  
the investigating pixel in any direction. So two m ore rows o f pixels are needed above  
the first row  and two rows b e lo w  the last row  in each process. E ight rows o f pixels are  
needed to calculate the gradient fo r four rows o f pixels.
T h e  "head" o f  these three processes reads in the array containing object num bers 
o f each pixel. It inserts two empty rows at the beginning o f the array and appends two 
empty rows at the end o f it. It then find the gradient o f its 4 rows and pass the pixels 
needed by the fo llow ing processes row  by row  through a channel.
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T he "body" reads in the data row  by row  from  a channel. It stores the rows it needs. 
W h e n  it has finished receiving its data, it starts finding their gradient. M eanw h ile  the 
other data w ill b e  read  in from  the channel and passed through another channel to 
another processor, either another "body" or the "tail". The result w ill be  treated similar 
to what is done in the "head".
T h e  "tail" works sim ilar to the body except that there is no process waiting for its 
data. T he  results are treated sim ilarly as before.
4 M ak e  G rad ient M a p  f"H ead". "Body". "Tail")
(N G S H E A D .T S R , N G S B O D Y .T S R , N G S T A IL .T S R )
These  processes ran  para lle l to processes described in (3 ). Each  process is linked  
to a process finding gradient.. T h e  "head" in this chain is linked to the "head" in the 
other chain; "body" is linked to "body" and "tail" is linked to "tail" correspondingly.
F ou r rows o f gradient values and object num bers are read  from  a channel in each  
process. T h e  pixels are then classified as either steep or flat by  com paring the gradient 
o f the pixel with a threshold value. T he  array containing the object num bers are m odified  
according to the gradient. T h e  object num ber o f each pixel is shifted left by 4 bits and 
the corresponding gradient code is combined. The gradient code represents only either 
flat or steep. M eanw h ile  the row  received by another process is read  from  another 
channel. T he  rows are then passed to the follow ing process in  the correct order.
T he  "head" being at the beginning o f the chain, it does not have any processes in 
front o f it, it only reads in its fou r rows o f data. Then  it passes the m odified data to the 
process fo llow ing it. H ow ever, the "body" and the "tail" have to read  from  the process 
in front o f  them.
5 Iso la te (wH ead ") ( I S 0 3 H E A D .T S R )
T h e  process starts the third stage o f segmentation. It is a  controller for a  chain o f  
processes, Isolate ("Body" and "Tail").
It checks and stores the num ber o f segmented objects found so far. T hen  the 
objects’ codes are passed to the fo llow ing processes w hen  a  free  processor is reported.
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6 Iso lateCBodv" and "T a il") ( I S 0 3 B 0 D Y .T S R , IS 0 3 T A IL .T S R )
These two processes perfo rm  a  segmentation using region grow ing method. Pixels 
which are separated by at most one pixel from  another object are m erged; otherwise  
they are treated as different objects. Loca l object num bers are assigned to each object 
having the sam e object num ber but separated. A  new  object num ber is then form ed by  
shifting the old value 4 bits and com bining with the local object num ber.
T h e  body o f this segm entation is the routine, a rea fill(). A re a f i l l ( )  produces masks 
o f objects having the sam e object num ber but not near to others. T h e  object m ask is 
then passed to the d istribu te^ ), w here the data w ill b e  distributed to the analysis 
processes.
A nother process that checks the state o f other processors is running in paralle l 
with the area filling routine. W h e n  a free processor, including its a rea  filling routine, 
is reported, it acknow ledges the processor in front o f it and waits for a new  object 
num ber. T h e  process is then repeated until the acknowledge signal reaches the "head". 
T h e  "head" w ill then send an un-processed object num ber through the same path back  
to the free processor.
T h e  cycle repeats until all the object num bers are processed.
7 D istributer (N E W 3 D IS T R IB U T E R .T S R )
T he  distributer reads in a  m ask o f an object. It then produces two m asked pictures 
for the two analysing processes, one for the analysis o f the textural properties and the 
other fo r the analysis o f the physical properties. The textural properties analyser needs 
only the range inform ation, so only the range o f each pixel is passed to it. The physical 
properties analyser needs com plete 3-dim ensional data.
8 Find the D iffe rence  Cooccurrence M atrix (D IF F H _ C O O C C U R R E N C E .T S R )
T he  process reads in the range o f each pixel belonging to a segm ented object from  
process (7 ). T he  indexes o f  the cooccurrence matrix are the absolute differences 
betw een  a pair o f  pixels. A n d  the elem ent o f the matrix represents the num ber o f 
occurrences o f 3 neighbouring pixels, o f which the difference betw een  the first and the 
second pixels form  one o f the index and the difference betw een  the second and the third 
pixels form  the other index.
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The size of the cooccurrence matrix is 16 X 16. The indexes are calculated by
than 16 w ill b e  valued as 16 instead.
O n ly  the cooccurrence matrix is passed to the next process to find the textural 
properties o f  the object.
9 Properties o f D ifference Cooccurrence M atrix (ID C O O C P P T .T S R )
This process calculates the sum average and the sum variance from  the 
cooccurrence matrix.
T he  sum average is defined as :-
w here N g  is the size o f the cooccurrence matrix
p(m,n) is the value o f  the cooccurrence matrix at coordinate (m ,n )
T he  properties are norm alized as described in chapter 5 and then multiplied by 
their weighting factor.
10 O ther Properties ( IO T H E R P P T .T S R )
A m a sk e d  3-dim ensional im age o f an object is read. Fou r properties are calculated  
from  it. They  are the average gradient, the average height, the average range and the 
ratio o f  height to width.
T he  average gradient is defined as >
finding the difference o f two pixels and then dividing by 4. The scaled indexes larger
iV -1 N„- 1
[7.2.2.5]
T h e  sum  variance is defined as
N -  1 N- \
[7.22.6]
[72.2.7]
T he average height is defined as
[7.2.2.8]
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T he average range is defined as :-
g \/size
[122.9]
T he ratio o f height to width is defined as
[7.2.2.10]
P  rt P  It
w here g  is the gradient o f a  pixel in the object.
y is the rea l height o f a  pixel in the object, 
z is the rea l range o f a pixel in the object 
size is the num ber o f  pixels in the object.
is the position o f the highest pixel o f the object.
P l0 is the position o f the lowest pixel o f the object. 
p rt is the position o f the right-most pixel o f the object.
P h  is the position o f  the left-most pixel o f the object.
T h e  properties are norm alized as described in chapter 5 and then m ultiplied by  
their weighting factor.
11 Classification (IN E W C L A S S IF Y .T S R )
T he  properties calculated in process (9 ) and process (10 ) are read  in through two 
different channels. They are put into the appropriate position o f a 6-dim ensional feature
T h e  feature vector is then put into two classification schemes discussed in  
chapter 5. I f  the results match, the object is classified as that class; otherwise the average  
gradient is used to classify the object to be  either dangerous or safe.
T h e  code o f the class is then sent to the next process, assem ble ().
12 Assem ble. A s s e m h le r T a in  (A S S E M B L E .T S R , T A IL A S S E M B L E .T S R )
These processes read  in masks o f objects and their corresponding classified codes. 
It labels the masks with their codes until the F IN IS H E D  m essage is received from  other 
process. Then, the "tail" w ill send the coded mask to another assem ble () process above  
it in fig. 7.2.1.1. T he  assem bleQ  process w ill then com bine its coded mask with the
vector.
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incom ing m ask and send the resulting m ask to another assem ble () process at a high  
position in fig. 7.2.1.1. T h e  sam e happens to the other assem ble () process. Finally, the 
top assem ble () process w ill output a  com pleted and coded map.
7.2.3 Result
T h e  p rogram  has b een  used to analyse several images taken from  outdoors.
T h e  input is the range im age and the output is the coded image. T he  codes 
represent different object classes. F o r example, the first object class is represented by 
1. In  the case o f  undeterm ined classification, the slope o f  the object is used. I f  the 
object has a slope greater than a  threshold value, it is classified as a  dangerous object 
and is represented by the sym bo l"A". F o r the object having a  sm all slope, it is classified 
as a  safe object and is represented by the s y m b o l T h e  pixels corresponding to zero  
returns are labe lled  by a  sp ace ," " .
T he  fo llow ing figures show  the colour images and the corresponding processed  
images.
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It is desirable to analyse the acquired images in real time. The target time is about 
1 frame per second.
According to theory, it is possible to shorten the processing time by sharing the 
job among more processors in the network. So the time taken to process an image using 
different number of transputers were studied. The following diagram shows the 
processing time of an image.
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Figure 7.2.4.1 Processing time of a range image on an array of transputer with different 
size
It was found that the processing time in a larger network is shorter than a smaller 
network. Flowever the processing time reaches a limit in the present system. A  
bottleneck must be formed in some processes, so the processing time does not reduce 
when even more transputers are used. The bottlenecks are very likely situated at the 
processes of finding the steepness of each pixel. Since the steepness is represented by 
the maximum magnitude of the vector product of two surface vectors around the pixel,
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there are many combinations o f  a pair o f vectors. It takes up a  considerable time to 
find the m axim um  am ong them. A s  soon as the bottleneck is solved, it should be  possible  
to reach the target speed o f 1 fram e per second.
T h e  processing time also depends on the complexity o f  the im age. I f  the im age  
has many invalid pixels, the processing time w ill be  short.
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8 Conclusion
T h e  range im age that the laser range finder returned consists o f 56x55 pixels. 
A lthough  the resolution is not high and the range image is the only inform ation that w e  
have from  the surrounding, the segm entation algorithm that w e investigated is useful. 
There  are three stages in the segm entation algorithm. The first stage is the segmentation  
based  on  the range only. F rom  the range histogram, the local m inim a are located which  
represent the threshold values to segment objects having similar ranges. The second  
stage is the segm entation based  on  the steepness o f the object. T h e  steepness o f a point 
is calculated by finding the norm al vector o f the surface at that particular point. T he  
objects segm ented in stage one are  then divided into two classes o f object; one class o f  
steep slope while the other class o f gentle slope. The steepness calculated is also a  
useful feature, sometimes the only feature, that determines whether an object is a 
potential obstacle. A n  obstacle usually has a  high steepness. The third stage is to isolate 
the objects that are separated from  the other objects. Therefore, at the end o f the 
segm entation algorithm, the objects w ill satisfy the above three features, which are the 
basic features o f an  object in a range image.
A t  the end o f the segm entation process, the information extracted is already useful 
to locate the obstacles. W e  have also derived a method to produce the plan view  o f a 
range im age. By com bining this information, the obstacle m ap can be  produced which  
is useful for route planning. In  the cases where a route cannot be  found, w e have to 
study the features o f  the objects and determ ine which object is possible for the vehicle 
to go  over.
A m o n g  the features that w e  have investigated, only some w ere useful in identifying 
an object. Features like the gradient, ratio o f height to width, average height and average  
range be long to the physical features. O ther features which are derived from  the 
difference cooccurrence matrix are  also useful. The difference cooccurrence matrix is 
also a  useful way to norm alise the object for analysis. In our investigation, w e com pared  
the feature vector o f an object w ith the reference vectors and assigned the object to a 
class which is closest to it in the feature space.
A  hierarchical w ay can also be  used to identify an object. F o r example, a tree is 
usually vertical, its height is greater than its width, it is quite tall and the surface is very  
rough; w hile  a kerb is usually vertical, its height is less than its width, it is quite short 
and the surface is very sm ooth which is sim ilar to a w all but the w all is taller.
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T h e  calculation involved is very substantial. The best w ay to speed up the 
processing time is to use m ultiple pow erfu l processors and run them concurrently. M ost  
current processors are designed for sequential processing. W h en  im plem enting a 
concurrent process on ordinary processors, additional hardware and software designs 
have to be  developed to m ake the process run successfully and efficiently. F o r the 
hardware, links have to b e  provided for communication betw een  processors and there  
m ay be  a com m on m em ory area  w here each processor can access and share data. For  
the software, the program m er should b e  able to rearrange the individual processes 
am ong the array o f  processors easily.
T he  transputer from  IN M O S  is a processor which contains suitable hardware and 
software facilities fo r the im plem entation o f concurrent processes.
W e  im plem ented the algorithm  in a pipeline structure. There  w ill b e  a time lag  
to obtain  the result. H ow ever, the result o f the next fram e should be  coming out at a  
rate ab le  to m eet the input rate if each processor can finish its jo b  be fo re  the arrival o f 
the next fram e. In  som e stages, the im age is divided into object masks. T he  processing  
time fo r the masks are shorter than for the w hole image. Ideally, each processor only 
im plem ents a sm all part o f  the w ho le  algorithm. H ow ever, there are only 16 transputer 
m odules available. W e  have to run several processes in a single transputer. This 
increases the overall processing time.
U n d e r  our investigaiton, w e  found that the processing time fo r the same process 
w ill b e  reduced if m ore processors are used. H ow ever, the time did not reduce in 
proportion. T h e  processing time reached a  limit where additional processors did not 
im prove the speed. C are fu l consideration o f the program  showed that a bottleneck  
most likely occurred in the processes o f calculating the steepness o f pixels. I f  the 
processes w ere  re-designed to elim inate the bottleneck, the processing time w ou ld  be  
further reduced and it w ill b e  ab le  to approach real time processing, 1 fram e per second. 
Lack  o f time and facilities prevented this redesign to be  carried out.
A lthough  w e  have lim ited experience on the transputer, w e  found that the 
developm ent o f  a  concurrent system is not difficult for either the hardware and the 
software. H ow ever, in order to fully utilise the pow er o f the transputer, w e  must think 
para lle l at the very beginning. W e  have to break  down the process into sm aller processes 
or divide the im age into sm aller sub-images.
O verall, our research found that the laser range finder provides very useful 
inform ation for the navigation system o f an unm anned vehicle. W ith  the processing  
pow er o f  the transputers, the system can be  run in real time.
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Further research should b e  concentrated on combining inform ation from  several 
sensors such as com bining colour im ages with range image. A nother possible research  
topic should concentrate on  the studying o f the surface o f various object classes.
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Appendix I  Laser Range Finder Data
N u m ber o f  pixels per row  : 55 pixels 
N u m ber o f  rows o f pixel : 56 rows
Size o f p ix e l : 12 bits
unit/distance : 80 units / 1 m etre
M in im um  valid distance : 550 units ( »  6.9 m etre)
H orizonta l scanning angle ( T ) : 0.693 
H orizonta l stepping angle (A(j>) : 12,6 x 10'3 
Vertical scanning angle (0 ) :  0.532 
V ertica l stepping angle ( A 0 ) : 9.5 x 10“3
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Appendix II Statistic of Each Object Group
PLAIN (number of items = 164)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 12.6333 65.1672 8.0726 63.90% 0.0052
height 423.7227 240.1758 15.4976 3.66% 0.0112
height/width 11.2851 100.9763 10.0487 89.04% 0.0039
range 96.8002 5346.9521 73.1229 7534% 0.0874
range spanned 96.7495 13426.7929 115.8740 119.77% 0.6659
average range difference 9.3511 80.1957 8.9552 95.77% 0.0112
density 899.3385 20393.2554 142.8050 15.88% 0.6017
gradient 146.4753 9366.3580 96.7799 66.07% 0.0602
shape 423.2943 30642.3121 175.0495 41.35% 0.7774
angular second moment 3123679 6796.9230 82.4435 26.39% 0.3914
correlation 9573260 3521.1378 593392 6.20% 0.1354
entropy 465.8375 5407.1761 733335 15.79% 0.1729
homogeneity 658.3894 37528.6984 193.7233 29.42% 0.7261
inertia 41.4100 3068.6563 55.3955 133.77% 0.1135
variance 498.9588 6726.2795 82.0139 16.44% 0.7088
angular second moment (diff.) 365.1289 53295.0860 230.8573 63.23% 1.3083
correlation (diff.) 603.9616 7292.4261 85.3957 14.14% 03050
entropy (diff.) 289.6283 26033.6685 161.3495 55.71% 0.4280
homogeneity (diff.) ■ 731.0649 29349.8381 171.3179 23.43% 0.4791
inertia (diff.) 14.1677 583.0327 24.1461 170.43% 0.0202
variance (diff.) 20.4580 1155.7774 33.9967 166.18% 0.0238
sum average (diff.) 45.4732 1974.3958 44.4342 97.72% 0.0659
sum entropy (diff.) 500.0204 26847.1598 163.8510 32.77% 0.6370
sum variance (diff.) 40.7786 2825.7464 53.1578 130.36% 0.0754
difference average (diff.) 63.3614 3355.0756 57.9230 91.42% 0.0869
difference entropy (diff.) 366.4246 32759.8137 180.9967 49.40% 0.5179
difference variance (diff.) 23.0966 1183.1821 34.3974 148.93% 0.0275
F igure  A ppendix  Il.a
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GRASS (number of items = 14)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 16.5046 105.4020 10.2665 62.20% 0.0083
height 409.2653 213.3385 14.6061 3.57% 0.0099
height/width 5.7644 24.9518 4.9952 86.66% 0.0010
range 188.0105 8438.1054 91.8592 48.86% 0.1379
range spanned 55.4945 1806.4504 42.5024 1659 % 0.0896
average range difference 14.2918 27.6029 5.2538 36.76% 0.0039
density 950.4470 4969.8361 70.4971 7.42% 0.1466
gradient 107.9362 12467.8863 111.6597 103.45% 0.0802
shape 579.1160 41783.0166 204.4089 35.30% 1.0600
angular second moment 232.6733 8976.3767 94.7437 40.72% 0.5169
correlation 904.5647 9752.4489 98.7545 10.92% 0.3750
entropy 543.4437 8642.1592 92.9632 17.11% 0.2763
homogeneity 493.7794 46004.8012 214.4873 43.44% 0.8901
inertia 99.1472 10511.3757 102.5250 103.41% 0.3889
variance 520.8837 4608.3350 67.8847 13.03% 0.4856
angular second moment (diff.) 156.6038 4310,5267 65.6546 41.92% 0.1058
correlation (diff.) 594.1843 5546.4185 74.4743 12.53% 0.3841
entropy (diff.) 442.7008 6434.8464 80.2175 18.12% 0.1058
homogeneity (diff.) 583.9149 6922.8329 83.2036 14.25% 0.1130
inertia (diff.) 20.7386 118.4540 10.8837 52.48% 0.0041
variance (diff.) 30.5327 360.2121 18.9793 62.16% 0.0074
sum average (diff.) 70.1997 626.8004 25.0360 35.66% 0.0209
sum entropy (diff.) 644.4210 4730.5294 68.7788 10.67% 0.1122
sum variance (diff.) 54.7382 775.7258 27.8519 50.88% 0.0207
difference average (diff.) 99.5178 817.4261 28.5907 28.73% 0.0212
difference entropy (diff.) 541.1705 5842.7888 76.4381 14.12% 0.0924
difference variance (diff.) 31.9021 319.7216 17.8808 56.05% 0.0074
F igure A ppend ix  I l.b
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TREE (number of items = 285)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 109.2281 18610.2762 136.4195 124.89% 1.4708
height 642.5615 173213088 131.6112 20.48% 0.8057
height/width 2483409 21522.3170 146.7049 59.03% 0.8286
range 411.5912 59010.2627 242.9203 59.02% 0.9646
range spanned 145.2578 20519.9418 143.2478 98.62% 1.0176
average range difference 85.8026 7663.3298 875404 102.03% 1.0696
density 8053701 41396.9907 203.4625 25.26% 1.2215
gradient 969.2196 725.8825 26.9422 2.78% 0.0047
shape 207.1740 24716.7310 157.2156 75.89% 0.6270
angular second moment 163.4965 17001.3233 130.3891 79.75% 0.9791
correlation 733.8303 21717.2949 147.3679 20.08% 0.8352
entropy 662.8345 35842.1866 189.3203 2856% 1.1458
homogeneity 324.9037 19259.3448 138.7780 42.71% 0.3726
inertia 268.8463 22569.4689 150.2314 55.88% 0.8350
variance ,538.4151 1-0618.8893 103.0480 19.14% 1.1190
angular second moment (diff.) 49.8821 4441.9533 66.6480 133.61% 0.1090
correlation (diff.) •572.4737 14720.4518 121.3279 21.19% 1.0194
entropy (diff.) 704.1179 27668.1144 166.3374 23.62% 0.4549
homogeneity (diff.) 273.2129 12229.6229 1105876 40.48% 0.1996
inertia (diff.) 276.6610 22984.2043 151.6054 54.80% 0.7954
variance (diff.) 375.6786 34381.2340 185.4218 49.36% 0.7078
sum average (diff.) 329.2931 18970.7697 137.7344 41.83% 0.6333
sum entropy (diff.) 750.4359 31402.2548 177.2068 23.61% 0.7451
sum variance (diff.) 353.9706 25353.0560 159.2264 44.98% 0.6761
difference average (diff.) 405.6428 20616.7792 1435854 35.40% 0.5339
difference entropy (diff.) 821.2729 16131.8079 127.0111 15.47% 0.2550
difference variance (diff.) 354.8452 30341.9605 174.1894 49.09% 0.7045
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BUSH (number of items = 19)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 21.3039 749.4465 27.3760 12850% 0.0592
height 450.0485 894.3260 29.9053 6.64% 0.0416
height/width 171.4117 51183.3696 226.2374 131.98% 1.9705
range 130.8882 40020.9184 200.0523 152.84% 0.6542
range spanned 130.3239 16471.0267 128.3395 98.48% 0.8168
average range difference 53.9395 9063123 30.1083 55.82% 0.1265
density 893.1703 10438.2727 102.1679 11.44% 0.3080
gradient 948.0577 1607.9976 40.0998 4.23% 0.0103
shape 186.7906 13346.0044 1155249 61.85% 0.3386
angular second moment 200.6857 8985.0755 94.7896 47.23% 0.5174
correlation 7453422 34843.0311 186.6629 25.04% 1.3399
entropy 591.7385 14856.7338 121.8882 20.60% 0.4749
homogeneity 390.2563 48501.2294 220.2299 56.43% 0.9384
inertia 266.6560 44016.4382 209.8009 78.68% 1.6285
variance 548.9766 18312.6818 135.3244 24.65% 1,9298
angular second moment (diff.) 65.2540 5368.3881 73.2693 112.28% 0.1318
correlation (diff.) 588.8538 46605.1246 215.8822 36.66% 3.2274
entropy (diff.) 645.8452 16038.1865 126.6420 19.61% 0.2637
homogeneity (diff.) 322.0909 19217.5454 138.6274 43.04% 0.3137
inertia (diff.) 221.0008 20733.8517 143.9925 65.15% 0.7175
variance (diff.) 316.1189 32164.8951 179.3457 56.73% 0.6622
sum average (diff.) 248.0258 9716.0649 98.5701 39.74% 0.3244
sum entropy (diff.) 7903894 21983.0652 148.2669 18.75% 05216
sum variance (diff.) 306.7719 19776.0640 140.6274 45.84% 05274
difference average (diff.) 345.3493 22539.7401 150.1324 43.47% 0.5837
difference entropy (diff.) 754.2719 13411.6306 115.8086 15.35% 0.2120
difference variance (diff.) 300.3094 37086.4414 1925784 64.13% 0.8611
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KERB (number of items = 19)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 9.8962 101.6430 10.0818 101.88% 0.0080
height 445.7946 390.0659 19.7501 4.43% 0.0181
height/width 100.4968 3083.9042 553329 55.26% 0.1187
range 109.7106 9802.3782 99.0070 90.24% 0.1602
range spanned 88.0972 1695.1590 41.1723 46.74% 0.0841
average range difference 47.4955 441.2063 21.0049 44.23% 0.0616
density 952.6682 4778.8025 69.1289 7.26% 0.1410
gradient 937.2111 2012.7850 44.8641 4.79% 0.0129
shape 139.0521 5095.2718 71.3812 51.33% 0.1293
angular second moment 198.9669 3201.1293 563785 28.44% 0.1843
correlation 841.2676 9014.1572 94.9429 11.29% 0.3467
entropy 569.4614 7631.8575 87.3605 15.34% 0.2440
homogeneity 353.2148 17860.2554 133.6423 37.84% 0.3456
inertia 155.8107 8335.3563 91.2982 58.60% 0.3084
variance 497.4487 52413023 72.3982 14.55% 03523
angular second moment (diff.) 97.5678 9854.7370 99.2710 101.75% 0.2419
correlation (diff.) 761.9487 16610.6385 128:8823 16.91% 1.1503
entropy (diff.) 583.3235 17914.6945 133.8458 22.95% 0.2945
homogeneity (diff.) 4343030 25483.0541 159.6341 36.74% 0.4160
inertia (diff.) 99.0784 9839.2743 99.1931 100.12% 0.3405
variance (diff.) 186.2577 23789.0194 154.2369 82.81% 0.4897
sum average (diff.) 223.1729 10206.1321 101.0254 45.27% 0.3407
sum entropy (diff.) 767.7039 13887,6785 117.8460 15.35% 0.3295
sum variance (diff.) 288.2737 24533.1631 156.6307 54.33% 0.6542
difference average (diff.) 209.3036 13045.7481 114.2180 5437% 0.3378
difference entropy (diff.) 672.8641 18699.4247 136.7458 20.32% 0.2956
difference variance (diff.) 148.9977 21655.9355 147.1596 98.77% 03029
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BANK (number of items = 11)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 91.3158 13164.1133 114.7350 125.65% 1.0404
height 471.1673 742.4923 27.2487 5.78% 0.0345
height/width 655027 497.2253 22.2985 34.04% 0.0191
range 268.6738 52047.6071 228.1394 84.91% 0.8508
range spanned 120.0699 15386.2077 124.0412 103.31% 0.7630
average range difference 39.3492 661.3570 25.7169 65.36% 0.0923
density 9705146 2405.3652 49.0445 5.05% 0.0710
gradient 949.0183 2590.8820 50.9007 5.36% 0.0167
shape 1645721 9437.1192 97.1448 59.03% 0.2394
angular second moment 158.0172 14966.0756 122.3359 77.42% 0.8618
correlation 862.0885 8760.1179 935955 10.86% 0.3369
entropy 683.5081 24853.4298 157.6497 23.06% 0.7945
homogeneity 479.0672 42563.0663 206.3082 43.06% 0.8235
inertia 134.4113 8324.0848 91.2364 67.88% 0.3080
variance 473.4281 1800.9980 42.4382 8.96% 0.1898
angular second moment (diff.) 89.9593 12952.6375 113.8097 126.51% 0.3180
correlation (diff.) 618.7274 8164.7115 90.3588 14.60% 05654
entropy (diff.) 658.8795 353935432 188.1317 2855% 05819
homogeneity (diff.) 417.7401 23207.3559 152.3396 36.47% 0.3788
inertia (diff.) 128.1777 8494.1921 92.1639 71.90% 0.2940
variance (diff.) 182.6136 15927.9639 126.2060 69.11% 0.3279
sum average (diff.) 178.7031 7755.9748 88.0680 49.28% 0.2589
sum entropy (diff.) 824.1545 14036.0394 118.4738 14.38% 0.3330
sum variance (diff.) 230.6436 7117.7636 84.3668 3658% 0.1898
difference average (diff.) 242.8655 12347.8743 111.1210 4S.75% 0.3198
difference entropy (diff.) 7365380 23903.0013 154.6060 20.99% 0.3779
difference variance (diff.) 200.2046 16759.7964 129.4596 64.66% 0.3892
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Appendix II Statistic of Each Object Group
POST (number of items = 2)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 90.3529 210.0247 14.4922 16.04% 0.0166
height 493.0228 600.1712 24.4984 4.97% 0.0279
height/width 213.4246 13594.0952 1165937 54.63% 05234
range 833.6929 12853052 35.8512 4.30% 0.0210
range spanned 95.0000 1491.4201 38.6189 40.65% 0.0740
average range difference 47.3694 13.6684 3.6971 7.80% 0.0019
density 845.4798 17627.0551 132.7669 15.70% 05201
gradient 984.0781 261.1910 16.1614 1,64% 0.0017
shape 119.9975 2895.8652 53.8132 44.85% 0.0735
angular second moment 231.9661 1034.2921 32.1604 13.86% 0.0596
correlation 654.9698 2342.6061 48.4005 7.39% 0.0901
entropy 501.9315 1369.3766 37.0051 7.37% 0.0438
homogeneity 152.2803 1386.9860 37.2423 24.46% 0.0268
inertia 307.3744 14812.0341 121.7047 3959% 05480
variance 468.0590 24886.2388 157.7537 33.70% 2.6225
angular second moment (diff.). 55.2031 20.6124 45401 8.22% 0.0005
correlation (diff.) 540.7098 36973.0016 192.2836 3556% 25604
entropy (diff.) 598.0308 2.9728 1.7242 0.29% 0.0000
homogeneity (diff.) 282.2976 7434.9039 86.2259 3054% 0.1214
inertia (diff.) 164-5232 46285848 68.0337 41.35% 0.1602
variance (diff.) 234.5761 19716.3751 140,4150 59.86% 0.4059
sum average (diff.) 211.3907 89.1694 9.4430 4.47% 0.0030
sum entropy (diff.) 828.3026 16.0313 4.0039 0.48% 0.0004
sum variance (diff.) 243.6796 12764.0192 112.9780 46.36% 0.3404
difference average (diff.) 311.2774 499.6568 22.3530 7.18% 0.0129
difference entropy (diff.) 782.1274 61.1134 7.8175 1.00% 0.0010
difference variance (diff.) 238.6012 29381.1748 171.4094 71.84% 0.6822
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Appendix II Statistic of Each Object Group
PAVED (number of items = 7)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
variance
F-ratio
area 26.4976 1304.9287 36.1238 136.33% 0.1031
height 418.4635 107.9530 10.3900 2.48% 0,0050
height/width 55.0449 1394.7310 37.3461 67.85% 0.0537
range 94.9299 4352.7933 65.9757 6950% 0.0712
range spanned 426.8132 1024405185 320.0633 74.99% 5.0803
average range difference 435759 3362.2563 57.9850 133.07% 0.4693
density 819.6702 10163.8799 100.8161 12.30% 0.2999
gradient 775.8089 515845213 227.1223 29.28% 0.3317
shape 366.6518 1093375394 330.6623 90.18% 2.7737
angular second moment 388.2737 9009.9993 94.9210 24.45% 05189
correlation 984.0941 226.3854 15.0461 153% 0.0087
entropy 408.0118 4812.0777 69.3691 17.00% 0.1538
homogeneity 814.6635 9682.9709 98.4021 12.08% 0.1873
inertia 14.9720 198.3220 14.0827 94.06% 0.0073
variance 441.9774 7007.2559 83.7094 18.94% 0.7384
angular second moment (diff.) 119.4993 3471.4321 58.9189 49.30% 0.0852
correlation (diff.) 608.2359 193415943 139.0741 22.87% 1.3394
entropy (diff.) 516.4208 10711.0553 103.4942 20.04% 0.1761
homogeneity (diff.) 539.4786 5129.6137 71.6213 13.28% 0.0837
inertia (diff.) 56.4541 1412.3427 375811 6657% 0.0489
variance (diff.) 88.3686 6496.6621 80.6019 91.21% 0.1337
sum average (diff.) 103.9383 1697.4171 41.1997 39.64% 0.0567
sum entropy (diff.) 720.2010 4970.6431 70.5028 9.79% 0.1179
sum variance (diff.) 121.0177 4587.2484 67.7292 55.97% 0.1223
difference average (diff.) 149.4892 2078.9001 455950 3050% 0.0538
difference entropy (diff.) 6155554 8079.3321 89.8851 14.60% 0.1277
difference variance (diff.) 103.3714 6019.0647 775826 75.05% 0.1398
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Appendix II Statistic o f Each Object Group
PEBBLE (number of items = 1)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
Variance
F-ratio
area 16.8690 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
height 429.2181 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
height/width 60.7431 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
range 35.2391 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
range spanned 100.7692 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
average range difference 13.6073 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
density 1000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
gradient 935.1567 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
shape 173.1700 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
angular second moment 251.0294 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
correlation 979.0085 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
entropy 567.8951 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
homogeneity 745.2207 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
inertia 20.1063 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
variance 447.2639 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
angular second moment (diff.) 149.6649 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
correlation (diff.) 6513285 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
entropy (diff.) 476.8102 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
homogeneity (diff.) 585.4101 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
inertia (diff.) 25.0766 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
variance (diff.) 38.4376 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
sum average (diff.) 72.9452 0.0000 0.0000 0,00% 0.0000
sum entropy (diff.) 707.9928 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
sum variance (diff.) 88.1265 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
difference average (diff.) 107.3969 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
difference entropy (diff.) 5713084 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
difference variance (diff.) 42.3290 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
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Appendix II Statistic of Each Object Group
PUDDLE (number of items = 1)
Feature Mean Variance Standard
Deviation
Coefficient of 
Variance
F-ratio
area 99.0631 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
height 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 — 0.0000
height/width 116.7206 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
range 831.7152 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
range spanned 770.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
average range difference 982.2306 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
density 49.2350 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
gradient 884.2450 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
shape 239.8677 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
angular second moment 362.5020 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
correlation 494.6557 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
entropy 3605783 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
homogeneity 204.7841 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
inertia 509.6005 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
variance 559.6821 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
angular second moment (diff.) 548.4568 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
correlation (diff.) 436.1222 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
entropy (diff.) 150.7384 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
homogeneity (diff.) 624.7703 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
inertia (diff.) 143.6418 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
variance (diff.) 128.1412 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
sum average (diff.) 1000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
sum entropy (diff.) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 — 0.0000
sum variance (diff.) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 — 0.0000
difference average (diff.) 248.0535 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
difference entropy (diff.) 305.1480 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
difference variance (diff.) 2685657 0.0000 0.0000 0.00% 0.0000
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Appendix III Correlation between Features
P L A I N
1 7 6 8 9
7 -0.3726
6 0.2342 0.0444
8 0.4181 -0.6883 -0.1411
9 -0.0840 0.2428 0.1551 -0.5357
10 0.2666 ’ -0.5486 -0.2785 0.5812 -0.4362
12 -0.2054 0.5337 0.1621 -0.5319 0.4379
11 0.3414 -0.2804 -0.2915 0.5891 -0.4604
13 0.5108 -0.4484 -0.4287 0.7005 -0.5024
2 0.0356 0.0214 0.2414 -0.0810 0.1275
n
J 0.1359 -0.4483 0.0080 0.5385 -0.4993
4 0.2587 0.1860 0.8539 -0.3687 0.2572
5 0.7058 -0.4803 0.3521 0.4490 -0.1016
15 0.0176 -0.3120 -0.2101 0.2748 -0.1552
16 -0.1918 0.0174 -0.7618 0.1804 -0.2678
17 0.1887 -0.0584 0.1163 0.0098 0.2101
18 0.2719 0.0375 0.9108 -0.1813 0.2367
19 -0.2263 -0.0134 -0.9259 0.1645 -0.1789
21 0.2370 0.0222 0.8938 -0.0590 0.1022
22 0.2166 0.0500 0.9883 -0.1433 0.1516
23 0.2722 0.0342 0.8952 -0.1775 0.2511
14 -0.3498 0.2879 0.3132 -0.6037 0.4788
20 0.1909 0.0297 0.8648 -0.0632 0.0675
25 0.2249 0.0263 0.9578 -0.1184 0.1200
27 0.1729 0.0334 0.7711 -0.0494 0.0799
24 0.2214 0.0648 0.9026 -0.0979 0.1375
26 0.2501 0.0176 0.8882 -0.1644 0,2129
10 12 11 13 2
12 -0.9555
11 0.4342 -0.3527
13 0.6620 -0.5513 0.7954
2 -0.0361 -0.0092 -0.1300 -0.0980
3 0.5578 -0.5721 0.3329 0.3383 0.0458
4 -0.3188 0.2059 -0.3599 -0.4644 0.3230
5 0.3646 -0.3686 0.2710 0,3550 0.1146
15 0.1238 -0.0789 0.2478 0.2338 -0.0473
16 0.2624 -0.1615 0.3148 0.4389 -0.1277
17 -0.0886 0.0963 -0.1524 -0.1614 -0.0478
18 -0.2856 0.1822 -0.3142 -0.4293 0.1844
19 0.2510 -0.1365 0.2933 0.4039 -0.2242
21 -0.1992 0.1026 -0.1846 -0.2905 0.2498
22 -0.2758 0.1610 -0.2846 -0.4248 0.2428
23 -0.2921 0.1920 -0.3240 -0.4350 0.1828
14 -0.4852 0.4067 -0.9635 -0.8224 0.1296
20 -0.1889 0.0925 -0.1808 -0.2816 0.2499
25 -0.2355 0.1222 -0.2501 -0.3623 0.2614
27 -0.1715 0.0869 -0.1774 -0.2508 0.2178
24 -0.2638 0.1656 -0.2488 -0.3568 0.2578
26 -0.2568 0.1504 -0.2857 -0.3950 0.2016
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3 4 5 15 16
4 -0.0566
5 0.4298 0.3171
15 0.1465 -0.3169 -0.1641
16 -0.0141 -0.7476 -0.2894 0.2071
17 -0.0345 0.0774 0.1074 0.0651 -0.1011
18 0.0028 . 0.8552 0.3549 -0.2338 -0.9259
19 -0.0340 -0.8750 -0.3773 0.2484 0.8769
21 0.0070 0.7248 0.3207 -0.1320 -0.5567
22 0.0064 0.8381 0.3312 -0.1955 -0.7599
23 -0.0027 0.8408 0.3497 -0.2232 -0.9206
14 -0.3425 0.3663 -0.2837 -0.1058 -0.3421
20 0.0072 0.6956 0.2777 -0.1203 -0.5401
25 0.0285 0.8413 0.3576 -0.1980 -0.7458
27 -0.0062 0.6217 0,2384 -0.1100 -0.5010
24 -0.0169 0.7681 0.2806 -0.1565 -0.6155
26 0.0320 0,8507 0.3608 -0.2355 -0.9336
17 18 19 21 22
18 0.1408
19 0.0407 -0.9482
21 0.0483 0.7345 -0.7865
22 0.0992 0.9094 -0.9219 0.8966
23 0.2262 0.9854 -0.9222 0.7223 0.8902
14 0.1472 0.3359 -0.3152 0.2010 0.3056
20 -0.0504 0.7082 -0.7756 0.9809 0.8735
25 -0.0457 0.8819 -0.9426 0.9280 0.9596
27 -0.0294 0.6483 -0.6908 0.9293 0.7812
24 0.1753 0.7926 -0.8043 0.9313 0.9083
26 -0.0024 0.9717 -0.9696 0.7397 0.8858
23 14 20 25 27
14 0.3449
20 0.6910 0.1986
25 0.8576 0.2704 0.9265
27 0.6419 0.1949 0.9502 0.8411
24 0.7956 0.2648 0.9043 0.8986 0.8839
26 0.9530 0.3065 0.7249 0.8998 0.6623
24
26 0.7691
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Appendix III Correlation between Features
GRASS
1 7 6 8 9
7 0.1779
6 0.3188 0.4839
8 0.1939 -0.6455 -0.5164
9 -0.1127 0.3568 0.4565 -0.6963
10 -0.1318 “ -0.4868 -0.5256 0.6768 -0.6387
12 0.1248 0.4197 0.5062 -0.6550 0.6616
11 0.2480 -0.3752 -0.6994 0.7056 -0.6077
13 0.2030 -0.5556 -0.6660 0.8338 -0.6255
2 -0.0647 0.3708 0.2729 -0.6543 0.5866
3 0.2153 -0.5555 -0.5037 0.8414 -0.6937
4 0.6552 0.5268 0.6051 -0.2322 0.1192
5 0.4303 -0.5205 -0.2233 0.8168 -0.5129
15 -0.3524 -0.1477 0.0562 -0.0838 0.0012
16 -0.4449 -0.4605 -0.8253 0.5025 -0.3464
17 -0.0121 0.0241 0.2997 0.1427 0.1373
18 0.3975 0.4775 0,8848 -0.5321 0.4461
19 -0.3344 -0.4177 -0.7657 0.6332 -0.5345
21 -0.0392 0.4525 0.8269 -0.6062 0.5415
22 0.3522 0.4596 0.9164 -0.5165 0.4133
23 0.2644 0.5522 0.8907 -0.5896 0.4499
14 -0.2584 0.3793 0.6769 -0.7129 0.5968
20 -0.0363 0.5101 0.8327 -0.6959 0.5248
25 0.1292 0.5079 0.8451 -0.7277 0.5527
27 -0.1494 0.5181 0.7393 -0.6333 0.4564
24 -0.0011 0.4382 0.8181 -0.4924 0.3911
26 0.1764 0.5589 0.8221 -0.7405 0.5743
10 12 11 13 2
12 -0.9204
11 0.5500 -0.5403
13 0.6547 -0.6161 0.8440
2 -0.3550 0.3790 -0.4922 -0.4581
3 0.7912 -0.7754 0.7264 0.8264 -0.5341
4 -0.2450 0.1811 -0.1844 -0.3011 0.1135
5 0.4096 -0.4003 0.5806 0,6561 -0.7286
15 0.2647 -0.2397 -0.3403 -0.1638 0.2353
16 0.5530 -0.5224 0.4949 0.5986 -0.1709
17 0.0179 -0.0182 -0.2985 -0.1366 -0.2109
18 -0.5878 0.5658 -0.5844 -0.6319 0.2370
19 0.6987 -0.6766 0.5896 0.6871 -0.3623
21 -0.4870 0.4751 -0.8633 -0.7738 0.3733
22 -0.5082 0.4888 -0.6759 -0.6456 0.3165
23 -0.5707 0.5261 -0.6850 -0.7434 0.2318
14 -0.5509 0.5382 -0.9255 -0.8503 0.5006
20 -0.5101 0.4871 -0.8700 -0.8286 0.4418
25 -0.6382 0.6099 -0.7918 -0.8236 0.4449
27 -0.3839 0.3603 -0.8327 -0.7784 0.3807
24 -0.3710 0.3369 -0.7938 -0.7057 0.2444
26 -0.6836 0.6485 -0.7169 -0.8169 0.3773
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3 4 5 15 16
4 -0.0954
5 0.7176 0.0729
15 0.0200 -0.1104 -0.2205
16 0.4489 -0.6890 0.1582 0.0806
17 -0.0268 0.0544 0.2389 0.1959 0.0028
18 -0.5093 0.6333 -0.2028 -0.1010 -0.9018
19 0.5974 -0.5885 0.3035 0.1082 0.8554
21 -0.6134 0.3502 -0.4216 0.2537 -0.6011
22 -0.4804 0.6217 -0.2411 0.0404 -0.8426
23 -0.5700 0.6494 -0.2752 -0.0076 -0.8636
14 -0.7307 0.1896 -0.5922 0.3726 -0.4850
20 -0.6506 0.4135 -0.5156 0.2548 -0.6721
25 -0.6744 0.5322 -0.4690 0.0909 -0.8068
27 -0.5928 0.3142 -0.5164 0.3368 -0.5246
24 -0.4971 0.4221 -0.3115 0.1873 -0.5900
26 -0.6844 0.5703 -0.4374 -0.0263 -0.8394
17 18 19 21 22
18 0.0946
19 0.1107 -0.8472
21 0.4555 0.6974 -0.5902
22 0,1843 0.8919 -0.7981 0.7874
23 0.1926 0.8897 -0.8209 0.7729 0.8836
14 0.2832 0.5634 -0.5837 0.8460 0.6538
20 0.2770 0.7401 -0.6748 0.9035 0.8185
25 0.0558 0.8374 -0.8559 0.7962 0.8603
27 0.4236 0.6000 -0.4790 0.8935 0.6978
24 0.4327 0.6828 -0.5681 0.8717 0.7934
26 0.0227 0.8507 -0.8807 0.7378 0.8296
23 14 20 25 27
14 0.6720
20 0.8156 0.8593
25 0.8740 0.7844 0.8648
27 0.7057 0.8239 0.8870 0.7348
24 0.7909 0.7710 0.8579 0.7724 0.8259
26 0.8802 0.7089 0.8105 0.9082 0.6765
24
26 0.7132
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1 7 6 8 9
-0.3539
0.3052 -0.3981
0.1518 0.2008 -0.3677
0.2524 -0.2753 0.2926 -0.3559
-0.2540 - -0.1757 0.3296 -0.6272 0.0205
0.3767 0.0674 -0.1834 0,5879 0.0127
0.2302 0.0961 -0.2930 0.1414 -0.0825
0.4742 -0.0974 0.0008 0.1231 0.0199
-0.0152 -0.3032 0.2784 -0.1908 0.2207
-0.1242 -0.0316 -0.0448 0.1032 -0.0009
0.3211 -0.3018 0.4480 -0.2937 0.4009
0.5882 -0.3738 0.7226 -0.1513 0.2196
-0.1093 -0.0151 0.2041 -0.0225 -0.0449
-0.1874 -0.2726 0.5431 -0.5708 0.1081
0,1460 0.0345 -0.1752 0.1718 -0.0064
0.4662 0.1161 -0.1926 0.5736 -0.0554
-0.1635 0.0134 -0.0495 -0.1234 -0.1006
0.3712 -0.2164 0.3809 -0.0075 0.2369
0.3565 -0.2805 0.6472 -0.2011 0.2979
0.0233 0.2834 -0.6026 0.5332 -0.1925
-0.2234 -0.0904 0.2943 -0.1339 0.0752
0.3050 -0.2049 0.3996 -0.0609 0.2135
0.2964 -0.1747 0.3470 -0.0142 0.2068
0.3725 -0.2133 0.3923 -0.0035 0.2135
0.4035 -0.2177 0.3422 0,0454 0.2838
0.4208 0.1052 -0.1088 0.5047 0.0027
10 12 11 13 2
-0.9407
-0.3060 0.3384
-0.3025 0.4193 0.7635
0.3177 -0.2967 -0.3391 -0.2751
-0.0090 -0,0150 -0.1712 -0.2079 0.1301
0.3255 -0.3247 -0.2587 -0.1715 0.5354
0.0964 0.0116 0.1463 0.4469 0.0914
0.1710 -0.1833 -0.5678 -0.4471 0.1725
0.7469 -0.6304 -0.3249 -0.2642 0.3084
-0.3639 0.3042 0.3098 0.2998 -0.2325
-0.8221 0.8694 0.3893 0.5028 -0.3107
0.0764 -0.0518 0.2081 0.1070 -0.2160
-0.0492 0.0734 -0.1473 0.1145 0.2612
0.1484 -0.1087 -0.2405 -0.0329 0.3574
-0.6766 0.6509 0.4105 0.3192 -0.4379
0.2935 -0.3235 -0.9813 -0.7470 0.3397
0.0330 -0.0019 -0.2029 0.0479 0.3067
0.0059 0.0092 -0.2214 0.0055 0.3098
-0.0989 0.1360 -0.1074 0.1798 0.2093
-0.1891 0.1748 0.0029 0.2274 0.0835
-0.7109 0.7068 0.2459 0.3797 -0.1830
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Correlation between different features in each object class
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20 0.4391 0.7079
25 0.5386 0.5614 0.8063
27 0.3804 0.7346 0.8502 0.7662
24 0.3796 0.6767 0.7690 0.6995 0.7867
26 0.7624 0.4014 0.5630 0.7015 0.4833
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P O S T
1 7 6 8 9
7 -0.5000
6 0.5000 -0.5000
8 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
9 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
10 0.5000 - -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
12 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
11 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
13 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
2 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
3 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
4 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
5 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
15 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
16 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
17 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
18 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
19 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
21 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
22 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
23 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0,5000 0.5000
14 -0.5000 0,5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
20 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
25 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
27 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
24 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
26 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
10 12 11 13 2
12 -0.5000
11 0.5000 -0.5000
13 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
2 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000
3 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
4 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
5 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
15 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
16 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
17 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
18 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
19 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
21 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
22 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0,5000 0.5000
23 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000
14 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
20 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0,5000 0.5000
25 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
27 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
2 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
26 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
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16 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000
17 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
18 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000
19 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
21 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
22 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
23 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000
14 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
20 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
25 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
27 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
24 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
26 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
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18 -0,5000
19 0.5000 -0.5000
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23 -0.5000 0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000 -0.5000
14 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
20 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
25 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
27 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
24 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
26 0.5000 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
23 14 20 25 27
14 -0.5000
20 -0.5000 0.5000
25 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
27 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
24 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
26 -0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
24
26 0.5000
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Appendix IV  O C C A M  Source Code
{{{ ASSEMBLE.TSR
PROC Assemble (CHAN Mask, FroniClassify, FromLowerAssemble, ToIIigherAssemble)
-  Definitions
— dimension of the picture 
VAL SmallestRange IS 0:
VAL LargestRange IS 4095 :
VAL X IS 54: — no, of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
VAL LargeXSize IS (X TIMES 3) :
VAL Y IS 56: — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
VAL PlctureSize IS (X TIMES Y) : -  no. of pixels in a picture 
VAL LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3):
-  size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
BOOL NotFinished:
[PictureSize]INT16 ClassifiedMap, OtherClassifiedMap:
SEQ
Mask ? NotFinished
— clear ClassifiedMap[]
SEQ i -  0 FOR PictureSize
ClassifiedMap[i]: = Q(INT16)
WHILE (NotFinished)
[PictureSize] INT16 picture:
INT WhichCiass:
SEQ
-  read in mask and the corresponding classification 
PAR
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
Mask ? picturefi]
FroniClassify ? WhichCiass
-  generate ClassifiedMap[]
INT pixeli:
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeli: = (INT picture[i])
pixeli = 0 
SKIP 
TRUE
ClassifiedMapfi]: = (INT16 WhichCiass)
Mask ? NotFinished 
FromLowerAssemble ? [OtherClassifiedMap FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
— combine 2 classified maps 
INT pixeli:
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeli: = (INT OtherClassifiedMapfi])
pixeli = 0 
SKIP 
TRUE
ClassifiedMap[i]: = OtherCiassifiedMap[i]
ToHigherAssentble ! [ClassifiedMap FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
}}}
ASSEMBLE.TSR
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DTFFH COOCCTJRRENCE.TSR
{{{ DIFFH COOCCURRENCE.TSR 
PROC DiffHcooc (CHAN Pictureln, MatrixOut)
— description of the procedure
— difference is calculated by
— (LastlPixel - Last2Pixel) /  DScale
— (ThisPixel - LastlPixel) /  DScale
— it is scaled down by a factor of DScale
— 1 unit in the cooc, matrix is
(1.25 * DScale) cm. in the scene
— index in the cooc. matrix go from 0 to (DMatrixSize - 1),
— Definitions
— dimension of the picture 
VAL SmallestRange IS 0:
VAL LargestRange IS 4095 :
VAL X IS 54 : -  no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
-  (minus the last pixels on the line)
VAL LargeXSize IS (X TIMES 3) :
VAL Y IS 56: -  no. of pixels in the vertical direction
VAL PictureSize IS (X TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
VAL LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
-- constants of the cooccurrence matrix 
VAL RangeUsed IS 256 :
VAL MatrixSize IS 16: ~  size of cooccurrence matrix
VAL DMatrixSize IS 16 : — size of diff. cooccurrence matrix
VAL DScale IS 4 : — scaling factor of the original value
for the diff. cooc. matrix ,
BOOL NotFinished:
SEQ
Pictureln ? NotFinished 
WHILE (NotFinished)
-  declarations 
[PictureSize] INT16 picture:
[DMatrixSize * DMatrixSize] INT Matrix:
SEQ
-- read in the picture and clear the cooccurrence matrix 
SEQ
Pictureln ? [picture FROM 0 FOR PictureSize] -- read in picture 
SEQ i = 0 FOR (DMatrixSize TIMES DMatrixSize) — clear matrix 
Matrixfi]: = 0
SEQ j = 0 FOR Y — process the picture row by row 
-- declarations
INT Last2Pixel, LastlPixel, ThisPixel:
INT Fromlndex, Tolndex, Index, LineStart:
SEQ
— initialization for the j-th line
LineStart: = X TIMES j -  j-th line starts at this point of the array 
Last2Pixei: = (INT picture[LineStart]) — read the first pixel of the line 
LastlPixei: = (INT picture[LineStart + 1]) — read the second pixel of the line 
SEQ i = (LineStart + 2) FOR (X - 2)
— process this pixel 
SEQ
ThisPixel : = (INT picture[i])
IF
(I^st2Pixel < > 0) AND (LastlPixel < > 0) AND (ThisPixel < > 0)
~  update the cooc. matrix 
SEQ
— calculate the Fromlndex
Fromlndex: = ((LastlPixel - Last2Pixel) /  DScale)
IF
Fromlndex < 0 
Fromlndex: = - Fromlndex 
TRUE 
SKIP
IF
Fromlndex > (DMatrixSize -1 )
Fromlndex := (DMatrixSize - 1)
TRUE
SKIP
-  calculate the Tolndex
Tolndex: -  ((ThisPixel - LastlPixel) /  DScale)
IF
Tolndex < 0 
Tolndex: -  - Tolndex 
TRUE 
SKIP
IF
Tolndex > (DMatrixSize -1 )
Tolndex: = (DMatrixSize -1 )
TRUE
SKIP
Index : = (Fromlndex TIMES DMatrixSize) + Tolndex 
Matrixgndex]: -  Matrix[Index] + 1
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IF
Fromlndex < > Tolndex — Off diagonal 
SEQ
Index: = (Tolndex TIMES DMatrixSize) + Fromlndex 
Matrixflndexl: = Matrix[Index] + 1 
TRUE 
SKIP 
TRUE 
SKIP
Last2Pixel: = LastlPixel 
LastlPixel := ThisPixel 
-  output calculated cooc. matrix 
MatrixOut! TRUE
MatrixOut! [Matrix FROM 0 FOR (DMatrixSize TIMES DMatrixSize)] 
Pictureln ? NotFinished 
MatrixOut ! FALSE
}}}
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{{{ H2SEGMENT.TSR
PROC HSegment (CHAN RangeMaskOut, VAL [] INT16 Picture)
— description of the procedure 1
-- Range input through channel (z).
— Histogram is output through channel (smooth) to the next proc.
— Uncertain value( < uncertain) have been removed from the previous procedure.
— Histogram is stored in the array histogram]].
— Histogram is scaled by a FACTOR.
— So, histogram[i] represents frequency of z in the range of
((i)*FACTOR + LowerBound) to ((i+l)*FACTOR + LowerBound)
— description of the procedure 2
— The histogram has size SizeOfHistogram
— histogramfOl to liistogram[SizeOfHistogram]
~  i = 0 OR i = SizeOfHistogram - 1 ,
histogram[i] is unchanged
— i = 1 OR i = SizeOfHistogram - 2 ,
histogram[i] is substituted by the average of 3 members around it
— 2 < = i < = SizeOfHistogram - 3 ,
— histogram [i] is substituted by the average of 5 members around it
— Member of the smoothed histogram (sHistogram[i]) is output through
— channel (OutHistogram) whenever it is calculated.
— The SmoothHistogram]] is output to RangeGating through CHAN gate.
— description of the procedure 3
-- find the lowest point of the valley
— find the middle of the valley if the valley is flat .
— DownwardEnd registers the index of the end of a downhill 
-- UpwardStart registers the index of the start of an.uphill
— slope(i) = (histogram[i+2] + histogram[i'+1]) - (histogram[i-l] + histogram[i-2]) 
-- Frequency!] is the array which holds the 5 values for calculation
-- LastPosition registers the position of the oldest Value stored in Freq.[];
— to where the new value will be read and stored
— description of the procedure 4
— This procedure modify the threshold values calculated by LocalMinimum.
— Regions having area less than the MinimumArea are grouped to their neighbour
— having larger area.
— Regions having area greater than the MinimumArea are treated as valid.
— Area = sum of frcquency[i]; where i = (LastThreshold, Threshold]
— histogram is input through channel (histogram)
— the original threshold (local minimum) is input through channel (minimum)
-- the modified threshold is output through channel (mapping)
-- Area store the area of 3 regions around the present position
— Threshold store the threshold values of range of the 3 regions resp,
— description of the procedure 5
— Range picture is input through channel (Pictureln).
— Range picture is also output through channel (RangeMakdOut).
— Threshold values are input through channel (threshold).
— The last threshold value is (SizeOfHistogram -1).
— Threshold value of 0 is not sent through the channel.
— An array mask[] is created to store the coded mask of the picture.
— Every time a threshold value is read, the mask]] is updated.
— Then the mask]] is output through channel (RangeMaskOut).
— This process will stop when the last threshold value is processed.
-  definitions
-  dimension of the picture 
VAL SmallestRange IS 0 :
VAL LargestRange IS 4095 :
VAL X IS 54 : ~  no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
-  (minus the last pixels on the line)
VAL LargeXSize IS (X TIMES 3):
VAL Y IS 56 : — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
VAL PictureSize IS (X TIMES Y) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
VAL LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
-  constants of the histogram and range gating process
VAL factor IS 10 : — factor used to scale down the range
VAL SizeOfHistogram IS 256 : — the size of the histogram
VAL uncertain IS 550: — range less than this value is not certain
VAL MinimumArea IS (PictureSize /  100) : — minimum area of a valid object 
VAL LowerBound IS (uncertain - 50) : — smallest value of histogram
— represents this value 
SizeOfHistogram] INT Histogram:
SizeOfHistogram INT SmoothHistogram:
SizeOfHistogram] INT minimum, RangeThreshold:
SEQ
-  find histogram of picture
-  dear Histogram]]
SEQ i = 0 FOR SizeOfHistogram 
Histogram]!] := 0
-  build up histogram from Picture]]
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize — last pixel on the line has been removed 
INT value:
SEQ
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value := (INT Picture[(i TIMES 3) + 2])
IF
value < > 0 — valid values
— build up histogram 
SEQ
value := (value - LowerBound)/factor 
IF
value > -  SizeOfHistogram -  range > 3000 ( ~  38 metres) 
value : -  (SizeOfHistogram -1 )  
value < 0  — range < LowerBound (~  7 metres)
value: = 0 
TRUE 
SKIP
Histogram[value] := Histogram [value] + 1 
TRUE — invalid values
SKIP
-  smooth histogram 
INT sum :
SEQ
— calculate sHistogram[0]
-  no modification on the first element of the
— smoothed histogram 
SmoothHistogram[0] := Histogram[0]
— calculate sHistogram[l]
sum := (TIistogramfO] + Histogram [1]) + Histogram[2] — sum over 3 terms 
SmoothHistogram[lj: = sum/3
— calculate sHistogram[2]
sum := (sum + Histogram[3|) + Histogram[4] -- sum over 5 terms 
SmoothHistogram[2]: = sum/5
— calculate sHistogram[3] to sHistogram[SizeOfHistogram - 3]
SEQ i = 0 FOR (SizeOfHistogram - 5)
— i is the index of the oldest value to be substracted from sum 
SEQ — present input histogram has index 2 position ahead
— want to find the average of the values of the positions
— the 5 positions are:
— 2 before and 2 after, plus the present output index
— find the sum of the 5 values
— substract the oldest value and add on the new value 
sum := (sum - Histogramfi]) + Histogram[i + 5]
SmoothHistogram[i+3] sum/5
— calcualte sHistogram[SizeOfHistogram - 2]
sum : = (sum - HistogramfSizeOfHistogram - 5]) - Histogram[SizeOfHistogram - 4] 
SmoothHistogram [SizeOfHistogram - 2] := sum/3
— calcualte sHistogram[SizeOfHistogram -1] (last element) 
SmoothHistogram[SizeOfHistogram - 1] : =
Histogram[SizeOfHistogram -1] -  unchange
— find local minimum
INT slope, UpwardStart, DownwardEnd, LastPosition, index, count:
SEQ
count: = 0 — register number of local minimum
— find the slope at index = 1; initialize DownwardEnd and UpwardStart 
slope: = SmoothHistogram[2] - SmoothHistogram[0] — slope at index = 1 
DownwardEnd: = 0
UpwardStart: = 0 
IF
slope < 0  -  register position of end of downhill
DownwardEnd: = 1 
TRUE 
SKIP
— prepare for the slope calculations (index = 2 to SizeOfHistogram - 3) 
index: = 1 —presentslope has index = 1
WHILE (index < (SizeOfHistogram - 3)) — find slope for specified index 
SEQ
— find the end of downhill, skip all flat slope until uphill starts
— skip all uphill right after the uphill started
WHILE ( (NOT((DownwardEnd > UpwardStart) AND (slope > 0))) AND (index < 253) ) 
SEQ
-  update DownwardEnd if slope is negative 
IF
slope < 0 
DownwardEnd: = index 
TRUE 
SKIP 
index: = index + 1
-  find slope
slope : = (SmoothHistogram[index + 21 + SmoothHistogram[index + 1])- 
(SmoothHistogram[index - 1] + SmoothHistogram [index - 2])
— if uphill starts, register UpwardStart; find and output minimum 
IF
(stoj3e > 0) AND (DownwardEnd > UpwardStart)
UpwardStart: = index
mmimum[count] := (UpwardStart + DownwardEnd) > >  1 —divideby2 
count := count + 1 
TRUE  
SKIP
— index= (SizeOfHis.-2), find slope; if uphill starts, find and O /P min. 
slope := SmoothHistogram [SizeOfHistogram - 1] -
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IF
(slope > 0) AND (DownwardEnd > UpwardStart)
SEQ
minimumfcount] := (index + DownwardEnd) > > 1 — divide by 2
count: = count + 1 
TRUE  
SKIP
minimum[count]: = (SizeOfHistogram - 1)
-  perform range gating
INT PreviousArea, PresentArea, NextArea :
INT LastThreshold, Threshold, NextThreshold :
BOOL NotFinished:
INT countl, count2:
SEQ 
countl: -  0 
count2: = 0
— get the first valid group, area in PreviousArea 
PreviousArea: = 0
WHILE (PreviousArea < MinimumArea)
SEQ
LastThreshold := minimum[countl]
countl: = countl + 1
SEQ i = 0 FOR (LastThreshold + 1)
PreviousArea : = PreviousArea + SmoothHistogram[i]
— get the second group, area in PresentArea (not necessary valid) 
PresentArea: = 0
Threshold: = minimum[countl] 
countl: = countl + 1
SEQ i = (LastThreshold + 1) FOR (Threshold - LastThreshold) 
PresentArea := PresentArea + SmoothHistogram[i]
— get the following groups, and modify the threshold values 
NextThreshold: = Threshold
NotFinished : = TRUE 
WHILE (NotFinished)
SEQ
Threshold: = NextThreshold 
NextArea: = 0 
IF
NextThreshold < > (SizeOfHistogram -1 )
— get the next group, area in NextArea (not necessary valid)
SEQ
NextThreshold: = minimum[countl] 
countl := countl + 1
SEQ i = (Threshold + 1) FOR (NextThreshold - Threshold) 
NextArea: = NextArea + SmoothHistogramfi]
TRUE
SKIP
— modify threshold if necessary 
IF
(PresentArea = 0) AND (Threshold = (SizeOfHistogram -1 ))  
NotFinished: = FALSE 
(PresentArea < = MinimumArea) AND (PreviousArea > NextArea) 
SEQ
PreviousArea := PreviousArea + PresentArea 
LastThreshold: = Threshold 
PresentArea: = NextArea 
(PresentArea < = MinimumArea) AND (PreviousArea < = NextArea) 
PresentArea : = PresentArea + NextArea 
(PresentArea > MinimumArea)
SEQ
RangeThreshold[count2]: = LastThreshold 
count2 : = count2 + 1 
LastThreshold: -  Threshold 
PreviousArea: = PresentArea 
PresentArea: = NextArea 
RangeThreshold[count2]: = (SizeOfHistogram -1 )
-  produce rangegated mask 
[PictureSize] INT16 mask:
INT ObjectNumber: — number of object (exclude invalid pixels)
INT count:
SEQ 
count:= 0
— clear mask[]
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
mask[i] := 0(INT16)
— generate coded mask
INT UpperThreshold, LowerThrcshoId, NewThreshold :
SEQ
UpperThreshold : = 0 
NewThreshold: = 0 
ObjectNumber: = 0
WHILE (NewThreshold < (SizeOfHistogram -1 ))
SEQ
ObjectNumber: = ObjectNumber + 1 
NewThreshold := RangeThrcshold [count]
— read in upper threshold (inclusive) 
count := count + 1
SmoothIIistogram[SizeOfHistogram - 3]
LowerThreshold ;= UppeiThreshold
UpperThreshold : = (factor TIMES NewThreshold) + LowerBound 
— put code(ObjectNumber) to bounded pixels in mask]]
INT pixeii:
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeii: = (INT mask[i])
IF
pixeii « 0 
— pixel not coded 
INT pixel:
SEQ
|>ixel: = (INT (Picture[(i TIMES 3) + 2])) — z coordinate of the i-th pixel
(pixel = 0) — invalid pixel
SKIP
( (pixel < = UppeiThreshold) AND (pixel > LowerThreshold) ) 
mask[i]: = (INT16 ObjectNumber)
AND (pixel > UpperThreshold) )( (NewThreshold = (SizeOfHistogram - 1)).
masjdi]: = (INT16 ObjectNumber)
TRUE 
SKIP 
TRUE 
SKIP
RangeMaskOut! ObjectNumber 
RangeMaskOut! [mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
}}}
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{{{ IDCOOCPPT.TSR
PROC DifCoocPPT (CHAN Matrix, Vector)
-- Definitions
— constants of the cooccurrence matrix 
VAL RangeUsed IS 256 :
VAL MatrixSize IS 16 : — size of cooccurrence matrix
VAL DMatrixSize IS 32: — size of diff. cooccurrence matrix
VAL DScale IS 4 : — scaling factor of the original value
-  for the diff. cooc. matrix 
VAL DMatShift IS (DMatrixSize /  2): — true 0 is shift by this value 
— in the diff. cooc. matrix
— constants of the features analysis process 
VAL NumberOfFeatures IS 6 :
VAL NumberOfCoocFeatures IS 0:
VAL NumberOfDiffFeatures IS 2 :
VAL NumberOfOtherFeatures IS 4 :
— Minimum of each feature 
...F MinOfF.TSR
~  Weight of each feature 
...F Weight.TSR
— Normalisation factor (include weights) of each features 
...F NormalF.TSR
BOOL NotFinished:
SEQ
Matrix ? NotFinished 
WHILE NotFinished 
,,, i*citions
[DMatrixSize * DMatrixSizeJINT matrix:
[NumberOfDiffFeatures] INT vector:
REAL32 Total, TempVectorO, TcmpValue, TempValue2:
INT position:
SEQ
Matrix ? [matrix FROM 0 FOR (DMatrixSize TIMES DMatrixSize)]
— various properties’ calculation
— sum average; result in vector[0]
Total := 0.0(REAL32)
TempVectorO: = Q.0(REAL32)
SEQ i = 0 FOR DMatrixSize
SEQj -  0 FOR DMatrixSize 
SEQ
position : = j + (DMatrixSize TIMES i)
IF
(matrix[position] = 0)
SKIP
TRUE
SEQ
Total : = Total + ( REAL32 ROUND matrix[position] )
TempVectorO: = TempVectorO +
(REAL32 ROUND (matrix[position] TIMES (i + j)))
— prevent: Total = 0 
IF
Total = 0.0(REAL32)
Total := 1.0(REAL32)
TRUE
SKIP
TempVectorO := TempVectorO /  Total
vcctor[0]: = INT ROUND ((TempVectorO - Minimum[4]) * NormalFactor[4])
— sum variance; result in vectoril]
TempValuc2: = 0.0(REAL32)
SEQ i = 0 FOR DMatrixSize
SEQ j = 0 FOR DMatrixSize 
SEQ
position: = j + (DMatrixSize TIMES i)
IF
(matrix[position] -  0)
SKIP
TRUE
SEQ
TempVaiue : = (REAL32 ROUND (i + j)) - TempVectorO 
TempVaiue : = TempVaiue * TempVaiue 
TempValue2: = TempValue2 +
((REAL32 ROUND matrix[position]) * TempVaiue) 
vector[l] := INT ROUND (((TempValue2 /  Total) - Minimum[5]) * NormalFactor[5]) 
Vector ! [vector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfDiffFeatures]
Matrix ? NotFinished
'}}}
IDCOOCPPT.TSR
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{ ({  INEWCLASSIFY.TSR
PROC classify (CHAN DCoocPPT, OtherPPT, ToAssemble)
— Definitions
...F MathDef.TSR
— dimension of the picture 
VAL SmallestRange IS 0:
VAL LargestRange IS 4095 :
VAL X IS 54 : — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
VALLargeXSize IS (X TIMES 3): '
VAL Y IS 56 : -  no. of pixels in the vertical direction
VAL PictureSize IS (X TIMES Y) : -  no. of pixels in a picture 
VAL LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the gradient segmentation process
VAL SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: -  actual slope value is divided by this 
— value
VAL SlopeThreshold IS IntPiBy4: -  thres. for the grad. seg. proc.
— constants of the features analysis process 
VAL NumberOfFeatures IS 6:
VAL NumberOfCoocFeatures IS 0 :
VAL NumberOfDiffFeatures IS 2 :
VAL NumberOfOtherFeatures IS 4 :
— Minimum of each feature 
...F MinOfFTSR
— Weight of each feature 
...F Wcight.TSR
— Normalisation factor (include weights) of each features 
...F NormalF.TSR
— constants of classification process
VAL NumberOfCiass IS 10 : — number of known object classes
— clusters’ centre
VAL REAL32 FRACTION IS 0.4(REAL32) :
— deviation of each feature in each class 
...F deviation.TSR
— INT parameters
— clusters’ mean 
...F iCENTRE.TSR
— tolerance of each feature about the mean in each class 
...F iTOLERTSR
— mapping constants
VAL SizeOfMap IS 15 : — size of the self-organization map
VAL NeighbourWindow IS 3 :
VAL NeighbourWidth IS (NeighbourWindow /  2):
...F iMAPcv2.TSR Feature vectors of seif-organization map
...F MapClass.TSR
VAL REAL32 DangerSlope IS
(((REAL32 ROUND SlopeThreshold)/(REAL32 ROUND SlopeFactor)) - 
Minimum[0]) * NormalFactor[0] :
VAL INTDangerSlope IS (INT ROUND DangerSlope) :
VAL SafeObject IS (NumberOfCiass + 1): -  safe object 
VAL DangerObject IS (NumberOfCiass + 2) : — dangerous object 
BOOL NotFinished:
SEQ
OtherPPT ? NotFinished 
WHILE (NotFinished)
... SC IVecDiff.TSR 
[NumberOfFeatures] INT vector:
INT WhichObject, WhichObjectl, WhichI, WhichJ:
SEQ
— read in feature vector, vector[]
PAR
OtherPPT ? [vector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfOtherFeatures]
DCoocPPT ? [vector FROM NumberOfOtherFeatures FOR 
NumberOfDiffFeatures ]
— compare vectorQ with various cluster centres 
INT diff, MinDiff:
INT Separation, distance:
SEQ
-  init. MinDiff by the squared distance of vectorf] from CIassCentre[0][] 
MinDiff: = 0
SEQ i = 0 FOR NumberOfFeatures 
SEQ
— find the absolute separation of vector[i] from ClassCentre[0][i] 
Separation := vectorfi] - INTClassCentre[0][i]
IF
(Separation < 0)
Separation: = -Separation 
TRUE  
SKIP
distance := Separation - INTTolerance[Q][i]
IF
(distance < 0) -  within tolerance
SKIP 
TRUE
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M inDiff: = MinDiff + (distance TIMES distance) 
WhichObjectl: = 1 
SEQ j = 1 FOR (NumberOfCtass -1 )
SEQ
— find the squared distance of vector[] from ClassCentre[j]Q 
d iff: = 0
SEQ i a o FOR NumberOfFeatures 
SEQ
— find the absolute separation of vector[i] from ClassCentre[j][i] 
Separation := vector]!] - INTClassCentre[j][i]
IF
(Separation < 0)
Separation: = -Separation 
TRUE 
SKIP
distance: a  Separation - INTi'olerance[j][i]
IF
(distance < 0) — within tolerance
SKIP 
TRUE 
SEQ
diff: = diff + (distance TIMES distance)
— update MinDiff and WhichObjectl if necessary 
IF
(diff < MinDiff)
SEQ
WhichObjectl: = j + 1 
MinDiff: = diff 
TRUE  
SKIP
— compare vector]] with self-organization map 
INT diff, M inDiff:
[NumberOfFeatures] INT MapVector:
SEQ
— initialise WhichI, WhichJ and MinDiff
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
0 := INTMap0[01 [0]
1 : = INTMaplfO '0
2 := INTMap2[0 0
3 := INTMap3[01 0
4 := INTMap4 0! 0
5 := INTMap5]0j 0
— get data of feature 1
— get data of feature 2
— get data of feature 3
— get data of feature 4
— get data of feature 5
— get data of feature 6
SquaredVectorDifferenceQvector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfFeatures], 
[MapVector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfFeatures], 
NumberOfFeatures, MinDiff)
WhichI := 0 
WhichJ : = 0
SEQ i = OFORSizcOfMap 
SEQ j = 0 FOR SizeOfMap 
SEQ
— get feature vector from map
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
MapVector
:= INTMapOfi 
:= INTMaplli 
: = INTMap2ii 
:= INTMap3[i 
:= INTMap4[i 
INTMap5 i
— get data of feature 1
— get data of feature 2
— get data of feature 3
— get data of feature 4
— get data of feature 5 
get data of feature 6
SquaredVectorDifference([vector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfFeatures], 
[MapVector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfFeatures], 
NumberOfFeatures, diff)
— update MinDiff and WhichObject2 if necessaiy 
IF
(diff < MinDiff)
SEQ 
MinDiff := diff 
WhichI: = i 
WhichJ := j 
TRUE  
SKIP
— classify vector]] to a class 
WhichObject: = -1
SEQ i -  (WhichI - NeighbourWidth) FOR NeighbourWindow 
SEQ j = (WhichJ - NeighbourWidth) FOR NeighbourWindow 
— classify vector]] to the class which agreed with both tests 
IF
((i> =0) AND (i< SizeOfMap) AND (j> =0) AND (j< SizeOfMap) AND 
(MapClass[i]fi] = WhichObjectl))
WhichObject: = WhichObjectl 
TRUE 
SKIP
IF
(WhichObject < 0)
IF
(vector[0] > = INTDangerSlope)
WhichObject: = DangerObject 
TRUE
WhichObject: = SafeObject 
TRUE
non-consistance for both tests
— test value of the slope
SKIP
— send decision to assembleQ 
ToAssemble! WhichObject 
OtherPPT ? NotFinished
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{ { {  IOTHERPPT.TSR
PROC OtherPPT (CHAN Pictureln, Vector, ToAssemble, V A L  [] INT Gradient)
— Definitions
...F MathDef.TSR
— dimension of the picture 
V A L  SmallestRange IS 0:
V AL  Largest Range IS 4095 :
V A L  UnitsPerMetre IS 80 :
V A L  X IS 54 : -  no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  LargeXSize IS (X  TIMES 3) :
V A L  Y  IS 56: — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the features analysis process 
V A L  NumberOfFeatures IS 6:
V A L  NumberOfCoocFeatures IS 0 :
V A L  NumberOfDiffFeatures IS 2 :
V A L  NumberOfOtherFeatures IS 4 :
— Minimum of each feature 
...F MinOfF.TSR
— Weight of each feature 
...F Weight.TSR
— Normalisation factor (include weights) of each features 
...F NormalF.TSR
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
BOOL NotFinished:
SEQ
Pictureln ? NotFinished 
W HILE (NotFinished)
— declarations
[LargePictureSize] INT16 picture:
Pictureln ? [picture FROM 0 FOR LargePictureSize] — read in picture
-  sent picture mask to Assemble()
SEQ
ToAssemble ! TRUE  
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
ToAssemble ! picturc[((i TIMES 3) + 2)]
— find properties and sent to classification process 
[NumberOfOtherFeatures] INT vector:
SEQ 
-  find properties 
PAR
-  find average gradient, height and range; vector[0], [1] and [3] resp.
INT size, OtherSize:
INT height, range, gradient:
SEQ 
size: = 0 
height := 0 
range: = 0 
gradient: -  0 
INT rangei:
SEQ position = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
rangei := (INT picture[((position TIMES 3) + 2)])
IF
rangei = 0 — z = 0 (invalid pixel)
TRUE  
SEQ 
size : = size + 1
gradient: = gradient + Gradientfposition] 
height: = height + (INT picture[((position TIMES 3) + 1)]) 
range: = range + rangei 
OtherSize:= UnitsPerMetre TIMES size 
vector[0] := INT ROUND ( ( ( (  (REAL32 ROUND gradient) /
(REAL32 ROUND SlopeFactor) ) /
(REAL32 ROUND size) )  - 
Minimum[0]) * NormalFactorfO]) 
vector[l] : = INT ROUND ((((REAL32 ROUND height) / (REAL32 ROUND OtherSize)) - 
Minimumfl]) * NormaiFactorflj) 
vector[3] :=  INT ROUND ((((REAL32 ROUND range) / (REAL32 ROUND OtherSize)) - 
Minimum[3]) * NormalFactor[3])
— find height/width; result in vector[2]
INT height, width:
SEQ 
— find height 
INT High, Low :
INT pixeli, value:
SEQ 
height: = 0
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SEQ i -  0 FOR X  
SEQ 
High :=  -1 
Low: = -1 
SEQ j = 0 FOR Y  
SEQ
pixeli : = (INT  picture[(((X TIMES j) + i) TIMES 3) + 2))
— update Low and High if a valid pixel is found 
IF
pixeli = 0 — invalid pixel
SKIP
High < 0  — only update High when the 1-st valid pixel is found
SEQ 
High: = j
Low : = j + 1 — Low must be greater than High by 1
TRU E  — otherwise update Low
Low :=  j + 1
-  update height if necessary 
value: = (Low - High)
IF
value > height 
height: = value 
TRUE  
SKIP 
— find width 
INT Left, Right:
INT pixeli, value:
SEQ 
width: = 0 
SEQ j =  0 FOR Y  
SEQ  
Left: = -1 
Right :=  -1 
SEQ i = O FO R X  
SEQ
pixeli :=  (INT picture[(((X TIMES j) + i) TIMES 3) + 2])
— update Left and Right if a valid pixel is found 
IF
pixeli = 0 — invalid pixel
SKIP
Left < 0  — only update Left when the 1-st valid pixel is found
SEQ 
Left: = i
Right: = i + 1 -  Right must be greater than Left by 1
TRUE — otherwise update Right
Right: = i + 1
-  update width if necessary 
value :=  (Right - Left)
IF
value > width 
width :=  value 
TRUE  
SKIP
vector[2] := INT ROUND ((((REAL32 ROUND (height)) /
(REAL32 ROUND (width))) - Minimum[2]) * NormalFactor[2])
-- sent feature vector to classification process 
SEQ
Vector! TRUE
Vector ! [vector FROM 0 FOR NumberOfOtherFeatures]
Pictureln ? NotFinished 
Vector ! FALSE 
ToAssemble ! FALSE
} } }
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{ { {  IS03B0DY.TSR
PROC NewIsolateBody (CHAN Sourceln, SourceOut, Nextln, NextOut, Distributer)
— DEFINITIONS
— dimension of the picture
V A L  X  IS 54 : — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56 : -  no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : -  no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the isolation process
V A L  Separation IS 2: — separation allowed for neighbouring pixels
V A L  SizeOfWindow IS (Separation < < 1) + 1:
V A L  AreaThreshoid IS (PictureSize / 100):
V A L  IsoInfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing isolated obj. no.
V A L  IsoInfoMask IS ((1 < < IsoInfoSize) - 1) : — mask for isolation info.
BOOLNotFinished, Ready:
SEQ
SourceOut! TR U E  — ready to work, ask if it is all done
Sourceln ? NotFinished — read in the status
IF
NotFinished 
[PictureSize] INT16 Mask, RegionMask :
SEQ
— read in mask and perform region growing 
BOOL NotWorkDone, OtherNotFinished:
INT ObjectCode:
SEQ
— read in mask and object code for operation in this processor 
SEQ
Sourceln ? [Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize] — read in the mask 
Sourceln ? ObjectCode
— serve next processor; it should be ready at the beginning 
INT TempObjectCode:
SEQ 
Nextln ? Ready 
SourceOut! TRUE  
Sourceln ? NotFinished 
NextOut! NotFinished 
IF
NotFinished
SEQ
Sourceln ? TempObjectCode
NextOut! (Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
NextOut! TempObjectCode 
OtherNotFinished: = TRUE  
TRUE
OtherNotFinished: = FALSE 
NotWorkDone :=  TRUE  
PAR
-  DO (region growing; NotWorkDone will be FALSE) UNTIL FINISHED 
W HILE (NotFinished OR NotWorkDone)
IF
NotWorkDone 
... SC AreaFill.TSR 
[PictureSize] INT16 OutputMask:
INT NumOfMask:
INT pixeii:
SEQ
— clear RegionMaskfl 
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize
RegionMask[i]: = 0(INT16)
AreaFill ([Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize], ObjectCode,
(RegionMask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize])
— find number of valid object (NumOfMask)
NumOfMask: = 0
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeii: = ((IN T  RegionMaskfi]) A  IsoInfoMask)
RegionMask[i]: = (INT16 pixeii)
IF
pixeii > NumOfMask 
NumOfMask: = pixeii 
TRUE  
SKIP
SEQ i = 1 FOR NumOfMask 
-  sent the i-th mask for analysis 
SEQ
SEQ j = 0 FOR PictureSize 
INTpixeij:
SEQ
jpixelj: = (INT RegionMask[j])
i = pixeii 
OutputMaskjj]RegionMask[j]
ISQ3BQDY.TSR
TRUE  
OutputMaskFj] :=  0(INT16)
Distributer! TRUE
Distributer! [OutputMask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize] 
NotWorkDone: = FALSE 
TRUE  
SKIP
-  sent code to free processor UNTIL Finished 
W HILE (NotFinished OR OtherNotFinished)
ALT
(NOT(NotWorkDone)) & SKIP
— serve region growing processor in this processor 
IF
NotFinished — old NotFinished 
SEQ
SourceOut! TRUE  
Sourceln ? NotFinished 
IF
NotFinished -  new NotFinished 
SEQ
Sourceln ? ObjectCode 
NotWorkDone: = TRUE  
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE  
SKIP 
Nextln ? Ready
-  serve next processor 
SEQ
OtherNotFinished := FALSE 
IF
NotFinished — old NotFinished
for the next processor
SourceOut! TRUE  
Sourceln ? NotFinished 
NextOut! NotFinished 
IF
NotFinished
SEQ
Sourceln ? TempObjectCode 
NextOut! TempObjectCode 
OtherNotFinished: = TRUE  
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRU E  
NextOut! FALSE  
Distributer! FALSE  
TRUE  
— acknowledge end of job 
SEQ
Nextln ? Ready — wait until the next processor is ready 
NextOut! FALSE — sent "end of job"
Distributer ! FALSE
-  get the present stage 
INT TempObjectCode 
SEQ
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{ { {  IS03HEAD.TSR
PROC NewIsolateHead(CHAN Maskln, Nextln, NextOut)
— definitions
...F MathDef.TSR 
-- dimension of the picture 
V A L  SniallestRange IS 0:
V A L  LargestRange IS 4095 :
V A L  X IS 54: -  no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V AL  LargeXSize IS (X  TIMES 3) :
V AL  Y  IS 56: -  no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V AL  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
-  size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the isolation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  Separation IS 2 : — separation allowed for neighbouring pixels
V A L  SizeOfWindow IS (Separation < < 1) + 1:
V A L  AreaThreshold IS (PictureSize /100) :
V A L  IsoInfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing isolated obj. no.
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4: -  no. of bits storing steepness information
V A L  SlopelnfoMask IS ((1 < < SlopelnfoSize) -1 ) : — mask for slope info. 
BOOL Ready:
INT ObjectNumber:
[PictureSize] INT16 Mask:
SEQ
Maskln ? ObjectNumber
Maskln ? [Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
— process the Mask[]
BOOL NotDone:
SEQ
NotDone : = TRUE ,
INT ListLength: 
jl00| INT CodeList:
— build up a code list from Mask[]
SEQ
ListLength : = 0
— search Mask[] for valid pixels, and store in code list 
INT pixeli:
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeli: = (INT  Mask[i])
( (pixeli = 0) OR ((pixeli /\ SlopelnfoMask) = 0) )
SKIP — invalid returns or invalid slope
TRUE  
BOOL NotProcessed:
SEQ
— search the list for the occurrence of Mask[i]
I N T j :
SEQ
j : - 0
NotProcessed: = TRUE
W HILE ( (j c ListLength) AND  NotProcessed )
SEQ
IF
pixeli = CodeList[j]
NotProcessed: = FALSE 
TRUE  
SKIP 
j : = j + 1
IF
NotProcessed
SEQ
CodeListfListLength]: = (INT  Mask[i]) — store in code list 
ListLength : = ListLength + 1 -  size of code list
TRUE  
SKIP
NotDone: = FALSE
— when a valid pixel is found and a processor is ready, send code to it 
SEQ
W HILE ( NotDone AND  (ListLength = 0) )
SKIP — wait until Done OR one valid pixel is found
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(ListLength = 0) — not a single valid pixel is found
SEQ
— end of process 
SEQ
Nextln ? Ready
NextOut! FALSE -  acknowledge other processors for "end of process" 
TRU E  — a valid pixel is found
INT ProcessedTo:
SEQ 
ProcessedTo: = 0
— wait for a free processor; then sent Maskj] and code to it 
SEQ
Nextln ? Ready — wait until a processor is ready
NextOut ! TRU E  — not finished
NextOut! [Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
NextOut! CodeList[ProcessedTo]
— sent the remaining code to a free processor until the end 
W HILE (  NotDone OR ((ProcessedTo + 1) < ListLength) )
IF
(  (ProcessedTo + 1) < ListLength )  — new code is available
SEQ
ProcessedTo : = ProcessedTo + 1 — point to the next code in list
Nextln ? Ready — wait for a free processor
NextOut! TRUE — not finished
NextOut! CodeList[ProcessedTo]
TRUE
SKIP
— end of process 
SEQ
Nextln ? Ready
NextOut! FALSE -  acknowledge other processors for "end of process"
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M{  IS03TAIL.TSRIOC NewIsolateTail (CHAN Sourceln, SourceOut, Distributer)
— DEFINITIONS
— dimension of the picture
V A L  X  IS 54 : — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56: — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the isolation process
V A L  Separation IS 2: — separation allowed for neighbouring pixels
V A L  SizeOfWindow IS (Separation < < 1) + 1:
V A L  AreaThreshold IS (PictureSize / 100) :
V A L  IsoInfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing isolated obj. no.
V A L  IsoInfoMask IS ((1 < < IsoInfoSize) -1 ) : — mask for isolation info. 
BOOL NotFinished *.
SEQ
SourceOut! TRU E  — ready to work, ask if it is all done
Sourceln ? NotFinished — read in the status
IF
NotFinished 
[PictureSize] INT16 Mask, RegionMask:
SEQ .
— read in Mask[] and perform region growing until Finished 
SEQ
Sourceln ? [Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize] — read in the mask 
W HILE (NotFinished)
... SC AreaFill.TSR 
— declarations
[PictureSize] INT16 OutputMask:
INT NumOfMask:
INT pixeii, ObjectCode:
SEQ
Sourceln ? ObjectCode
— clear RegionMask[]
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize
RegionMask[i]: = 0(INT16)
AreaFill ([Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize], Oty'ectCode,
[RegionMask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize])
— find number of valid object (NumOfMask)
NumOfMask: = 0
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeii: = ((IN T  RegionMask[i]) A  IsoInfoMask)
RegionMask[i]: = (INT16 pixeii)
IF
pixeii > NumOfMask 
NumOfMask :=  pixeii 
TRUE  
SKIP
SEQ i = 1 FOR NumOfMask 
— sent the i-th mask for analysis 
SEQ
SEQ j = 0 FOR PictureSize 
INT pixelj:
SEQ
juxelj: = (INT  RegionMask[j])
i = pixelj 
OutputMask[j]: = RegionMaskfi]
TRUE  
OutputMaskjj]: = 0(INT16)
Distributer! TRUE
Distributer ! [OutputMask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize] 
SourceOut! TRUE  
Sourceln ? NotFinished 
Distributer! FALSE 
TRUE  
Distributer! FALSE
} } }
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N E W 2 T R A N S F O R M .T S R
{ { {  NEW2TRANSF0RM.TSR
PROC trans (CHAN polar, [] INT16 WholePicture)
-  description of the procedure
-  Transform the data from spherical coordinate to cartesian coordinate.
-  Data input through channel (polar) in the order of r, phi, theta.
-  Data output to channel (cart), for histogram calculation;
-  to channel (WholePic.lY for mask generation after range gating;
-  to channel (WholePic.2), for gradient segmentation;
-  The last pixel of a line is invalid.
-  Ail the transformed pixels are output except the last pixel of each line.
-  TTie output data are integers.
-  definitions and declarations
-  SINE and COSINE tables
— The following tables contain sine and cosine values of theta and phi
— corresponding to the indices of the input image.
— The indices start from 0 to 54 in the x direction (PHI).
-  X-axis is negative where index < 27.
-  The indices start from 0 to 55 in the y direction (THETA).
— Y-axis is negative where index > =28.
-- sine and cosine PHI tables
V AL  SinPhi IS [ -3328, -3209, -3090, -2970, -2850, -2729, -2608,
-2487, -2365, -2243, -2120, -1997, -1874, -1750,
-1626, -1502, -1378, -1253, -1129, -1004, -878,
-753, -628, -502, -377, -251, -126, 0,
126, 251, 377, 502, 628, 753, 878,
1004, 1129, 1253, 1378, 1502, 1626, 1750,
1874, 1997, 2120, 2243, 2365, 2487, 2608,
2729, 2850, 2970, 3090, 3209, 3328 ] :
V A L  CosPhi IS [ 9430, 9471, 9511, 9549, 9585, 9620, 9654,
9686, 9716, 9745, 9773, 9799, 9823, 9846,
9867, 9887, 9905, 9921, 9936, 9950, 9961,
9972, 9980, 9987, 9993, 9997, 9999,10000,
9999, 9997, 9993, 9987, 9980, 9972, 9961,
9950, 9936, 9921, 9905, 9887, 9867, 9846,
9823, 9799, 9773, 9745, 9716, 9686, 9654,
9620, 9585, 9549, 9511, 9471, 9430 ] :
-  sine and cosine THETA tables
V AL  SinTheta IS [ 2588, 2496, 2404, 2311, 2219, 2126, 2033,
1939, 1846, 1752, 1658, 1564, 1470, 1376,
1282, 1187, 1093, 998, 903, 808, 713,
618, 523, 428, 333, 238, 143, 48,
-48, -143, -238, -333, -428, -523, -618,
-713, -808, -903, -998,-1093,-1187,-1282,
-1376, -1470, -1564, -1658, -1752, -1846, -1939,
-2033, -2126, -2219, -2311, -2404, -2496, -2588 ] :
V A L  CosTheta IS [ 9652, 9683, 9707, 9729, 9751, 9771, 9791,
9810, 9828, 9845, 9862, 9877, 9891, 9905,
9918, 9929, 9940, 9950, 9959, 9967, 9975,
9981, 9986, 9991, 9994, 9997, 9999,10000,
10000, 9999, 9997, 9994, 9991, 9986, 9981,
9975, 9967, 9959, 9950, 9940, 9929, 9918,
9905, 9891, 9877, 9862, 9845, 9828, 9810,
9791, 9771, 9751, 9729, 9707, 9683, 9659 ] :
— definitions
-  dimension of the picture
V A L  X IS 54 : — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V AL Y  IS 56 : — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
V AL LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the histogram and range gating process
V A L  factor IS 10: — factor used to scale down the range
V A L  SizeOfHistogram IS 256 : — the size of the histogram
V AL uncertain IS 550 : — range less than this value is not certain
V AL  MinimumArea IS (PictureSize / 100) : — minimum area of a valid object 
V A L  LowerBound IS (uncertain - 50) : — smallest value of histogram
— represents this value
INT count:
[31INT16 ZeroVectorl6:
— initialization
count:= 0
ZeroVectorl6[0]: = 0(INT16)
ZeroVectorl6 1 :=  0(INT16)
ZeroVectorl6[2] :=  0(INT16)
— read, transform and store picture
— declarations
INT r, phi, theta: — r is the range
— phi is the number corresponds to the angle
— of arzimuth
— theta Is the number corresponds to the angle
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— of elevation
INT tempR, tempPHI, tempTHETA : -  temporary values for r, phi and theta
SEQ j = 0 FOR Y -  y dimension of the picture
SEQ
polar ? tempR
polar ? tempTHETA — picture convention starts from 1 to 56 
polar ? tempPHI — picture convention starts from 1 to 55
SEQ i = 0 FOR X  — x dimension of picture (less the first pixel)
SEQ
-  get previous r, theta and phi 
r : = tempR
theta : = tempTHETA - 1 — my convention starts from 0 to 55
^ i : = tempPHI -1  — my convention starts from 0 to 54
— process last r, theta and phi 
SEQ 
IF
r < uncertain — uncertain
— store (0, 0, 0) in WholePictureF]
[WholePicture FROM count FOR 3 ]: = [ZeroVectorl6 FROM 0 FOR 3] 
TRUE -valid
-  find and store (X ), (Y ), (Z )
INT RcosTheta:
SEQ
RcosTheta := ((rT IM ES CosTheta[theta])/10000)
WholePicture 
WholePicture 
WholePicture 
count: ~ count + 3 
— read present r, theta and phi 
SEQ
polar ? tempR 
polar ? tempTHETA 
polar ? tempPHI
count]: = (INT16 ((RcosTheta TIMES SinPhi[phi])/10000)) -  x
count + 1]: = (INT16 ((r  TIMES SinTheta[theta])/10000)) -  y 
count + 2] :=  (INT16 ((RcosTheta TIMES CosPhi[phi])/10000)) -  z
} } }
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N E Y V 3 D IS T R IB U T E R .T S R
{ { {  NEW3DISTRIBUTER.TSR
PROC Distributer (CH AN  Maskln, ToDifCooc, ToOther, V A L  [] INT16 WholePicture)
— Definitions
— dimension of the picture 
V A L  SmallestRange IS 0:
V A L  LargestRan»e IS 4095 :
V A L  X IS 54 : — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  LargeXSize IS (X  TIMES 3):
V A L  Y  IS 56 : — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : -  no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
BOOL NotFinished:
SEQ
Maskln ? NotFinished 
IF
NotFinished 
W HILE (NotFinished)
— read mask and distribute masked picture until finished 
[PictureSize] INT16 Mask, MaskPicture :
[LargePictureSize] INT16 MaskWholePicture: 
lNT  pixeii:
[3] INT16 ZeroVectorl6:
SEQ
— define ZeroVectorl6[]
ZeroVectorl6
ZeroVectori6
ZeroVectorl6
0 ]:=  0(INT16)
1 ]:=  Q(INT16) 
2 :=  0(INT16)
Maskln ? [Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
[MaskWholePicture FROM 0 FOR LargePictureSize]: =
[WholePicture FROM 0 FOR LargePictureSize] 
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeii: = (INT  Mask[i])
pixeii = 0 
SEQ
MaskPicture[i]: = 0(INT16)
[MaskWholePicture FROM (i TIMES 3) FOR 3]: = 
[ZeroVectorl6 FROM 0 FOR 3]
TRUE
SEQ
MaskPicturefi] ;=  WholePicture[(i TIMES 3) + 2]
PAR
-  send to Dif. Cooc.
SEQ
ToDifCooc! TRUE
ToDifCooc ! [MaskPicture FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
-  send to Other 
SEQ
ToOther! TRUE
ToOther ! [MaskWholePicture FROM 0 FOR LargePictureSize] 
Maskln ? NotFinished 
TR U E  
PAR
ToDifCooc! FALSE 
ToOther! FALSE 
PAR
ToDifCooc ! FALSE 
ToOther! FALSE
} } }
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(APR(
. NFG2HEAD.TSR
OC NewFindGradl-Iead (CH AN  PicMaskln, PicMaskOut, GradOut, V A L  INT NumLines, 
V A L  [] INT16 WholePicture)
— description of the procedure
— Only the necessary pixels are kept.
— The pixels which have not been processed are passed to the next processor.
— A  window is set up around the interested pixel.
— Vectors are formed by pixels of the same code as the interested pixel.
— All the vectors based at the interested pixel are recorded in vectorjj.
— Gradient is calculated by founding the cross product of 2 vectors.
— All the combinations of 2 vectors are tested.
— The angle between the normal vector (result of cross product) and the 
-- horizontal plane are calculated.
— The minimum angle is recorded; from which the maximum gradient can be calc.
— gradient = Pi - (Minimum angle)
— The maximum gradient represents the gradient of the interested pixel.
— Results are passed to another processor for resemble.
-  DEFINITIONS 
...F Maths.TSR
— dimension of the picture
V AL  X IS 54: — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56: -  no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
— constants of the gradient segmentation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  InvalidSlope IS (SlopeFactor < < 2) :
— value to distinguish pixels of invalid
— return from those of valid pixels
— value of slope will not be this value 
V A L  SlopeThreshoId IS IntPiBy4 : — thres. for the grad. seg. proc.
— PiBy4 * PiFactor 
V A L  SlopeWindowSize IS 2 : — actual window size =
— (SlopeWindowSize * 2) + 1 
V A L  BandSize IS (X  TIMES SlopeWindowSize) :
V A L  VecBufSize IS (((1 + SlopeWindowSize) TIMES SlopeWindowSize) < < 2) :
~  max. no. of vectors can be formed at a point 
V A L  GradY IS ((SlopeWindowSize < < 1) + Y ) ;
— (SlopeWindowSize) rows of zeros are add to
— to the top and bottom of the picture 
V A L  GradPicSize IS (GradY TIMES X ) :
V A L  GradStripeWidth IS ( (SlopeWindowSize < < 1) + 1) : — actual window width 
V A L  CrossProdLimit IS #7FFF(INT) : — CrossProductn must be smaller than it
-  [31 V A L  INT ZeroVector:
V A L  ZeroVector IS [0,0, 0 ]:
-  flag use to pass mask information to the following process 
V A L  FinishedFiag IS 0:
V A L  SteepFlag IS 1:
V A L  GentleFlag IS 2 :
V A L  InvalidFlag IS 0:
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing steepness information
V A L  SlopelnfoMask IS ((1 < < SlopelnfoSize) - 1) : — mask for slope info.
— declarations
(GradPicSize TIMES 3 )] INT16 PicStripe :
GradPicSize] INT16 MaskStripe:
PictureSize] INT GradientStripe:
INT ObjectNumber: — number of objects in picture (exclude invalid pixels)
INT StripeWidth:
INT NumLinesSize:
INTYSentSize: 
gjINT16 ZeroVectorl6:
— some more definitions
StripeWidth : = GradStripeWidth + (NumLines -1 )
YSentSize: = GradY - NumLines 
NumLinesSize : = X  TIMES NumLines
— define ZeroVectorl6[]
ZeroVectorl6[0
ZeroVectorl6[l
ZeroVectorl6[2'
: = 0(INT16) 
:=  0(INT16) 
:=  0(INT16)
-  sent number of lines to the next processor 
PicMaskOut! YSentSize — number of lines will be sent
-  read in picture and mask; get PicStripe[] and MaskStripe[]
SEQ
— put picture into the correct position in PicStripef].
[PicStripe FROM (BandSize TIMES 3) FOR LargePictureSize]: =
[WholePicture FROM 0 FOR LargePictureSize]
— dear top few lines of PicStripe[]
SEQ i = 0 FOR BandSize
[PicStripe FROM (i TIMES 3) FOR 3]: = [ZeroVectorl6 FROM 0 FOR 3]
— dear top few lines of MaskStripe[]
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR BandSize]: = [PicStripe FROM 0 FOR BandSize]
— clear bottom few lines of PicStripef]
[PicStripe FROM ((PictureSize + BandSize) TIMES 3) FOR (BandSize TIMES 3)1: = 
[PicStripe FROM 0 FOR (BandSize TIMES 3)]
— clear bottom few lines of MaskStripe[]
[MaskSlripe FROM (PictureSize + BandSize) FOR BandSize 1: =
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR BandSize]
— read in ObjectNumber and code mask 
SEQ
PicMaskln ? ObjectNumber — read in number of object in picture 
PicMaskln ? [MaskStripe FROM BandSize FOR PictureSize]
-  sent picture mask and code mask to the next processor 
PicMaskOut! [PicStripe FROM (NumLinesSize TIMES 3) FOR
((X  TIMES YSentSize) TIMES 3)1,
[MaskStripe FROM NumLinesSize FOR (X  TIMES YSentSize)]
-  find the gradient for each pixel 
INT WhereinCodeMask:
INT CodeOfPixel:
SEQ q = SlopeWindowSize FOR NumLines 
SEQ p = 0 FOR X  
SEQ
Wherein CodeMask: = (X  TIMES q) + p 
CodeOfPixel: = (INT  MaskStripe[WhereInCodeMask])
IF
CodeOfPixel > 0  -  valid pixel
-  find the gradient of this pixel
— declaration for the tail of the vector
[3]INT ThisCoordinate : — coordinates of pixel(p,q) :
ThisCoordinatefO
— ThisCoordinatejl
— ThisCoordinate[2 
— declarations for the vector buffer 
[VecBufSize] INT vector.x:
[VecBufSize] INTvector.y:
[VecBufSize INT vector.z:
[VecBufSize INT i.position:
[VecBufSize] INT j.position:
INT NumberOfVector:
INTWherePQis:
INT MinNormai, MaxSIope:
SEQ
■ put pixel(p, q) into ThisCoordinatefl
= x
= y
ThisCoordinate
ThisCoordinate
ThisCoordinate
: = (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3)])
: = (INT  PicStripe (WherelnCodeMask TIMES 3) +1]) 
:=  (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3)+2j) 
NumberOfVector" := 0
— find the vectors within the window and store into the buffer (vector[]) 
SEQ j = (q - SlopeWindowSize) FOR GradStripeWidth 
SEQ i = (p - SlopeWindowSize) FOR GradStripeWidth 
IF
( (i > = 0) AND  (i < X) A N D
( ( l o p ) O R ( j o q ) ) )
— test whether:
— i is within boundaries; j is always within boundaries;
— and pixel(i j )  and pixel(p,q) are not the same pixel;
-  test if both pixels belong to the same object, then find vector 
INT pixeln:
SEQ
WherelnCodeMask :=  (X  TIMES i) + i 
pixeln : = (INT MaskStnpejWherelnCodeMask])
IF
(pixeln = CodeOfPixel) — test if pixel(i j )  and pixel(p,q)
-  belong to the same object (same code);
— find the vector with pixei(i j )  as head and pixel(p,q) as base 
[3]INT OtherCoordinate:
Q
OtherCoordinatefO 
OtherCoordinatefl 
O t herCoordina te[2 
vector Jc[NumberOfVector 
vector.yfNumberOfVector 
vector.z[NumberOfVector'
= (INT PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3)])
: «  (INT PicStripe (WherelnCodeMask TIMES 3) +1 
: = (INT PicStripe[(W' ----------------   '
:=  OtherCoordinate 
: = OtherCoordinate 
:=  OtherCoordinate
WherelnCodeMask TIMES 3) + 2
i.position[NumberOfVector]: — i - p 
j.position [NumberOfVector] :=  j - q 
NumberOfVector :=  NumberOfVector + 1
ThisCoordinatefO] 
ThisCoordinatef 1 j 
- ThisCoordinate[2]
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE  
SKIP
-  find the maximum steepness ( or the normal vector of min. slope ) 
IF
NumberOfVector < 2  -  a single pixel, or only one linked pixel
— cannot find the gradient
MaxSIope := InvalidSlope -  assign the invalid slope value 
TRUE — more than one linked pixel
— find the maximum steepness using cross product of 2 vectors 
INT TanMinNormal: — tan(MinNormal)
IN T i:
SEQ
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TanMinNormal: = LargestTan -  TanMinNormal must be smaller than this value 
i :=  1
W HILE (  (i < NumberOfVector) A N D  (TanMinNormal > 0) )
SEQ
— find the slope of the crossproduct of vector[i] and other vectors 
IN T j :
SEQ
W HILE (  (j < i) AN D  (TanMinNormal > 0) )
SEQ
-  find the slope of the crossproduct of vector[i] and vector[j]
IF
(i.positionfi] * i.positionfi]) < >
(i.position[j] * j.position[i])
— proceed when one vector is not colinear to the other vector 
[3 flNT  Crossproduct: — x, y, z
iNT tanslope, slope:
SEQ
— find the absolute value of the cross product of vectorl and vector2 
SEQ
CrossProduct[0]: = (vector.y[i] * vector.z[j]) - (vector.z[i] * vector.yjj])
IF
CrossProductfO] < 0 
CrossProductfO] :=  (- CrossProduct[0])
TRUE
SKIP
CrossProduct[l]: = (vector.z[i] * vectorjc[j]) - (vector.x[il * vector.z[j])
IF
CrossProduct(l) < 0 
CrossProduct[l] :=  (- CrossProductfl])
TRUE
SKIP
CrossProduct[2]: = (vectorjc[i] * vector.yfj]) - (vector.y[i] * vector.x[j])
IF
CrossProduct[2] < 0 
C rossP roduct[2 ](- CrossProduct[21)
TRUE
SKIP
— find the slope of the valid cross product (normal to the surface)
(  CrossProduct[0] > 0 ) OR  (  CrossProduct[l] > 0 ) OR ( CrossProduct[2] > 0 ) 
— find angle between the cross product vector and the horizontal plane 
INT MaglnXZ:
SEQ
— scale CrossProduct [] to avoid overflow 
INT Factor:
SEQ
-  find Factor for scaling 
INT TempFactor:
SEQ
Factor :=  (CrossProductfO] / CrossProdLimit)
TempFactor : = (CrossProduct[l] / CrossProdLimit)
IF
Factor < TempFactor 
Factor: = TempFactor 
TRU E  
SKIP
TempFactor(CrossProduct[2] / CrossProdLimit)
IF
Factor < TempFactor 
Factor: = TempFactor 
TRUE  
SKIP
Factor: = Factor + 1 
CrossProductfO]: = CrossProductfO] / Factor 
CrossProductfl CrossProduct 1 /Factor 
CrossProduct[2 := CrossProduct[2 / Factor 
sqrt (MaglnXZ, ((CrossProduct[0] TIMES CrossProduct [0]) +
(CrossProduct[2] TIMES CrossProduct[2])) )
IF
MaglnXZ = 0 — CrossProduct [1] < > 0 when MaglnXZ = 0
tanslope :=  LargestTan 
CrossProduct[l] = 0 — MaglnXZ < > 0 when CrossProductfl] = 0
tanslope := 0 
TRUE — Y  must positive
tanslope := ((tanAngleFactor TIMES CrossProductfl]) / MaglnXZ)
-  find (Y / M a g ln X Z )
TRUE
SKIP
— register the tangent of minimum normal 
IF
tanslope < TanMinNormal 
TanMinNormal: = tanslope 
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE
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SKIP 
j :=  j + 1 
i : = i + 1 — next vector[i]
atan(MinNormal, TanMinNormal)
MaxSlope : -  (IntPiBy2 TIMES (NumberOfTanStep - MinNormal)) / NumberOfTanStep 
— store maximum steepness in gradient stripe 
GradientStripe[(X TIMES (q - SlopeWindowSize)) + p] :=  MaxSlope 
TR U E  — invalid pixel
— set to an invalid value of slope
GradientStripe[(X TIMES (q - SlopeWindowSize)) +■ p ] : = InvalidSlope 
— set to an invalid value of slope 
-  sent gradient stripe and code stripe to MakeGradMapHead 
GradOut! ObjectNumber,
[GradientStripe FROM 0 FOR NumLinesSize], 
[MaskStripe FROM BandSize FOR NumLinesSize]
} } }
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{ { {  NFGBODY.TSR
PROC NewFindGradBody (CHAN PicMaskln, PicMaskOut, GradOut, V AL  INT NumLines)
-  description of the procedure
-- Only the necessary pixels are kept.
-- The pixels which have not been processed are passed to the next processor.
-  A  window is set up around the interested pixel.
-  Vectors are formed'by pixels of the same code as the interested pixel.
-  All the vectors based at the interested pixel are recorded in vector]].
-  Gradient is calculated by founding the cross product of 2 vectors.
-  All the combinations of 2 vectors are tested.
-  The angle between the normal vector (result of cross product) and the
-  horizontal plane are calculated.
-  The minimum angle is recorded; from which the maximum gradient can be calc.
-  gradient = Pi - (Minimum angle)
-  The maximum gradient represents the gradient of the interested pixel.
-  Results are passed to another processor for resemble.
-  DEFINITIONS 
...F Maths.TSR
-  dimension of the picture
V A L  X  IS 54; — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
-  (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  LargeXSize IS (X  TIMES 3) :
V AL  Y  IS 56 : — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
-- constants of the gradient segmentation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  InvalidSlope IS (SlopeFactor < < 2) :
— value to distinguish pixels of invalid
— return from those of valid pixels
— value of slope will not be this value 
V A L  SIopeThreshold IS IntPiBy4: — thres. for the grad. seg. proc.
— PiBy4 * PiFactor 
V A L  SlopeWindowSize IS 2: — actual window size =
— (SlopeWindowSize * 2) + 1 
V A L  BandSize IS (X  TIMES SlopeWindowSize) :
V A L  VecBufSize IS (((1  + SlopeWindowSize) TIMES SlopeWindowSize) < < 2 ):
— max. no. of vectors can be formed at a point 
V A L  GradY IS ((SlopeWindowSize < < 1) + Y )  :
— (SlopeWindowSize) rows of zeros are add to
— to the top and bottom of the picture 
V A L  GradPicSize IS (GradY TIMES X ) :
V AL  GradStripeWidth IS ((SlopeWindowSize < < 1) + 1 ): — actual window width 
V A L  CrossProdLimit IS #7FFF(INT) : — CrossProduct]] must be smaller than it
-  [3] V A L  INT Zero Vector:
V AL  ZeroVector IS (0, 0, 0]:
-  flag use to pass mask information to the following process 
V AL FinishedFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SteepFlag IS 1:
V A L  GentleFlag IS 2 :
V AL  InvalidFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing steepness information
V A L  SlopelnfoMask IS ((1 < < SlopelnfoSize) -1 ) : — mask for slope info.
[(GradPicSize TIMES 3)] INT16 PicStripe :
[GradPicSize] INT16 MaskStripe:
[PictureSize] INT GradientStripe:
iNT NumberOfLines: — number of lines to be read
INT YSentSize:
INT NumLinesSize:
SEQ
PicMaskln ? NumberOfLines — number of lines to be read
~  some more definitions
YSentSize; -  NumberOfLines - NumLines — number of lines to be sent 
NumLinesSize: = X  TIMES NumLines
— sent NumberOfLines to the next processor 
PicMaskOut! YSentSize
— read PicStripe]] and MaskStripe]]
PicMaskln ? [PicStripe FROM 0 FOR (LargeXSize TIMES NumberOfLines)], 
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES NumberOfLines)]
— sent the remaining picture and code mask to the next processor 
PicMaskOut! [PicStripe FROM (NumLinesSize TIMES 3) FOR
(LargeXSize TIMES YSentSize)],
[MaskStripe FROM NumLinesSize FOR (X  TIMES YSentSize)]
— find the gradient for each pixel 
INT WherelnCodeMask:
INT CodeOfPixei:
SEQ q = SlopeWindowSize FOR NumLines 
SEQ p = O FO R X  
SEQ
WherelnCodeMask: = (X  TIMES q) + p 
CodeOfPixei := (INT  MaskStripe[WhereInCodeMask])
CodeOfPixei > 0  — valid pixel
— find the gradient of this pixel
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— declaration for the tail of the vector
[3]INT ThisCoordinate : — coordinates of pixel(p,q) :
— ThisCoordinatefO] = x
— ThisCoordinatefl = y
— ThisCoordinate[2] = z
— declarations for the vector buffer 
VecBufSize] INT  vector.x:
VecBufSize INTvector.y:
VecBufSize INT vectors:
VecBufSize INT i.position:
VecBufSize] INT j.position:
!NT NumberOfVector:
INTWherePQis:
INT MinNonnal, MaxSIope:
SEQ
-  put pixel(p, q) into ThisCoordinate]]
ThisCoordinatefO]: = (INT  PicStripeuWherelnCodeMask TIMES 3)]) 
ThisCoordinate] 1] := (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3) + l ] )  
ThisCoordinate[2] := (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3)+2]) 
NumberOfVector: = 0
— find the vectors within the window and store into the buffer (vector]]) 
SEQ j = (q - SlopeWindowSize) FOR GradStripcWidth
SEQ i = (p - SlopeWindowSize) FOR GradStripeWidth 
IF
( (i > = 0) A ND  (i < X) AND  
( 0  < >  p ) o r q  < >  q ) ) )
— test whether:
— i is within boundaries; j is always within boundaries;
— and pixel(i j )  and pixel(p,q) are not the same pixel;
— test if both pixels belong to the same object, then find vector 
INT pixeln:
SEQ
WherelnCodeMask :=  (X  TIMES j) + i
pixeln : = (INT MaskStripeJWherelnCodeMask])
lF
(pixeln = CodeOfPixel) — test if pixel(ij) and pixel(p,q)
— belong to the same object (same code);
— find the vector with pixel(i j )  as head and pixel(p,q) as base 
[3]INT OtherCoordinate:
SEQ
OtherCoordinate
OtherCoordinate
OtherCoordinate
0 - ThisCoordinate 0
1 - ThisCoordinate 1
2 - ThisCoordinate 2
: = (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3)])
: = (INT PicStripe[(WhereInCodcMask TIMES 3) +1])
: = (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3) + 2]) 
vector.x[NumberOfVectorl: = OtherCoordinater* 
vector.y(NumberOfVector) :=  OtherCoordinate 
vector.z[NumberOfVector] :=  OtherCoordinate 
i.positionfNumberOfVectorl :=  i - p 
j.position[NumberOfVector] :=  j - q 
NumberOfVector: = NumberOfVector + 1 
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE  
SKIP
— find the maximum steepness ( or the normal vector of min. slope )
IF
NumberOfVector < 2  — a single pixel, or only one linked pixel
— cannot find the gradient
MaxSIope: = InvalidSlope — assign the invalid slope value 
TRUE -  more than one linked pixel
— find the maximum steepness using cross product of 2 vectors 
INT TanMinNormal: — tan(MinNormal)
IN T i:
SEQ
TanMinNormal := LargestTan — TanMinNormal must be smaller than this value 
i :=  1
WHILE ( (i < NumberOfVector) A N D  (TanMinNormal > 0) )
SEQ
— find the slope of the crossproduct of vector]:] and other vectors 
IN T j :
SEQ
IvH ILE (  O' < i) A N D  (TanMinNormal > 0) )
SEQ
-fin d  the slope of the crossproduct of vector[i] and vector])]
(i.position[i] * j.position]]]) < >
(i.position]]] * j.position [i])
— proceed when one vector is not colinear to the other vector 
[31INT CrossProduct: — x, y, z
INT tanslope, slope:
SEQ
— find the absolute value of the cross product of vectorl and vector2 
SEQ
CrossProduct[0] :=  (vector.y[i] * vector.zjj]) - (vector.z[i] * vector.y[j]) 
IF
CrossProductfO] < 0
CrossProduct[0] :=  (- CrossProduct [0])
TRUE
SKIP
CrossProductfl] := (vector.z[i] * vector.x[j]) - (vector.x[i] * vector.z[j])
IF
CrossProductfl] < 0 
CrossProduct[l] :=  (- CrossProduct[l])
TRUE
SKIP
CrossProduct[2] := (vectorjc[i] * vector.y[j}) - (vector.y[i] * vector.x[j])
IF
CrossProduct[21 < 0 
CrossProduct[2] :=  (- CrossProduct[2])
TRUE
SKIP
-  find the slope of the valid cross product (normal to the surface)
IF
(  CrossProduct[0] > 0 )  OR  (  CrossProductfl] > 0 )  OR ( CrossProduct[2] > 0 ) 
— find angle between the cross product vector and the horizontal plane 
INT M aglnXZ:
SEQ
— scale CrossProductf] to avoid overflow 
INT Factor:
SEQ
-  find Factor for scaling 
INT TempFactor:
SEQ
Factor: = (CrossProduct[0] / CrossProdLimit)
TempFactor: = (CrossProductfl] / CrossProdLimit)
IF
Factor < TempFactor 
Factor: = TempFactor 
TRUE  
SKIP
TempFactor: = (CrossProduct[2] / CrossProdLimit)
IF
Factor < TempFactor 
Factor: = TempFactor 
TRUE  
SKIP
Factor: = Factor + 1
CrossProduct
CrossProduct
CrossProduct
: = CrossProductfOl / Factortroi.
:= CrossProduct[l| / Factor 
: = CrossProduct [21 / Factor 
sqrt (MaglnXZ, ((CrossProductfO] TIMES CrossProductfOl) +
(CrossProduct[2] TIMES CrossProduct[2])) )
IF
MaglnXZ = 0  — CrossProduct[l] < > 0 when MaglnXZ = 0
tanslope: = LargestTan 
CrossProductfl] = 0 — MaglnXZ < > 0 when CrossProduct[l] = 0
tanslope := 0 
TRUE — Y  must positive
tanslope := ((tanAngleFactor TIMES CrossProduct[ll) / MaglnXZ)
-  find ( Y /  M aglnXZ)
TRUE
SKIP
-  register the tangent of minimum normal 
IF
tanslope < TanMinNormal 
TanMinNornial: = tanslope 
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE  
SKIP
. j.:=j + l
t := t + 1 — next vector[i]
atan(MinNormal, TanMinNormal)
MaxSlope := (IntPiBy2 TIMES (NumberOfTanStep - MinNormal)) / NumberOfTanStep 
— store maximum steepness in gradient stripe 
GradientStripe[(X TIMES (q - SlopeWindowSize)) + p ] : = MaxSlope 
TR U E  — invalid pixel
— set to an invalid value of slope
GradientStripe[(X TIMES (q - SlopeWindowSize)) + p] :=  InvalidSlope 
~  set to an invalid value of slope 
-  sent gradient stripe and code stripe to MakeGradMapBody 
GradOut! [GradientStripe FROM 0 FOR NumLinesSize],
[MaskStripe FROM BandSize FOR NumLinesSize]
} } }
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{ ( {  NFGTAIL.TSR
PROC NewFindGradTail (CHAN PicMaskln, GradOut, V A L  INT NumLines)
— description of the procedure
— Only the necessary pixels are kept.
— The pixels which have not been processed are passed to the next processor.
— A  window is set up around the interested pixel.
— Vectors are formed by pixels of the same code as the interested pixel,
— AH the vectors based at the interested pixel are recorded in vector]].
— Gradient is calculated by founding the cross product of 2 vectors.
— All the combinations of 2 vectors are tested.
— The angle between the normal vector (result of cross product) and the
— horizontal plane are calculated.
-- The minimum angle is recorded; from which the maximum gradient can be calc, 
gradient = Pi - (Minimum angle)
— The maximum gradient represents the gradient of the interested pixel.
— Results are passed to another processor for resemble.
— definitions 
...F Maths.TSR
— dimension of the picture
V A L  X  IS 54: — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56 : — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : ~  no. of pixels in a picture
— constants of the gradient segmentation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  InvalidSlope IS (SlopeFactor < < 2) :
— value to distinguish pixels of invalid
— return from those of valid pixels
— value of slope will not be this value 
V A L  SiopeThreshold IS IntPiBy4 : — thres. for the grad, seg, proc.
-  PiBy4 * PiFactor 
V A L  SlopeWindowSize IS 2: — actual window size =
— (SlopeWindowSize * 2) + 1 
V A L  BandSize IS (X  TIMES SlopeWindowSize) :
V A L  VecBufSize IS (((1  + SlopeWindowSize) TIMES SlopeWindowSize) < < 2) :
— max. no. of vectors can be formed at a point 
V A L  GradY IS ((SlopeWindowSize < < 1) + Y ) :
— (SlopeWindowSize) rows of zeros are add to
— to the top and bottom of the picture 
V A L  GradPicSize IS (GradY TIMES X) :
V A L  GradStripeWidth IS ( (SlopeWindowSize < < 1) + 1) : — actual window width 
V A L  CrossProdLimit IS #7FFF(INT) : — CrossProduct]] must be smaller than it
— [3] V A L  INT ZeroVector:
V A L  ZeroVector IS [0, 0, 0 ]:
— flag use to pass mask information to the following process 
V A L  FinishedFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SteepFlag IS 1:
V A L  GentleFlag IS 2:
V A L  InvalidFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4 : -  no. of bits storing steepness information
V A L  SIopelnfoMask IS ((1 < < SlopelnfoSize) -1 ) : — mask for slope info.
— declarations
(GradPicSize TIMES 3)] INT16 PicStripe :
GradPicSize] INT16 MaskStripe:
PictureSize] INT GradientStripe:
SEQ
— read in picture stripe (  x, y, z )  and code mask stripe 
INT NumberOfLines:
SEQ
PicMaskln ? NumberOfLines
PicMaskln ? [PicStripe FROM 0 FOR ((X  TIMES NumberOfLines) TIMES 3)], 
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES NumberOfLines)]
— find the gradient for each pixel 
INT WherelnCodeMask:
INT CodeOfPixei:
SEQ q = SlopeWindowSize FOR NumLines 
SEQ p = O FO R X  
SEQ
WherelnCodeMask: = (X  TIMES q) + p 
CodeOfPixei: = (INT  MaskStripe [WherelnCodeMask])
IF
CodeOfPixei > 0  -  valid pixel
— find the gradient of this pixel
— declaration for the tail of the vector
[3]INT ThisCoordinate: — coordinates of pixel(p,q) :
N F G T A IL .T SR
ThisCoordinate
— ThisCoordinate
— ThisCoordinate 
declarations for the vector buffer
VecBufSize
VecBufSize
VecBufSize
VecBufSize
VecBufSize'
INT vector.x: 
INT vector.y: 
INT vectors: 
INT i.position: 
INT j.position:
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INT NumberOfVector: 
INTWherePQis:
INT MinNormal, MaxSlope:
SEQ
■ put pixel(p, q) into ThisCoordinate
:=  (INT  PicStripe /herein CodeMask TIMES 3)])
: =* (INT  PicStripe (WherelnCodeMask TIMES 3) +11) 
:=  (INT  PicStripe[(WhereInCodeMask TIMES 3)+2j)
ThisCoordinate 
ThisCoordinate 
ThisCoordinatef 
NumberOfVector :=  0 
— find the vectors within the window and store into the buffer (vector[]) 
SEQ j = (q - SlopeWindowSize) FOR GradStripeWidth 
SEQ i = (p - SlopeWindowSize) FOR GradStripeWidth 
IF
( (i > = 0) A N D  (i < X ) AND
( ( ‘ < > p ) O R ( j < > q ) ) )
— test whether:
— i is within boundaries; j is always within boundaries;
— and pixel(i j )  and pixel(p,q) are not the same pixel;
— test if both pixels belong to the same object, then find vector 
INT pixeln:
SEQ
WherelnCodeMask : = (X  TIMES j )  + i 
pixeln :=  (INT MaskStnpejWherelnCodeMask])
(pixeln = CodeOfPixel) -  test if ptxel(ij) and pixel(p,q)
— belong to the same object (same code);
-  find the vector with pixel(i j )  as head and pixel(p,q) as base 
[31INT OtherCoordinate:
Q
: = (INT  PicStripe (WherelnCodeMask TIMES 3)])
: = (INT  PicStripe (WherelnCodeMask TIMES 3) +11) 
: = (INT PicStripeffWherelnCodeMask TIMES 3)+2])
OtherCoordinate 
OtherCoordinate 
OtherCoordinate
vector.x[NumberOfVectbr]: = OtherCoordinate[0] - ThisCoordinatefO] 
vector.yfNumberOfVector]: = OtherCoordinatell] - ThisCoordinatejl] 
vector.z[NumberOfVector]: = OtherCoordinate[2] - ThisCoordinate[2] 
i.position[NumberOfVector]: = i - p 
j.positionfNumberOfVector] :=  i - q 
NumberOfVector :=  NumberOfVector + 1 
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE  
SKIP
-- find the maximum steepness (  or the normal vector of min. slope )
IF
NumberOfVector < 2  — a single pixel, or only one linked pixel
-  cannot find the gradient
MaxSlope : = InvalidSlope — assign the invalid slope value 
TRUE — more than one linked pixel
-  find the maximum steepness using cross product of 2 vectors 
IN I’ TanMinNormal: — tan(MinNomial)
IN T i:
SEQ
TanMinNormal: = LargestTan — TanMinNormal must be smaller than this value 
i :=  1
W HILE ( (i < NumberOfVector) A N D  (TanMinNormal > 0) )
SEQ
— find the slope of the crossproduct of vector[i] and other vectors 
IN T j :
SEQ
j : = 0
WHILE ( (j < i) AND  (TanMinNormal > 0) )
SEQ
— find the slope of the crossproduct of vector[i] and vectorp]
(i.position[i] * j.positionjj]) < >
(i.positionp] * j.positionp])
— proceed when one vector is not colinear to the other vector 
[STINT CrossProduct: — x, y, z
INT tanslope, slope:
SEQ
— find the absolute value of the cross product of vectorl and vector2 
SEQ
CrossProduct[0]: = (vector.yfi] * vector.zp]) - (vector.z[i] * vector.ypj) 
IF
CrossProduct [0] < 0 
CrossProductfO] :=  (- CrossProductfO])
TRUE
SKIP
CrossProductfl](vector.zp] * vector.xp]) - (vector.xfi] * vector.zp]) 
IF
CrossProductfl] < 0 
CrossProductfl] :=  (- CrossProductfl])
TRUE
SKIP
CrossProduct[2]: = (vectorjc[i] * vector.y[j3) - (vector.y[i] * vector.x(j])
IF
CrossProduct[2] < 0 
CrossProduct[2]: = (- CrossProduct[2])
TRUE
SKIP
— find the slope of the valid cross product (normal to the surface)
IF
(  CrossProduct[0] > 0 )  OR  (  CrossProductfl] > 0 )  OR (  CrossProduct[2] > 0 ) 
— find angle between the cross product vector and the horizontal plane 
INT M aglnXZ:
SEQ
— scale CrossProduct]] to avoid overflow 
INT Factor:
SEQ
— find Factor for scaling 
INT TempFactor:
SEQ
Factor: = (CrossProduct[0] / CrossProdLimit)
TempFactor: = (CrossProduct]!] / CrossProdLimit)
IF
Factor < TempFactor 
Factor: -  TempFactor 
TRUE  
SKIP
TempFactor: = (CrossProduct[2] / CrossProdLimit)
IF
Factor < TempFactor 
Factor: = TempFactor 
TRUE  
SKIP
Factor: = Factor + 1
CrossProduct
CrossProduct
CrossProduct
/ Factor:=  CrossProductfQ]
: = CrossProduetFl j  Factor 
: = CrossProduct[2 / Factor 
sqrt (MaglnXZ, ((CrossProduct[0] TIMES CrossProduct[0]) +
TIMES CrossProduct[2])) )(CrossProduct]!
IF
MaglnXZ = 0 — CrossProduct[l] < > 0 when MaglnXZ = 0
tansiope: = LargestTan 
CrossProductfl] = 0 — MaglnXZ < > 0 when CrossProduct[l] = 0
tansiope: = 0 
TRUE — Y  must positive
tansiope :=  ((tanAngleFactor TIMES CrossProduct[l]) / MaglnXZ)
— find (  Y  / MaglnXZ )
TRUE
SKIP
— register the tangent of minimum normal 
IF
tansiope < TanMinNormal 
TanMinNormal: = tansiope 
TRUE  
SKIP 
TRUE  
SKIP
. j j  + 1
i : = i + 1 -  next vector[i]
atan(MinNormal, TanMinNormal)
MaxSIope : = (IntPiBy2 TIMES (NumberOfTanStep - MinNormal)) / NumberOfTanStep 
— store maximum steepness in gradient stripe 
GradicntStripe[(X TIMES (q - SlopeWindowSize)) + p] :=  MaxSIope 
TR U E  — invalid pixel
— set to an invalid value of slope
GradientStripe[(X TIMES (q - SlopeWindowSize)) + p ] : = InvalidSlope 
— set to an invalid value or slope 
— sent gradient stripe and code stripe to MakeGradMapTail 
GradOut 1 [GradientStripe FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES NumLines)],
[MaskStripe FROM BandSize FOR (X  TIMES NumLines)]
} } }
Appendix IV NFGTAIL.TSR
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{ ( {  NGSEODY.TSR
PROC NewGradSegBody (CHAN GradientMapIn, GradientMapOut, GradStripeln, 
V A L  INT NumLines)
— description of the procedure
— Gradient stripe and code mask stripe are read in from channel GradStripe.
— At the end of this procedure,
— the code mask stripe wilt contains:
N NN N  NNNN NNNN NNNN NNNN NN N N  NNN N  NNG G
— where NN..NN represents the object number after performing range gating,
— GG represents the gradient of the pixel
— (  GentleFlag, SteepFlag or InvalidFlag )
— Previously assembled gradient map is input through GradientMapIn.
— These two input are joined together to form a new gradient map.
-- The new grad, map and the code mask are then output through GradientMapOut.
-  DEFINITIONS
-  dimension of the picture
V A L  X  IS 54 ; — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56: — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
...F MathDef.TSR
-  constants of the gradient segmentation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: -  actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  InvalidSlope IS (SlopeFactor < < 2) :
— value to distinguish pixels of invalid
— return from those of valid pixels
— value of slope will not be this value 
V AL SlopeThreshold IS IntPiBy4: — thres. for the grad. seg. proc.
— PiBy4 * PiFactor
-  flag use to pass mask information to the following process 
V A L  FinishedFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SteepFlag IS 1:
V A L  GentleFlag IS 2:
V A L  InvalidFlag IS 0:
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4: — no. of bits storing steepness information
-  declarations
[PictureSize] INT16 MaskStripe:
[PictureSize] INT GradStripe:
INT NumberOfLines:
INT NumberOfLinesSize:
INT NumLinesSize:
INT TotalNumLines:
INT start:
SEQ
NumLinesSize : = X TIMES NumLines 
start: = PictureSize - NumLinesSize
— read and send grad, stripe and previously assembled gradient map 
PAR
INT ObjectNumber:
SEQ
GradientMapIn ? NumberOfLines, ObjectNumber 
NumberOfLinesSize: -  X TIMES NumberOfLines 
TotalNumLines: = NumberOfLines + NumLines 
GradientMapOut! TotalNumLines, ObjectNumber 
GradientMapIn ? [GradStripe FROM 0 FOR NumberOfLinesSize], 
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR NumberOfLinesSize]
GradStripeln ? [GradStripe FROM start FOR NumLinesSize],
[MaskStripe FROM start FOR NumLinesSize]
— set MaskStripe according to the gradient 
SEQ i = 0 FOR NumLinesSize
INT to, from:
SEQ
to : = NumberOfLinesSize + i
from: = (PictureSize - NumLinesSize) + i
GradStripeftol :=  GradStripeffrom]
MaskStripe]toj: = MaskStnpe[from] < < SlopelnfoSize
-  reserve spaces for grad, information
IF
GradStripe[to] = InvalidSlope
MaskStripe[to]: = MaskStripe[to] + (INTI6 InvalidFlag)
GradStripe[to] < SlopeThreshold 
MaskStripe[to] :=  MaskStripefto] + (INT16 GentleFlag)
TRU E
MaskStripe[to] :=  MaskStripe[to] + (INTI6 SteepFlag)
— sent out gradient stripe and code mask stripe to GradientMapOut 
GradientMapOut! [GradStripe FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES TotalNumLines)],
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES TotalNumLines)]
> »
{ { {  NGSHEAD.TSR
PROC NewGradSegHead (CHAN GradientMapOut, GradStripeln, V A L  INT NumLines)
— description of the procedure
— Gradient stripe is read in from channel GradStripe.
— Code mask stripe is read in from channel GradStripe.
— At the end of this procedure,
— the code mask stripe will contains :
N NN N  NNNN NNNN NNN N N NN N  N NN N  NNNN NNG G  
~  where NN..NN represents the object number after performing range gating,
— GG  represents the gradient of'thepixel
— ( GentleFlag, SteepFlag or InvalidFlag )
— Gradient stripe is then output through GradientMapOut.
— Code mask stripe is then output through GradientMapOut.
-  DEFINITIONS
— dimension of the picture
V A L  X  IS 54: — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56 : — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : ~  no. of pixels in a picture
...F MathDef.TSR
— constants of the gradient segmentation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  InvalidSlope IS (SlopeFactor < < 2) :
— value to distinguish pixels of invalid
— return from those of valid pixels
— value of slope will not be this value 
V A L  SlopeThreshold IS IntPiBy4 : — thres. for the grad. seg. proc.
-  PiBy4 * PiFactor
-  flag use to pass mask information to the following process 
V A L  FinishedFIag ISO:
V A L  SteeoFlag IS 1:
V A L  GentleFlag IS 2:
V A L  InvalidFlag ISO:
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing steepness information
[PictureSize] INT16 MaskStripe:
N G SH E A D .T SR
[PictureSize] INT GradStripe: 
lNT ObjectNumber: — numb:er of objects in picture(exclude invalid pixel) 
INT NumLinesSize:
SEQ
NumLinesSize : = X  TIMES NumLines
— read in gradient stripe and code mask stripe from GradStripeln 
SEQ
GradStripeln ? ObjectNumber,
[GradStripe FROM 0 FOR NumLinesSize],
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR NumLinesSize]
— set MaskStripe according to the gradient 
SEQ t = 0 FOR NumLinesSize 
SEQ
MaskStripe[i] :=  MaskStripe[i] < < SlopelnfoSize
~  reserve spaces for grad, information
IF
GradStripe[i] = InvalidSlope 
MaskStripe i ] : = MaskStripefi] + (INT16 InvalidFlag) 
GradStripefij < SlopeThreshold 
MaskStripe[i]: = MaskStripe[i] + (INT16 GentleFlag)
TRUE
MaskStripefi] :=  MaskStripe[i] + (INT16 SteepFlag)
— sent the initialize value and various stripes to GradientMapOut 
SEQ
GradientMapOut! NumLines,
ObjectNumber
GradientMapOut! [GradStripe FROM 0 FOR NumLinesSize], 
[MaskStripe FROM 0 FOR NumLinesSize]
} } }
NflSTATT,.TSR
{ ( {  NGSTAIL.TSR
PROC NewGradSegTail (CHAN GradientMapIn, GradientMapOut, GradStripeln, 
V AL INT NumLines)
— description of the procedure
— Gradient stripe and code mask stripe are read in from channel GradStripe.
-- At the end of this procedure,
the code mask stripe will contains:
NNNN NNInN  NNNN NNNN NNN N NNN N NNN N NNG G  
-- where NN..NN represents the object number after performing range gating,
— GG  represents the gradient of the pixel
— (  GentlcFlag, SteepFlag or InvalidFlag )
— Previously assembled gradient map and code mask are input from GradientMapIn
— These two input are joined together to form a new gradient map and a new
— code mask.
— The new gradient map and the new code mask are then output through
— GradientMapOut.
— DEFINITIONS
— dimension of the picture
V A L  X IS 54: — no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V A L  Y  IS 56: — no. of pixels in the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : — no. of pixels in a picture 
...F MathDef.TSR
— constants of the gradient segmentation process
V A L  SlopeFactor IS PiFactor: — actual slope value is divided by this
— value
V A L  InvaiidSIope IS (SlopeFactor < < 2) :
— value to distinguish pixels of invalid
— return from those of valid pixels
— value of slope will not be this value 
V A L  SIopeThreshold IS IntPiBy4 : — thres. for the grad. seg. proc.
-  PiBy4 i  PiFactor
— flag use to pass mask information to the following process 
V A L  FinishedFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SteepFlag IS 1:
V A L  GentleFlag IS 2:
V A L  InvalidFlag IS 0 :
V A L  SlopelnfoSize IS 4 : — no. of bits storing steepness information
[PictureSize] INTI6 Mask:
[PictureSize] INT M ap :
— read in gradient stripe and previously assembled gradient map 
PAR
INT NumberOfLines, ObjectNumber:
SEQ
GradientMapIn ? NumberOfLines, ObjectNumber 
GradientMapOut! ObjectNumber
GradientMapIn ? [Map FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES NumberOfLines)],
[Mask FROM 0 FOR (X  TIMES NumberOfLines)]
INT NumLinesSize:
SEQ
NumLinesSize: = X  TIMES NumLines
GradStripeln ? [Map FROM (PictureSize - NumLinesSize) FOR  
NumLinesSize],
[Mask FROM (PictureSize - NumLinesSize) FOR  
NumLinesSize]
-  set last line of Mask according to the gradient 
SEQ i = (PictureSize - NumLinesSize) FOR NumLinesSize 
SEQ
Mask[i] :=  Mask[i] < < SlopelnfoSize
— reserve spaces for gradient information
IF
Map[i] = InvaiidSIope 
Mask[i] :=  Maskfi] + (INT16 InvalidFlag)
Map[i] < SIopeThreshold 
Maskfi]: -  Maskfi] + (INT16 GentleFlag)
TRUE
Maskfi] :=  Maskfi] + (INT16 SteepFlag)
-  output newly assembled gradient map 
SEQ
GradientMapOut! [Map FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
GradientMapOut! [Mask FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
k }
Appendix IV NGSTAIL.TSR
T A IL A SSE M B L E .T S R
{ { {  TAILASSEMBLE.TSR
PROC AssemblcTail (CHAN Mask, FromClassify, ToHigherAssemble)
— Definitions
— dimension of the picture 
V A L  SmallestRange IS 0:
V A L  LargestRange IS 4095 :
V AL  X IS 54 : -  no. of pixels in the horizontal direction
— (minus the last pixels on the line)
V AL  LargeXSize IS (X  TIMES 3) :
V A L  Y  IS 56 : — no. of pixels In the vertical direction
V A L  PictureSize IS (X  TIMES Y ) : -  no. of pixels in a picture 
V A L  LargePictureSize IS (PictureSize TIMES 3) :
— size of picture when containing (x, y, z)
BOOL NotFinished:
[PictureSize]INT16 ClassifiedMap:
SEQ
Mask ? NotFinished 
— clear ClassifiedMapf]
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
ClassifiedMap[i]: = 0(1X116)
W HILE (NotFinished)
[PictureSize] INT16 picture:
INT WhichClass:
SEQ
— read in mask and the corresponding classification 
PAR
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
Mask ? picturefil 
FromClassify ? WhichClass
— generate ClassifiedMapf]
INT pixeii:
SEQ i = 0 FOR PictureSize 
SEQ
pixeii: = (INT  picturefi])
pixeii = 0 
SKIP 
TRUE
ClassifiedMapfi]: = (INT16 WhichClass)
Mask ? NotFinished 
ToHigherAssemble ! [ClassifiedMap FROM 0 FOR PictureSize]
'}}}
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